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Executive Summary
To allow informed decisions on noise mitigation actions their effect has to be predicted (minimum
in terms of acoustic quantities, better also accounting for perception) as well as their costs and
technical feasibility. DESTINATE (decision supporting tools for implementation of cost-efficient
railway noise abatement measures) aims to further develop methods and tools to support the
decision making process. The following topics are researched:
1. Cost-efficiency assessment of railway noise mitigation and acoustic comfort
2. Interior railway noise prediction
3. Rail vehicle source characterisation
4. Railway noise auralisation and visualisation
5. Technical feasibility of active noise reduction solutions for railway noise protection of
dwellings
Deliverable D2.1 comprises the results of WP2. Existing tools, methods and related research are
analysed and requirements for the model and methodology development in WP3 are derived.
Chapters 2 and 3 establish the foundation for cost-efficiency analysis of railway noise mitigation
options and acoustic comfort within DESTINATE. An overview of railway noise generation is given
and the relevance of different railway noise sources for interior and exterior noise is assessed.
Important parameters needed to evaluate mitigation options are identified and discussed. Methods
to account for human perception of noise are analysed with regard to their applicability for railway
noise. Methods of decision-making including cost-benefit analysis are presented and discussed.
Finally, traffic scenarios are selected to be used within DESTINATE.
Chapters 4-6 deal with specific methods and tools to predict the effect of mitigation actions that
are researched within DESTINATE. Chapter 4 treats interior railway noise prediction. Currently
used railway noise simulation methods and tools are reviewed. The interior noise prediction model
developed in WP3 is to be based on OTPA measurements. Requirements for this model are derived
and limitations shown. Chapter 5 analyses methods to characterise airborne and structure-borne
sound sources mounted on a rail vehicle as well as passive sub-assemblies. The process of source
specification at a manufacturer is presented. Chapter 6 deals with auralisation and visualisation
which is a powerful tool to aid decision-making. This chapter gives an overview of current VR
systems and introduces evaluation criteria for comparison and assessment. With the focus on
different railway noise situations, applications involve the generation of stimuli for experimental
studies and the use as a demonstrator. To achieve maximal flexibility with respect to scenarios
and the reproduction systems, the synthesis of sound and images on the basis of an object-based
approach is suggested.
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Chapter 7 studies the technical feasibility of active noise reduction solutions to enhance railway
noise protection in dwellings. A focus is laid on technologies that enable living and sleeping with
(partially) opened windows. Active solutions are compared to already existing passive solutions.
It is recommended to first assess the applicability of passive solutions before investing in more
complex and more expensive active solutions.
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Author

Railway noise, both lineside and inside passenger trains, is a major environmental challenge for
the railway sector. Environmental noise is a threat to public health. According to the European
Environment Agency, about 12 million European citizens are exposed to railway noise with
potentially harmful effects. Short-term effects comprise sleep disturbance and increased stress
level. Excessive, long-time noise exposition can lead to severe effects such as cardiovascular
diseases. In consequence and expectation of a future increase in rail traffic, there is a growing
public opposition towards rail transport in European countries from those affected. On the other
side, noise in the interior of a train affects passenger comfort and thus the attractiveness of and
acceptance for the associated service.
Noise abatement has become essential within the railway sector to support a shift towards rail
transport, one of the major objectives of the Shift2Rail JU. The Shift2Rail research and innovation
project DESTINATE aims at contributing to this objective by advancing the state-of-the-art of
railway acoustic prediction methods and facilitating informed decisions on railway noise mitigation
alternatives as well as acoustic comfort.
Mitigation measures for noise and vibration come at varying costs, which in the extreme may even
endanger the competitiveness of the rail sector. Therefore, cost-efficient noise mitigation is
essential for a competitive, sustainable and attractive rail transport. Since noise mitigation is most
efficient when considered in the planning stage, acoustic management should be integrated into
all relevant processes within the railway sector.
To successfully enhance acoustic comfort and
integrate noise mitigation measures, it is important to
have appropriate tools for rail noise prediction to
assess the effects of design changes and find optimum
solutions. DESTINATE aims to contribute to this
objective by developing a novel prediction model for
interior railway noise based in the time-domain.
As various sources and passive train sub-assemblies
may contribute to the generation of interior and
exterior noise, it is essential to characterize them
individually as well as describe their interaction.
Because train manufacturers will generally assemble
their vehicles from components provided from
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numerous independent suppliers, methods to characterize these components need to be
standardised. DESTINATE aims to analyse and test source characterisation methods for typical rail
vehicle applications. This shall partly be carried out in collaboration with the complementary
Shift2Rail member project FINE1.
A relatively new technology to support decision-making by allowing to take into consideration the
human perception is auralisation. In combination with visualisation it may help us to proficiently
assess different noise scenarios. The creation of such a virtual environment where mitigation
actions, potential design alternatives, or comfort for the passenger can be demonstrated with the
purpose of evaluating human perception are valuable modern techniques to communicate between
stakeholders and/or non-experts. DESTINATE targets to advance the state-of-the-art in railway
environmental noise auralisation. Therein, the time-domain measurement data and synthesized
results from the development of the interior noise prediction model shall be assessed to serve as
basis for interior railway noise auralisation.
Finally, to support informed decision-making on design alternatives with regard to acoustic
comfort and noise mitigation, it is essential to have suitable methods for assessing their costeffectiveness. This requires taking into account all parties to likely be impacted by the measures,
and also cover the full life cycle of the product. DESTINATE will research cost-benefit assessment
for railway noise mitigation with a focus on including human perception and evaluation of interior
acoustic comfort.
DESTINATE is closely linked to its complementary Shift2Rail JU member project FINE1.
Consequently, a collaboration was established that had its contribution to this deliverable in the
form of knowledge exchange. The collaboration will proceed throughout the entire DESTINATE
project.
This deliverable D2.1 comprises the results of WP2, i.e. reviewing existing methods and related
research and formulating requirements for the model and methodology development in WP3. The
work stream of DESTINATE and topics covered by WP2 are shown in Figure 1.
The deliverable is split into 6 more or less independent main chapters on the above mentioned
project objectives. Chapter 2 is a general introduction to railway acoustics, which already defines
large parts of the terminology used in the later chapters as well as the basic concepts of sound
generation, mitigation and perception. An overview of important railway sound sources is given as
starting point for mitigation measures. Parameters relevant to evaluate mitigation measures are
presented and discussed. As it is still a challenge to better include human perception when
assessing noise mitigation and especially for acoustic comfort, chapter 2 includes a brief overview
of noise indicators and psychoacoustic methods. Based on the parameters introduced in chapter 2,
chapter 3 presents and discusses methods to assess cost-efficiency of railway noise mitigation and
acoustic comfort and highlights relevant approaches for DESTINATE.
Chapter 4 deals with acoustic simulation methods with a focus on interior railway noise prediction.
First, an overview of the main methods applied at the railway and other industries is given and
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limitations are discussed. The approach for railway interior acoustic prediction that shall be
pursued in DESTINATE is further detailed. Acoustic prediction models are very dependent on the
accuracy of the input data regarding sound sources and passive sub-assemblies. Chapter 5 is
covering this topic. In the first part, processes for typical source and sub-assembly specification
are presented from a rail vehicle manufacturer’s point of view. Then characterisation methods
are presented with a focus on structure-borne sound source characterisation.
Chapters 6 and 7 contain the studies on applicability and benefit of new technologies to the railway
sectors. Chapter 6 gives a detailed state-of-the-art analysis on auralisation and visualisation
methods with a focus on railway acoustics’ application. Different approaches are presented and
potential combinations of auralisation and visualisation methods are discussed. Chapter 7 reviews
the technical feasibility of active technologies to increase railway noise protection for lineside
residents, especially for opened windows. Active noise cancellation techniques and actively
closing windows are compared to existing passive solutions.

Figure 1: DESTINATE work stream and topics covered in this deliverable
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2 Railway noise sources, mitigation and perception
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Francis Franklin
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Main author 2.2, 2.3

Yasmin Baumgärtel

TUB

Main author 2.1, 2.3, 2.5

Pawel Komorski

PUT

Main author 2.4

Rolf Zon

NLR

Main author 2.4

Anneloes Maij

NLR

Contributor 2.4

Roman Barczewski

PUT

Contributor 2.4

2.1 Introduction
The DESTINATE project deals with railway acoustics. As has been pointed out in the overall
introduction in chapter 1 this is a very important environmental aspect of the railway system. In
this chapter an introduction to railway noise is given and the basic concepts of sound generation,
mitigation and perception are presented. This serves as a basis and defines large parts of the
terminology used in the later chapters.
In section 2.2 an overview of relevant railway noise and its sources is given as a starting point. On
the basis of the relevant sources, section 2.3 then gives an overview of railway noise mitigation
measures and relevant parameters regarding railway noise mitigation evaluation. Because noise is
not easily quantifiable, but dependent on human perception and thus on individual factors,
context of the noise situation, etc. the aspect of human perception is introduced in section 2.4.

2.2 Overview of railway noise and its sources
To assess railway noise mitigation options, it is essential to take into account all significant sources
of railway noise and evaluate their relevance for a given scenario. This includes source
characteristics, such as spectral content and variation in time.
In addition to internal sources of noise and vibration (from engines and drive systems, etc.), trains
in motion have two major external forms of excitation. Unevenness between the wheels and rails
induces structural vibrations that propagate up through the vehicle from the wheel-rail contact,
and turbulent airflow over, around and under the train induces airborne sound and structure-borne
vibrations at exterior surfaces. The propagation of these vibrations can excite adjacent structures
and the vibrations can be radiated as airborne sound.
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In addition to these, a number of major components are sources of noise and vibration - equipment
such as the engines and the air conditioning, and some sources are intermittent (e.g., passenger
announcements) or location-specific (e.g., curve squeal). A model of interior noise and vibration
for passenger comfort needs therefore to integrate multiple sources and transmission paths.
This overview of relevant sources seeks to categorise – and differentiate between – types of noise
and sources of noise. The relevance of each identified source to the different types of noise –
considering the importance of future research – has been estimated as high, medium or low in the
tables in each section. The major sections are:


Wheel-rail noise (2.2.1): Noise generated by vehicle-track interaction, the main component
of which is rolling noise, excited by irregularities on the wheel and/or rail surfaces. This is
dominant except at very high or low speeds. Other types of noise are location-specific,
such as squeal noise in narrow curves, or impact noise from specific track features
(crossings) or wheel defects (e.g. wheel flats).



Aerodynamic noise (2.2.2): Dominant for external observers at very high speeds (i.e., over
250 km/h in the unscreened situation), aerodynamic noise is driven primarily by vortex
shedding in turbulent flows around the vehicle body itself, the bogies, and the pantograph
– the latter being above the train and generally higher than noise barriers and therefore
unshielded. In addition, the aerodynamics of trains in tunnels, or of trains passing at speed,
create pressure waves and impulse loads that excite noise and vibrations and affect
passenger comfort.



Traction (2.2.3): Dominant for external observers at very low speeds (below 60 km/h, and
possibly also while idling), and when accelerating, and thus a concern near shunting yards
and stations. The two broad categories are propulsion-related (engines, generators,
motors, drive systems, etc.) and braking-related (brake squeal, compressors, etc., but also
the drive system and generators in the case of rheostatic or regenerative braking).



Interior Sources (2.2.4): For passenger trains and interior noise modelling, additional noise
sources need to be considered, a major contributor being the air conditioning (which, like
traction noise, is also important externally at low speeds and standstill). Announcements
(in some cases) over the address system and people talking on their mobile phones also
contribute to interior noise.



Other sources (2.2.5): Sources that don’t fit with other categories, e.g., signalling horns.

2.2.1 Wheel-rail noise
Wheel-rail noise is generated by the interaction of wheel and rail when a train is riding on a track.
Figure 2 illustrates the complexity of this interaction, including also sleepers which not only
vibrate but have significant radiation surfaces. The major source of wheel-rail noise is rolling
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noise. Other important noise types are curve noise and impact noise, e.g., when a train is passing
a rail joint or switch.
This section first describes the main noise types rolling noise, curve noise and impact noise and
then discusses wheel and track vibration and impact loads as the main sources of wheel-rail noise
generation.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of wheel-rail rolling noise generation mechanisms (Thompson et al.,
2009)
2.2.1.1 Rolling noise
Wheel and rail vibrations are induced at the wheel-rail contact, principally by (centimetre-scale
and smaller) irregularities on the wheel and rail surfaces (see Figure 3). Severe quasi-periodic
roughness is known as corrugation. Roughness and corrugation can excite resonances in the vehicle
and track structure, and also in the vehicle-track interaction; corrugation accelerates damage,
and noise levels will increase over time. The dynamic properties of the wheel and rail, as
expressed by their frequency response functions, determine the extent to which the displacement
induced by the roughness is taken up as wheel / rail vibration.
Rolling noise is fairly broadband in nature. Wheel and rail surface roughness is a major cause of
wheel-rail noise at all speeds. The frequency range of relevance in rolling noise depends on the
train speed but is usually considered to extend from around 100 Hz to 5000 Hz. The high
frequencies (from 2 kHz) are mainly radiated by the resonating wheel, whereas the lower
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frequencies are mainly radiated by the rail, and even lower frequencies (from 250 Hz) by the
ballast. The finite size of the wheel-rail contact tends to dampen higher frequency excitation.

Figure 3: Illustration of the mechanism of generation of rolling noise (Thompson, 2009)
Wheel vibration
Wheel vibration is a major source of rolling noise, driven by interaction with the track and
irregularities on both wheel and rail. In the case of solid-axle wheelsets (the usual case), torsional
vibrations of the wheelset are excited by the vehicle’s resistance to steering around curves. The
large exposed wheel web radiates noise away from the track, while vibrations are transmitted to
the rail via the wheel-rail contact, and to the vehicle through the bogie suspension (and through
the drive train, if any). The vehicle suspension characteristics determine how well the vibrations
are damped before reaching the vehicle body.
Track vibration
Major sources of noise (at low to medium frequencies) from the track are sound radiation from
the rail and sleepers. Track bed stiffness and damping elements are critical factors for sound
emission and vibrations. Light-rail tracks embedded in grass-turf are a low-noise solution. Concrete
tracks, especially if elevated (viaducts), are a major noise source. A specific case is the slab track,
where the generated sound is reflected, and there is no absorption as in the ballasted track.
The stiffness and damping properties of the track affect the decay rate of the vertical and
transverse bending waves of the rail as a function of the distance along the rail.
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In addition to exciting ground vibration, track vibration is a problem for:
1. Radiation of airborne sound from the track
2. Deterioration of track (vibrations can lead to fatigue cracks in sleepers, ballast erosion,
broken fastenings, etc.).
2.2.1.2 Curve noise
Curve squeal occurs in narrow radius curves, and is thus often a problem in urban environments
where local geography puts constraints on track geometry. Squeal affects people who live near
the line but also passengers waiting at stations. It is a loud and strongly tonal noise (i.e.,
dominated by a single frequency).
Curve squeal is caused by torsional vibrations of the wheelset driven by wheelset misalignment in
narrow radius curves. The negative friction characteristics of wheel-rail contact create a dynamic
instability, and the use of high positive friction modifiers is a common mitigation method. Although
the conicity of wheelsets is designed to allow wheelsets to steer automatically around curves,
vehicle suspension limits the freedom of the wheelset. The resulting misalignment creates torsion
in the wheelset, forcing the wheels to slip. Usually this leads to stick-slip behaviour and torsional
vibrations.
Another major source of noise in narrow radius curves is flange contact. As the wheels slip during
the curve, the vehicle moves outwards; this movement may cause the wheel flange to press against
the side of the rail (Figure 4). Flange contact combines very high pressure with a high degree of
slip, resulting in severe wear to both wheel and rail and a loud ‘grinding’ noise.

Figure 4: Schematic view of forces acting on wheels of a bogie in a curve (Thompson et al., 2006)
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2.2.1.3 Impact noise
Impact noise is generated at discontinuities and sharp features in the track or wheel, e.g.,
crossings, rail joints, dipped welds, misaligned welds or wheel flats. Some typical irregularities on
the wheel’s surface are shown in Figure 5.
The ability to detect irregular surfaces and corrugated wheels is of particular interest in relation
to reduction of the wheel/rail contact noise.

Figure 5: Typical irregularities on wheel’s surface (Danneskiold-Samsøe et al., 2001)

Impact load is a short-duration, high-amplitude force resulting from geometric discontinuities in
the wheel-rail contact that cause rapid vertical and/or transverse acceleration of the wheels.
These impact forces propagate through the track and vehicle structures, exciting vibrations.
If the brake system locks a wheelset rather than controlling the slip, the same point on the wheel
surface makes continuous contact and a flat spot develops. Later, this flat spot (or ‘wheel flat’,
see Figure 6) breaks the circularity of the wheel, and causes an impact load with each revolution,
producing a distinctive thud. Wheel flat impact loading of the track damages track components.
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Figure 6: (a) An idealised wheel flat; (b) profile shape after geometric filtering (Wu et al., 2002)
In a similar way to wheel flats, rail joints provide discrete inputs to the wheel-rail system that
induce large contact forces. Rail joints can be characterised by a gap width and a step height
(either up or down), as shown below in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Idealised rail joints showing: (a) a step and a gap, and (b) a dip (Thompson et al.,
2003)
The noise radiation generally increases with speed, regardless of whether loss of contact occurs.
Step-up rail joints produce the highest impact noise. Step-down joints and wheel flats cause
separation of the wheel from the rail above a critical velocity.
Although welds are generally superior to joints through the elimination of the gap, misalignment
of the rails will result in vertical and/or transverse steps, resulting in a discontinuity and
consequently impact load and noise. Uneven wear of the weld material compared to the rail
material will also result in a significant geometric defect.
Railways with continuously welded rail will often need joints at key locations, either to manage
track expansion in hot weather or to create breaks in the track circuit. In the latter case, insulated
rail joints are used, and the insulator wears quickly; rail material at the edges deforms plastically,
and the joint degrades.
2.2.2 Aerodynamic noise
Aerodynamic noise arises from the interaction of the train with air, and this becomes a major
noise source at high relative velocities. Turbulent flow, which can lead to periodic shedding of
vortices, is a particular issue, and often occurs where there is separation of the flow. Turbulent
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boundary layers (as shown in Figure 8) excite the train surfaces, which then become secondary
sources of noise and vibration.

Figure 8: Illustration of the formation of a turbulent boundary layer around a train (Thompson,
2009)
Both broadband and tonal noise can be generated by airflow over various parts of the train, but
much of the sound energy is concentrated in the lower part of the frequency region. Turbulent
flow over high-speed trains generates fluctuating forces and displacements, creating additional
noise sources at objects standing out from the silhouette like the pantograph, discontinuities such
as inter-coach gaps, cavities and rough surfaces or curvatures (i.e. rear and nose).
2.2.2.1 Car body
Nose of the train
As observed by Thompson (2009), a significant source of aerodynamic noise is the “Turbulent
boundary layer over curved or rough surfaces which can produce dipole rather than quadrupole
sound radiation, particularly where flow separation occurs, for example at the nose and rear of
the train."
Therefore, a long streamlined nose may have some advantages for aerodynamic noise.
Rear of the train
Wakes, depending of the nature of the flow (laminar or turbulent), occur because the flow
separates from an obstacle on both sides. The wake generates increased drag instability of the
dynamic behaviour and is an additional (though less important) source of noise. This phenomenon
can be characterized by visualizations, aerodynamic and acoustic measurements in a wind tunnel
or even by visualization on-line.
Inter-coach spacing
Inter-coach gaps can produce tonal noise due to interaction between the flow and acoustic
resonances of the cavity. Inter-coach gaps can also produce broad-band noise due to flow
separation and reattachment.
The inter-coach gap is a cavity with a small streamwise length-to-depth ratio (see example in
Figure 9). Open cavity flow is more organised than for longer, shallower ‘closed’ cavities and its
aerodynamic behaviour is dominated by periodic phenomena. A highly unsteady shear layer from
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the cavity leading edge impinges on the trailing edge, and a large recirculating flow forms within
the cavity with small eddies developing near corners. Self-sustained oscillation can occur, due to
the amplification of flow unsteadiness and feedback from acoustic waves propagating upstream.
The experimental analysis of the inter-coach region (Frémion, N. et al., 2000) allowed particular
radiating phenomena to be identified at well-defined frequencies; the sound radiation was
concentrated in the low frequency region below 500 Hz and dominated by various pure tones.

Figure 9: Turbulence producing areas of TGV inter-coach region (Thompson et al., 2009)
2.2.2.2 Bogie
Aero-acoustic sources in the bogie area are complex. The flow is extremely dynamic with a large
number of impacts, flow ejections and re-circulating zones. It is possible to identify the
turbulence-generating areas as steady sources of noise, which can be classified according to their
turbulence level and their area. It is the lowest aero-acoustic source, but it is difficult to suppress
because it is due to the development of the turbulent boundary layer on surfaces. This source is
difficult to characterise due to the wide frequency range and its low level.
2.2.2.3 Pantograph
A pantograph is an apparatus mounted on the roof of an electric train to collect power through
contact with an overhead catenary wire (see example in Figure 10). Noise from pantographs is a
major contributor of overall noise at high speed. Two sources can be identified in the area of the
pantograph: the pantograph itself (vortex shedding around the cylinders), and the cavity within
which the pantograph is mounted (vortex shedding around electrical equipment).
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Figure 10: The DSA 380 D pantograph, with its foot-region covering, on the ICE 3 (DanneskioldSamsøe et al., 2001)
Some components of the aerodynamic noise from the pantograph are broadband, but generally
the instabilities create aeolian tones clearly identified by their frequency peaks. Unlike the intercoach gap, the pantograph recess has a large length-to depth ratio, and behaves aerodynamically
as a ‘closed’ cavity. The acoustic resonances of the cavity give rise to tonal noise.
The sound pressure level at the pantograph has relatively gradual increase with the train speed.

Figure 11: Features of flow over a cavity which is long compared with its depth such as the
pantograph recess (Thompson et al., 2009)
Figure 11 shows the flow over the pantograph recess. The recess of the pantograph can be
described as a closed cavity and inter-coach spacing as an open and deep cavity.
An additional aero-acoustical problem is the sound generated by flow-interactions with such
electrical equipment as switches, insulators, and cable that are associated with the pantograph.
In particular, because of space problems on powered-coach trains, all of this equipment has to be
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mounted on the roofs of coaches. A local recess in the roof means that the base of the pantograph
and the electrical equipment would be subjected to a lower-speed incident airflow.
2.2.3 Traction noise
Traction noise is much less dependent on train speed, so that it is often dominant only at low
speeds where the contribution of other sources, such as rolling and aerodynamic noise, is limited.
Traction noise is relevant for acceleration, constant speed, braking and idling conditions, whereby
the loading can vary.
Power units on trains are generally either electric or diesel. Noise from diesel locomotives is mostly
dominated by the engine and its intake and exhaust; combustion engines are a main source of low
frequency noise at low to medium speeds or at standstill. Space restrictions often limit the ability
to silence the exhaust adequately, although in modern locomotives this has been given serious
attention. On electrically powered stock, and on diesels with electric transmission, the electric
traction motors and their associated cooling fans are a major source of noise.
For modern traction units, the dominant traction noise sources are cooling fans and traction
engine/motor(s). Traction noise is important even up to 200 km/h, and is a dominant noise type
at low speed. During idling at standstill, noise is dominated by the traction system and auxiliary
devices. Noise from the power train and auxiliary devices can also contribute to braking noise, for
example, from regenerative systems.
For several major sources, the speed of the drive shaft is an important influence parameter. This
shaft speed is not always directly linked to the train speed, which is the case for diesel–electric
and diesel–hydraulic drives, fans, compressors, generators and other rotating equipment. In these
cases, the driveshaft speed depends more on the required power and cooling than the actual train
speed. Gear noise may in some cases be directly linked to the train speed if the gear noise is
caused by gearwheels on the axles. Sources that are not directly connected to the power train
may not always be well predictable in terms of timing and duration; for example, the operation
of compressors, blow-off valves and forced cooling fans. Their individual sound emission can
however be easily quantified by measurement.
2.2.3.1 Propulsion system sources
The diesel engine is an internal combustion engine in which ignition of the fuel that has been
injected into the combustion chamber is caused by the high temperature which a gas achieves
(i.e., the air) when greatly compressed.
The traditional DC (Direct Current) electric motor driving a train or locomotive is a simple machine
consisting of a case containing a fixed electrical part, the stator and a moving electrical part, the
rotor. Both AC and DC motors have the same basic structure but there are differences and, for
various reasons, the DC motor was originally the preferred form of motor for railway applications
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and most systems used it. Nowadays, modern power electronics has allowed the use of AC motors
and, for most new equipment built today, the AC motor is the type used.
The openings for the ducts leading to the fans for the cooling systems are covered with louvers
whose vanes can be turned into the direction of motion or positioned perpendicular to it. In
addition to the actual fan noise, the louvers can generate speed-dependent tonal acoustical
components because of flow interactions with the vanes. Studies carried out in Japan have shown
that by properly adjusting the vanes and optimising their shape, these tonal components can be
completely suppressed.
2.2.3.2 Braking system sources
The braking system often overlaps with the traction system, since electric motors can be used for
dynamic braking as well as traction. Vehicles usually have pneumatic brake systems as well, where
brake blocks are applied to wheel treads or axle-mounted brake discs and friction is used to slow
the vehicle. Acoustically the braking system has different characteristics to the traction system,
and additional noise sources, for example: noise from friction with brake pads; brake squeal;
compressors; and blow-off valves.
Many types of compressors used in trains today can produce significant noise levels, although in
newer rolling stock quieter types are also used. (The compressor may be shielded/enclosed for
noise management.) Compressors are usually operated at fixed speed for a limited time period.
Braking noise can be dominant at any speed. Brake squeal tends to occur at low speed, especially
in shunting yards and close to stations; it has a relatively short duration, but can produce high
noise levels that are a source of discomfort both inside and outside the train. Brake friction noise
is broadband at medium and high speeds, and lasts the whole braking cycle.
2.2.4 Noise generated by interior sources
2.2.4.1 Air conditioning
Noise from the air-conditioning system, where this is present, can also require consideration in
rolling stock. There is often very limited space in which to package the air-conditioning unit and
ducts.
2.2.4.2 Speakers
Speakers are essential for passenger information (route and passenger services information, doorclose warnings; etc.). However, they can disturb the passengers greatly when they are too loud or
badly designed (distortion noises).
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2.2.4.3 Mobile phones
People talking on mobile phones can be a very annoying sound source due to the high information
content. Mobile phones on vibration mode can also induce structure-borne sound, e.g. when
ringing on a table.
Apart from the above mentioned sources, other interior sources include: door closing warning
systems, rattling of structural parts like compartment doors, panels, folding tables, etc.
2.2.5 Other sources
Locomotive-mounted horns: There is a maximum and minimum allowable sound level output for
locomotive-mounted horns. All operational locomotives manufactured after September 18, 2006,
must be equipped with horns that are in compliance with the railroad noise regulations.
Wayside horns (grade-crossing mounted): On many occasions, a wayside audible warning device
may be used as the primary audible warning when a whistle ban is in effect at a grade crossing.
Wayside horns are designed to alert vehicles and pedestrians of the presence of an approaching
train, performing the same safety and warning functions as the locomotive horns. Noise from
wayside horns is treated in much the same manner as noise from locomotive horns.
2.2.6 Summary of railway noise and associated sources
Table 1 gives a summary of railway noise and associated sources that were discussed in the sections
above.
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Table 1: Summary of railway noises and associated sources
Environment
Type
of
noise

Source

Rolling noise

Track
vibration

Causes /
mechanisms

> Wheel/rail roughness
> Wheel/rail
corrugation

Wheel
vibration

Impact noise

Impact loads

Exterior
Propagation/
transmission
path

Relevance
to noise

Structureborne

High - in low
frequencies
for secondary
noise

Airborne

High - in mid
frequencies

Airborne

High - in mid
and high
frequencies

Propagation/
transmission
path

Relevance
to noise

Airborne

High - in low
frequencies

Structureborne

High - in low
frequencies

Airborne

High - in mid
and high
frequencies

> Rail joints (step-up
rail joints, step-down
joints)

Airborne/
Structureborne

High

Structureborne

High

> Corrugation of the
wheel/rail

Airborne/
Structureborne

High

Structureborne

High

Wheel defects:
> wheel flats
> out of roundness
> polygonisation
etc.

Airborne/

High

Structureborne

High

> Dipped welds

Airborne/
Structureborne

High

Structureborne

High

> Switches

Airborne/

High

Structureborne

High

Structureborne

Structureborne

Squeal noise

Interior

> Crossings

Airborne/
Structureborne

High

Structureborne

High

Wheel
vibration

> Stick-slip at wheel –
rail interface

Airborne

Very high –
tonal and high
frequencies

Airborne

High - tonal

Wheel
vibration
Rail
vibration

> Flange-rail contact
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Aerodynamic noise (high speed)

Pantographs,
their recesses in
the roof and any
other roofmounted
equipment such
as insulators

Bogies
(particularly the
leading bogie)

Traction noise

> Vortex
shedding
> Turbulent
boundary layer

Airborne

Structureborne

High - often
dominant at
low
frequencies

Airborne

High

High

Structureborne

High - at
lower
frequencies

Structureborne

High

Airborne

High - at
lower
frequencies

Airborne

High - at
lower
frequencies

Nose/rear of
the train

> Flow
separation
> Turbulent
boundary layer

Airborne

Medium

Airborne/
Structureborne

Medium

Surface

> Turbulent
boundary layer
(TBL)

Airborne

Medium – as it
has a large
area of effect

Airborne/
Structureborne

Low

Airborne

High frequencies
depend on
size of
object/cavity
and train
speed

Airborne/
Structureborne

High frequencies
depend on
size of
object/cavity
and train
speed

Airborne

Medium - at
lower
frequencies

Airborne/
Structureborne

Medium - at
lower
frequencies

Edges and
cavities, Intercoach spacing
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> Turbulent
boundary layer
> Vortex
shredding
> Downstream
vortex
> Upstream/
downstream
mixing layers
and
recirculation
> Flow
separation and
reattachment

> Flow
disturbance
> Turbulent
boundary layer

Fixed
equipmentcompressors
under the floor
structure of a
coach

> Flow
disturbance

Exhaust/
Intake

> Diesel
combustion

High –
dominant at
low
frequencies

Gear
transmission

> Gear meshing

Medium –
dependent on
meshing
frequency

Turbocharger

> Aerodynamics

Medium – High
frequency
whistle

Hydraulic
pumps,
junctions,
valves

> Pulsation
> Aerodynamics

Low

Airborne

High –
dominant at
low
frequencies
Airborne/
(some
Structureborne
contributions)

Medium –
dependent on
meshing
frequency
Medium – High
frequency
whistle
Medium
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Very high –
dominant at
low
frequencies High
structureborne noise

Diesel motors

> Combustion

Very high –
dominant at
low
frequencies

Electric motors

Vibrations due
to:
> Mechanical
> Electric
> Magnetic
> Friction
force excitation

High

High

Auxiliary
equipment:
> Cooling fans
> Ducts

> Aerodynamics
> Mechanical
vibrations

Medium

Medium

Compressors

> Aerodynamics
> Mechanical
vibrations

Airborne

Medium – at
lower
frequencies

Airborne/
Structureborne

Medium– at
lower
frequencies

Blow off valves

> Aerodynamics

Airborne

Medium –
intermittent
noise

Airborne

Medium–
intermittent
noise

> Break-wheel
vibrations

Airborne

High – at
higher
frequencies

Airborne

High – at
higher
frequencies

> Brake friction
of brake blocks
on wheels or
brake disc

Airborne

High

Airborne

High

Air conditioning

> Aerodynamics
> Mechanical
vibrations

Airborne

Medium –
equipment
mounted
outside

Airborne

High

Speakers

> Speech/music

Airborne

-

Airborne

Low –
informational
content

Passengers

> Speech

Airborne

-

Airborne

Medium –
informational
content

Horns

> Aerodynamic
air flow
pulsation

Airborne

Low – high
tonal noise
levels but few
occurrences

Airborne

Low – medium
tonal noise
levels but few
occurrences

Brake
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2.3 Mitigation measures and relevant parameters for railway noise
mitigation evaluation
A broad overview on applicable, existing mitigation measures on railway noise is given in this
section, taking the different noise sources, presented previously, into account.
The relevant parameters for railway noise mitigation evaluation are examined and categorized.
These parameters have been chosen on the basis of the areas of responsibilities e.g. rolling stock,
traffic, infrastructure and environmental parameters.
The question of how to decide between the various noise control options needs to be answered
not only with regard to applicability but concerning human perception parameters like annoyance
as well as cost factors.
The different parameters are chosen and listed below to build a basis for a decision-supporting
tool. Which specific criteria will be implemented in the tool created in DESTINATE, will be
examined in the later parts.
2.3.1 Rolling stock parameters
Rail vehicles may be divided in three parts when it comes to noise emission analysis and the related
mitigation measures.


The car body: vibrating surfaces in the car body contribute to noise generation.



The bogie: Stiff coupling connections are the reason structure-borne noise can travel from
a source to a radiating surface. The bogie radiates airborne noise due to its surface
displacements from wheel/rail or engine excitation



Wheel set: The wheel–rail contact as well as structure-borne bridges are the main
contributors when it comes to noise generation from the wheel set.

Table 2: Rolling stock parameters
Rolling stock categories


Car body



Bogie



Wheel set
Relevant examples of related mitigation measures

Car Body


improve damping
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Rolling stock categories


prevention of structure-borne bridges

Bogie


improve damping



prevention of structure-borne bridges

Wheel-set


disk brakes



tuned wheel absorbers



wheel monitoring and maintenance to avoid wheel flats and high wheel roughness



intense wheel maintenance for wheel out of roundness



viscoelastic suspension to reduce structure-borne noise



wheel dampers against brake screech

2.3.2 Infrastructure parameters including wheel-rail interaction
The different parameters related to infrastructural issues and wheel-rail interaction are
categorised in this subsection.
Railway track is essentially a giant mass-spring system made up of hundreds of components.
Vehicle-track interaction is a dynamic system that excites many different modes of vibration,
leading to various sources of noise. There are three broad categories of infrastructure parameters
including wheel-rail interaction (with some overlap) relating to noise and vibration sources:


Track stiffness: The principal aim of the railway system is to provide a smooth surface whose
gradient changes slowly (if at all), so that the vertical acceleration of the train is more or less
zero. Since the track’s deformation in response to passing trains depends on the track stiffness,
changes in track stiffness result in changes in gradient that induce vertical accelerations. A
change to any of the parts of the track system can have an impact on track stiffness.



Vehicles are also mass-spring systems, and vehicle speed, suspension characteristics and
unsprung mass are important factors affecting vehicle-track interaction.



Wheel-rail interaction: Some track parameters can only be characterised in relation to the
vehicles that use the track. Rail profile needs to be considered with wheel profile, curve radius
needs to be considered with vehicle steering characteristics, etc. Also some track features are
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localised (e.g., joints and welds) or small-scale (e.g., rail defects). Stiffness of the vehicle and
track cannot be considered as independent systems.
o



The most directly relevant vehicle parameters are the wheel profile, which affects curving
behaviour, and the wheel surface condition; wheel roughness and defects contribute to
rolling noise, and this is the reason why iron tread brakes are a major noise issue.

Infrastructure type: More fundamental parameters related to track support, such as the
surrounding geography (e.g., tunnel, bridge, embankment), the type of track (e.g., ballasted,
slab track) and soil damping and stiffness, for vibration and secondary external noise
propagation. Tunnels reflect external train noise into the train interior, and in urban areas the
transmission of track vibration to nearby buildings. Bridges (viaducts) and embankments
elevate the railway track relative to ground level, increasing the potential range of noise
propagation.

Table 3: Infrastructure parameters: track stiffness
Infrastructure category: Track stiffness


Rail (section)



Pads (stiffness is a key parameter for noise mitigation):
o

Rail pads (common)

o

Baseplate pads (rare: e.g., baseplates on wooden sleepers)

o

Under sleeper pads (rare: e.g., heavy haul lines for ballast protection)

o

Ballast mats (rare: e.g., track stiffness adjustment; difficult to maintain)



Fastening system (spring stiffness usually selected along with pad type)



Sleeper (type & design, sleeper spacing)



Ballast (profile, grading, etc.; uniformity of properties is important)



Substructure type (subballast, subgrade, etc.; good drainage is a key issue)



Track condition (track quality index) – a construction and maintenance parameter
related to design tolerances.
Effect on sources (relevance)

Effect on noise (relevance)

Wheel vibration (medium-high)

Rolling noise (medium-high)

Track vibration (medium-high)

Impact noise (medium-high)
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Relevant examples of related mitigation measures


Rail section determines the mass per unit length and stiffness in bending of the rails,
which affect their vibration properties along their length. Rail vibration can be damped
using a tuned spring-mass system, usually to avoid certain harmonics that are excited by
wheel-rail interaction. Dampers can be clamped to the rails to achieve this, but
appropriate choice of rail pads allows the sleepers to act as natural dampers below the
second cut-off frequency, where the rail decouples from the rest of the track structure.
Also called dynamic absorbers, or neutralisers.



Ballast mats can be an effective method of reducing vibration. These isolate the ballasted
track from the substructure. However, the impact on the whole system needs to be
considered carefully, since these affect the track stiffness as a whole and are not easily
accessible once in place.



Foam or other stabilisers can be used with ballast to hold the stones in place and protect
them. This can extend track life, help to maintain track geometry and reduce the risk of
ballast fouling (which has a major and usually local effect on track stiffness).

Figure 12: Example of rigid-polyurethane foam (RPF) reinforced track (A. Keene, 2013)

Table 4: Infrastructure parameters: wheel-rail interaction
Infrastructure category: Rail-wheel interaction


Rail (profile and section)



Track curvature:
o

Narrow curve (R<250m) high probability of flange contact

o

Medium curvature (250m<R<600m) high probability of curve squeal

o

Straight line or large curvature (R>600m)
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Rail joint type (joints, which have temperature-dependent gaps; welds)



Switches (stiffness variation; narrow curve) & Crossings (typically with rail gaps)



Track condition:
o

Surface roughness (residual grinding marks; wear; corrosion & other damage)

o

Condition of joints / welds; ballast voiding beneath <= impact loading

o

Missing or broken sleepers, fastenings or pads <= track stiffness

Effect on sources (relevance)

Effect on noise (relevance)

Wheel vibration

Impact noise (high relevance)

Impact loads (medium-high relevance)

Rolling noise (high relevance)

Track vibration (medium-high relevance)

Squeal noise (high relevance)

Relevant examples of related mitigation measures


Rail grinding is necessary for control of railhead profile to ensure dynamic stability of
trains, and is used also to remove cracks and other damage, e.g., corrugation, from
the rails. A consequence of grinding is that the wheel-rail contact tends to be quieter;
however, this depends on the quality and directionality of the grinding, and it is
possible to optimise the grinding parameters to reduce subsequent noise levels. This is
called acoustic rail grinding.



Rail lubricators are used for friction control, and positive friction modifiers are one
method for tackling curve squeal. Asymmetric rail profiles have also been developed
for eliminating curve squeal.



Rail joints are impact-noise sources, and stretches of jointed track in urban areas are a
major nuisance. Welded track is quieter, although misaligned welds are again an
impact-noise source, and differential wear at welds is a problem. To allow for
expansion/contraction of track in hot/cold weather, some joints are necessary, and in
some cases track circuitry requires the use of insulated joints.



Switches and crossings are another impact-noise source with special track features
(e.g., frog points and wing rails) that need to be maintained regularly and kept within
tolerances
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Table 5: Infrastructure parameters: infrastructure type
Infrastructure category: Infrastructure type


Track bed type (ballasted, slab track, embedded, etc.)



Track environment (in cutting, in tunnel, on bridge, etc.)

Effect on sources (relevance)

Effect of noise (relevance)

Wheel vibration (low–medium relevance)

Rolling noise (high relevance)

Track vibration (high relevance)

Impact noise (high relevance)

Impact loads (high relevance)

Aerodynamic noise (medium relevance)

Aerodynamic sources (medium relevance)
Relevant examples of related mitigation measures


Concrete slab track is very stiff and transmits noise and vibration. One method around
this is to use floating slab track, where a resilient layer is laid beneath the concrete
track. This is an approach often used for tunnels under urban environments.

Figure 13: Example of floating slab track. (Cui and Chew, 2000)
2.3.3 Environmental parameters
Environmental parameters are separated here into rolling stock components and sub-systems, and
track support for structure-borne vibrations, and atmospheric and environmental conditions for
airborne sound:


Track support: Ground type and depth affect sound wave propagation, and if the train
speed exceeds the wave speed of the soil, a sonic boom occurs resulting in significantly
increased noise levels. For ballasted track, there is also a track critical velocity associated
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with propagation of bending along the track. These critical velocities are especially a
problem in regions where the ground is soft (Krylov, 2001).
o


Support structures such as viaducts (especially steel viaducts) are major secondary
noise sources excited by track vibrations.

Atmospheric and environmental conditions: Air absorbs sound, but sound attenuation
depends on frequency, and the humidity and temperature of the air. Sound waves reflect
off the ground – how much is absorbed depends on whether the ground is soil or rock or
concrete – and off hillsides and cliff faces, so local terrain is a critical issue. Sound waves
also refract according to variations in atmospheric density, and reflect off (or diffract
around) buildings and barriers.
o

The further away the receiver is from the source, the more interference there is
from the different transmission paths. Atmospheric turbulence is a key factor:
noises are sharper and louder on a clear, crisp morning.

Table 6: Propagation parameters: track support
Propagation parameters’ category: track support


Ground type (rock, clay, sand, etc.)



Track supporting structures (bridge, etc.)
Effect on sources (relevance)

Effect on noise (relevance)

Track vibration (high relevance)

Rolling noise (high relevance)

Impact loads (medium-high relevance)

Impact noise (medium-high relevance)

Relevant examples of related mitigation measures


Wave propagation through the ground can be controlled or blocked using waveimpeding barriers (e.g., trenches) or buried obstacles to create a false ‘floor’.



Tuned absorbers (dampers) can be used to modify the bridge harmonics to reduce noise
emission.
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Figure 14: Tuned absorbers applied on steel bridge deck (Thompson, D.J., 2009)

Table 7: Environmental parameters: atmospheric and environmental conditions
Propagation parameters’ category: Atmospheric and Environmental Conditions


Atmosphere (humidity, temperature) and wind (direction, velocity, variability, etc.)



Ground type (rock, clay, sand, etc.) and vegetation cover (grass, crops, trees, etc.)



Local terrain (flat, valley, mountains, rivers, lakes, etc.)



Urban environment (building types and density)
Effect on sources (relevance)

Effect on noise (relevance)
Rolling noise (low-medium relevance)
Impact noise (low-medium relevance)
Traction noise (low-medium relevance)
Brake noise (low-medium relevance)
Aerodynamic noise (low-medium relevance)

Relevant examples of related mitigation measures


Vegetation can be effective at absorbing noise. Grass turf can be used as a covering for
concrete slab track, and trees at the trackside can grow to heights that would be
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considered too expensive or intrusive for artificial barriers. Trackside barriers can also be
used as climbing frames for vegetation. However, trackside vegetation does need regular
maintenance.


Bunds (artificial cuttings – using earth as a barrier) and barriers (essentially fences) are the
traditional approaches to damping (or at least deflecting) noise. The height of the barrier
and its position relative to the noise source are important factors; barriers placed close to
the track (which is often not possible) can block rolling noise effectively, but aerodynamic
noise from pantographs on high-speed trains would require barriers at least four metres
high – and these are visually intrusive. It is also possible to put covers over the railway
track, such as the viaduct at St Pancras that is fully enclosed in acoustic cladding.



Barriers, as the name indicates, do not reduce noise emission at the source, but attempt
to absorb and redirect the noise. The impact on measured noise levels can be significant,
typically in the range 5–15 dB(A).



Barriers are made from a wide range of materials, including wood, aluminium and
concrete; the choice may be dependent on the local environment and ground type.
Barriers are usually vertical, but the goal is to keep the top of the barrier as close to the
noise source as possible to prevent diffraction, so some barriers are curved or
cantilevered.



Typically barriers are between one and four metres in height, but smaller barriers (placed
very close to the track) can be effective. Barriers placed close to the track create
difficulties for track access and maintenance, which is why barriers are often placed far
from the track, and thus need to be higher to be effective.



If noise and vibration levels are high at buildings, despite train and trackside mitigation
measures, buildings can be designed with absorption elements, or retrofitted with noiseabsorbing windows.

2.3.4 Traffic parameters
In choosing a location as a basis for a noise model, or for validation of a noise model, it is necessary
to consider not only the types of train at that location but also their frequency and the nature of
their operation. The important parameters here are separated into three groups:


Train type: A train has many parameters that affect noise and vibration, but most of these
can be considered as individual vehicle parameters, e.g., for a specific type of locomotive
or for a specific type of wagon, and these are considered elsewhere. How these vehicles
are assembled into a whole train needs to be considered also. A single location may see
both long, low-speed container traffic and short, aerodynamically designed high-speed
trains.
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o


Although railway lines have ‘maximum’ parameters, such as train length and axle
load, this does not necessarily reflect the traffic at the selected location.

Traffic patterns: It is important to build up a picture of how many trains, and of what
types, and at what times, pass during the day to build an accurate and relevant noise model
for the location. Also important is how fast the trains are going, and whether they are
accelerating or braking, since this will affect multiple noise sources.
o

There may be multiple railway lines, or perhaps even a convergence of railway lines
to a nearby station, so that multiple trains contribute to noise levels.



Yards: Special consideration needs to be given to shunting yards where operation is low
speed but there is likely to be at least one diesel shunting locomotive in operation, and
brake noise is a common issue. In the case of hump yards, there are frequent impact events
as wagons are assembled.



Depots: Due to night time noise of parked trains, depots where trains are merely parked
and serviced are a major problem in some countries.

Table 8: Traffic parameters: types of individual trains and local operational parameters
Traffic parameters’ category: Types of individual trains and local operational parameters


Freight (container; heavy haul; other)
o



axle load; number and type of locomotive(s) and wagons

Passenger (metro; commuter; conventional; high speed)
o

axle load; number of carriages; aerodynamic design

Effect on sources (relevance)

Effect on noise (relevance)

Wheel vibration (high relevance)

Rolling noise (high relevance)

Track vibration (high relevance)

Impact noise (high relevance)

Impact loads (high relevance)

Aerodynamic noise (high relevance)

Aerodynamic sources (high relevance)
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Table 9: Traffic parameters: traffic patterns and density
Traffic parameters’ category: Traffic patterns and density


Numbers and types of trains, and operation at selected site:
o

expected speed profile

o

traction/braking requirements according to gradient, stations, etc.

o

axle load; number of carriages; aerodynamic design



Likelihood of multiple simultaneous trains (in case of multitrack or neighbouring lines)



Train times – to assess impact at different times of day
Effect on sources (relevance)

Effect on noise (relevance)

Wheel vibration (high relevance)

Rolling noise (high relevance)

Track vibration (high relevance)

Impact noise (high relevance)

Impact loads (high relevance)

Aerodynamic noise (high relevance)

Aerodynamic sources (high relevance)

Table 10: Traffic parameters: terminals / yards
Traffic parameters’ category: Terminals / Yards




Yard layout:
o

number of lines, humps, etc.

o

number of shunting locomotives

General statistics:
o

average number of trains arriving per day

o

average number of wagons per train

o

average number of wagons shunted per day

Effect on sources (relevance)
Traction noise sources (high relevance)
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Impact loads (high relevance)

Impact noise (high relevance)

Brake squeal (high relevance)

Brake noise (high relevance)

2.4 Sound quality evaluation and human perception indicators
Nowadays the quality of human life is constantly increasing. The quality of life is influenced by
acoustic aspects such as environmental noise but also acoustic comfort of passengers traveling by
different rail vehicles. The human sound perception inside rail vehicles is a very important field
of interest among manufacturers and operators.
In general, directly measurable physical quantities, such as sound pressure or sound intensity, do
not directly reflect the actual sensation of human auditory perception. Reducing the sound
pressure level is not always associated with an increase in the sound quality and decrease in the
perceived annoyance. Thus, it is important to consider sound quality evaluation (SQE) methods.
Sound quality is not easy to estimate. Sound perception is a complex process that includes
detection, discrimination and identification of sound sources as well as ranking of subjective
auditory sensations. A main aspect of sound quality research is to obtain dependencies between
the objective physical parameters and subjective sound perception. These dependencies can be
found on the basis of experimental psychoacoustic research and knowledge of human auditory
mechanisms. In other words, human sound perception strongly depends on objective features e.g.
physical acoustic parameters (sound level and frequency) or human age and subjective features
like mood, emotions and experiences related to particular sounds as well as cultural background,
etc. To simplify the evaluation of sound quality, human psychoacoustic indicators can be
calculated from A-weighted sound pressure level (A-weighted SPL) and psychoacoustic parameters
like loudness, sharpness, roughness and fluctuation strength. Based on these estimates acoustic
annoyance, which is related to acoustic comfort, can be determined.
The precursors in this scientific field are Professor Zwicker and Fastl. Several mathematical models
can be used to calculate the acoustic annoyance indicators for different objects and compare
them with jury tests. These aspects have been investigated in automotive industry since the
beginning of the 1980s. The acoustic comfort of car interior or the engine sound during
acceleration process or even the sound of a door closing are very important factors in case of
global acoustic comfort, safety of travel, and also price of product.
The aim of this section is to present the current approaches to evaluate the quality of sound
emitted by different means of transportation, especially rail vehicles. This will be kept in mind
when evaluating the cost-effectiveness of mitigation measures. The following aspects are
presented:


An analysis of psychoacoustic indicators which are useful in evaluation of acoustic comfort
improvement in rail vehicles.
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Some typical research questions that are used in subjective sound quality evaluation tests,
e.g. can you find relations between measurable quantities like sound pressure or
psychoacoustic parameters and non-measurable perception quantities like noise annoyance
or sound pleasantness?

2.4.1 Methodologies of sound quality evaluation and psychoacoustic indicators
There is a number of possibilities of sound quality evaluation. One possibility is represented by
subjective methods of sound quality evaluation. This approach is based on so called jury tests
performed by representative groups of people. The most important psychoacoustic indicators,
which will be presented in the first part of this section, can be calculated on the basis of specific
models and physical (acoustic) parameter measurements. In this case, the method of sound quality
evaluation is subjective. However, it is based on physical parameter measurements, such as sound
pressure level (SPL) or sound intensity level (SIL). Thus, the objective conditions to estimate the
psychoacoustic indicators are preserved. This approach is simplifying the subjective assessment of
sound quality. Based on research analysis a linear dependence between some psychoacoustic
indicators and human perception can be noted (e. g. roughness in (Wang, Shen, Guo, Tang, &
Hamade, 2013) or loudness, sharpness and roughness in (Park, Jeon, Choi, & Park, 2015)).
2.4.1.1 Objective psychoacoustic indicators for sound quality evaluation
Sounds are described by the temporal variations in air pressure. Pascal [Pa] is the sound pressure
unit. Usually a logarithmic representation (sound pressure level, SPL in dB) is used due to the large
dynamic range that can be processed by the human ear. Furthermore, the A-weighted frequency
characteristic is applied on the signal. A-weighting mimics the frequency dependent sensitivity of
the human auditory system. To estimate an acoustic annoyance or comfort indicator inside rail
vehicles the physical acoustic measurements such as: sound pressure, intensity or power level are
not sufficient (Lyon, 2003; Cerrato, 2009). For objective evaluation of sound quality, the
psychoacoustic indicators can be used. The DIN 45631/A1 standard can be used for loudness and
sharpness calculation. Also the ISO 532:2017 and the ANSI S3.4:2007 standards are proper for
loudness evaluation. The Aures, Zwicker or Bismarck models are fit for roughness, tonality and
fluctuation strength elaboration. The tonality indicator can be also evaluated by using the ISO
7779:2010 or the ANSI S1.13:2005 standards. Unfortunately rail standards do not deal with any
aspect of psychoacoustic indicator evaluation. There are only A-weighted SPL used for the acoustic
comfort description. It is worth mentioning that psychoacoustic indicators such as loudness,
sharpness, roughness and fluctuation strength are correlated with physical acoustic parameters.
This is a crucial advantage, since it implies that these quantities can be predicted as well as
assessed by measurement, without having to interfere with a listening panel.
Loudness is used as a psychoacoustic measure of the sound’s strength and it is a sensation value
of the human perception of sound volume (Fastl & Zwicker, 2007; Head Acoustics, 10/16; Carlsson
& Orrenius, 2013). Loudness belongs to the category of intensity sensations. The influence of tones
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and broadband contributions are both readily accounted for. The overall sound strength in a train
compartment can be specified using loudness (Carlsson & Orrenius, 2013).
The sound’s tonal character is described with the tonality indicator (Terhardt, et al., 1982). It is
characterized by a narrow-band frequency component being more than 7 dB higher than the
neighbouring components. Examples of tonal sounds are squealing noise or noise emitted during
the braking process. Furthermore, the tonality indicator could be useful to specify, limit and
reduce the acoustic annoyance (Carlsson & Orrenius, 2013).
Sounds which consist mostly of high frequency content are usually more unpleasant than those
with low frequency. The sharpness is a sensation value which is caused by high frequency
components in a given noise (Head Acoustics, 06/16). In rail vehicles excessive high frequency
noise is rarely a problem.
Modulated sounds elicit two different kinds of hearing sensation: at low modulation frequencies
up to about 20 Hz (in particular the region around 4 Hz), the hearing sensation of fluctuation
strength is produced (e.g. noise generated by coin whirling on bench) (Fastl & Zwicker, 2007).
Roughness on the other hand focuses on higher modulation frequencies. Above 20 Hz fluctuation
strength gradually becomes smaller, and roughness with a maximum around 70 Hz takes over
(Carlsson & Orrenius, 2013). Sounds modulated at around 30 Hz – 40 Hz are for instance perceived
as sporty car sounds by humans. This is the reason that roughness is used in sound quality analysis
of cars (Carlsson & Orrenius, 2013). In rail vehicles rattle noise is generated by loose components
(e.g. panels and cabinet doors). Fluctuating pressure in ventilation systems are examples of sounds
possible to describe with fluctuation strength (Carlsson & Orrenius, 2013).
2.4.1.2 Subjective methods of sound quality evaluation – jury tests
Measurement scales, other than closed survey questions, can perhaps shed a more informative
light on noise annoyance in a laboratory setting. Jury subjective testing appears to be a new and
promising method of quickly gaining an understanding of where noise annoyance starts. In this
type of testing, subjects are presented with a noise/sound sample. There are four main methods
of sound quality evaluation:


the “random access” ranking method,



the “semantic differential” method,



the “category scaling” method, based on the ISO 16832 standard,



the “magnitude estimation” method, based on the ISO 11056 standard.

These methods are based on the subjective assessments of jury and sound samples ranking (Fastl,
2005). The methods of ranking sound samples can be classified as psycho-physical methods. They
depend on the group of evaluators – the jury. Furthermore, the first two methods are qualitative
methods which estimate sound quality. The last two are classified as quantitative methods which
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give approximate values of specific psychoacoustic indicators (Fastl, 2005). For railway sound
surveys the random access method should be useful. This method is really simple and a valuable
approach for subjective jury tests. The semantic differential method is also very simple and similar
sound samples can be easily compared by using adjectives lists. The magnitude estimation method
can also be helpful. The anchor (reference) sound can make easier subjective assessment of
various sound types.
2.4.1.3 Annoyance indicators – combination of psychoacoustic indicators
This section briefly describes some of the annoyance indicators, which are calculated by using
psychoacoustic parameters. Annoyance indicators are directly related with passenger’s acoustic
comfort. On the one side, there are psychoacoustic parameters and annoyance indicators. On the
other side, subjective jury assessments of acoustic comfort are performed. Comparison of these
two can get the best result of comfort investigation inside rail vehicles. One example of an
annoyance index model for trains is (Möller & Wahlström, 1997) which uses a combination of Aweighted SPL LA [dB (A)], sharpness S [acum], and the fluctuation strength F [vacil]. Another
example of general purpose of annoyance indicator is the sensory pleasantness (Fastl & Zwicker,
2007; Carlsson & Orrenius, 2013). This model is a combination of loudness, sharpness, tonality and
roughness. As studies have shown, roughness and sharpness have a significant influence on the
sensory pleasantness (Fastl & Zwicker, 2007). Another model of annoyance estimation is the
psychoacoustic annoyance PA (Fastl & Zwicker, 2007). The PA can quantitatively describe
annoyance ratings obtained in psychoacoustic experiments. The loudness indicator has the
strongest impact on the final result of the PA.
Noise annoyance is also estimated by using the International Commission on the Biological Effects
of Noise scale, which is also often referred to as the Fields scale (Fields, et al., 1997). The ICBEN
consists of one question: Thinking about the last (12 months or so), when you are here at home,
how much does noise from (noise source) bother, disturb, or annoy you? The answers are typically
presented on an 11-point Likert scale from 0 to 10, but other scales are also frequently used.
The Weinstein Noise Sensitivity Scale (WNSS, often referred to as “the Weinstein”) measures
sensitivity to noise (Kroesen, et al., 2013) (Senese, et al., 2012) (Babisch, et al., 2009) (Kishikawa,
et al., 2006). It consists of 21 items pertaining to sensitivity to noise from which 7 are reversed.
Participants have to indicate how much they agree with the items on a 6-point Likert scale.
2.4.1.4 Approaches to acoustic evaluation
Acoustic evaluation can be divided into several main approaches:


The subjective approach, where listening tests assessment (ranking methods are the most
popular) and noise surveys are presented. The focus of this approach is on the perception
of noise. Sound perception is not related to sound pressure level only. The main
disadvantage of the subjective approach is the lack of data confirmation by an objective
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psychoacoustic measurements or calculation. Few interesting studies where ranking tests
were used are published in: (Yano, et al., 1997) (Zon & Janssen, 2016) (Quehl, 2001). The
most promising survey studies are (Khan & Shafiquzzaman, 2002) (Kuwano, et al., 2004)
(Zon & Hogenhuis, 2016).


The simple objective approach, where several psychoacoustic indicators are estimated.
Loudness, sharpness, tonality, roughness and fluctuation in strength are the main factors
generally and in railway noise evaluation specifically. Some interesting studies are (Jiang
& Zeng, 2014) (Watts, 1995) (Snadrock, et al., 2008).



The complex objective approach, where the noise annoyance model or the acoustic
comfort index is modelled based on a psychoacoustic indicators calculation. The objective
approaches are sufficient to compare several sounds to each other and make a quality
assessment. Various modelling methods were used in different research projects. Some of
them are based on a semi-analytical modal superposition method or statistical energy
analysis (SEA). The most promising studies are (Möller & Wahlström, 1997) (Poisson, 2000)
(Parizet, et al., 2002) (Klemenz, 2004).



The neural network tool in modelling noise annoyance is very popular and can make noise
calculation more accurate: (Wang, et al., 2013) (Lee, 2008) (Hai, et al., 2016).



The sound field simulation and auralisation method. It is a very useful tool in the project
stage of rail vehicle construction. It is possible to model sound field by changing the vehicle
structure and materials in a cost-efficient way. Some promising studies are: (Song, et al.,
2005; Hu, et al., 2014) (Klemenz & Vorlander, 2005).



The comparison and combination of the subjective and objective approaches. It seems to
give the most accurate research results. Jury answers are confirmed (or unconfirmed) by
the objective psychoacoustic calculation. A few interesting studies in different
transportation fields are (Zon & Hogenhuis, 2016) (Park, et al., 2015) (Zhang, et al., 2012)
(Zuo, et al., 2013).

Obviously, the A-weighted sound level is an important noise parameter as well, but it is not
sufficient for acoustic annoyance evaluation. Objective instruments measure the actual noise level
/ spectrum that is produced, whereas subjective instruments measure how that noise is perceived
and what impact it may have on the listener. Therefore using both kinds of instruments is
interesting for measurement campaigns. It needs to be mentioned that very low sound (or noise)
levels may be perceived as irritating and that higher sound (noise) levels are sometimes
appreciated. More knowledge about how noise is perceived, and why, may be useful in interpreting
when and why sound is perceived as noise and what the potential mitigation means are.
With respect to (subjective) measurement instruments and for the impact an auditory event may
have, the current study is not complete. A few examples of the impact that noise may have on
the human are interference with sleep quality, causing fatigue, depression, anger, etc. For
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measurement of each of these concepts, many questionnaires and rating scales do exist. Therefore
the topics are mentioned but no complete overview of all possible measurement instruments is
provided.
Aviation and automotive industry are more advanced in this field of research. In the future it might
be beneficial to think about railway standards or regulations in TSI NOI which will deal with
passenger acoustic comfort indicators during train/tram travel. Some of the presented
methodologies for assessing sound quality can be applied in the railway sector.

2.5 Summary
For DESTINATE, it is essential to have an overview of potential mitigation options. This should
be based on a noise and vibration source analysis.
Noise sources in railway section may be divided in:


Wheel-rail noise



Aerodynamic noise



Traction noise



Interior noise

According to this, relevant parameters for railway noise mitigation evaluation may be divided
in:


Rolling stock parameters



Infrastructure parameters



Environmental parameters



Traffic parameters

For the human perception, not only physical quantities are crucial. It is important to choose a
suitable approach for the sound quality evaluation for DESTINATE.
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3 Identification of cost-effective railway noise mitigation
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3.1 State of the art of railway noise control
Annoyance and indicators
Since the 1970-ies the awareness for noise as an unwanted impact of growing traffic has grown.
Community response became more common for situations where new roads or railways would be
planned with an obvious impact on existing residential areas. Noise annoyance of these residents
was the main concern.
Annoyance can be defined as “a feeling of displeasure, associated with any agent or condition,
known or believed by any individual or group to adversely affect them” (Lindvall & Radford, 1973).
A variety of negative emotions may be felt, which might be reported (by the residents themselves)
for example as anger, disappointment, dissatisfaction, withdrawal, helplessness, depression,
anxiety, distraction, agitation or exhaustion. Annoyance has grown to be the collective term for
the total set of negative emotions. The extent of the annoyance (usually expressed as low,
moderate and high) can be assessed through surveys, where it is assumed that the term
“annoyance” is sufficiently recognized by the respondents as an indicator for the collective effects
(Berglund, et al., 1999)
It was found, already in the 70-ies, (Schultz, 1978) that the chance to be annoyed was depending
on the level of the noise exposure. The higher the noise level, the larger the risk that one would
feel annoyed.
The quantity in which the exposure would be expressed usually was Lden, the day-night level. At
the time, it was usual to use the long term average A-weighted noise level with a 15 hours day
period and a 9 hours night period with a 10 dB penalty for the night only.
Since the coming into force of the European Environmental Noise Directive, the common indicator
for noise exposure assessment is LDEN, the day-evening-night noise indicator, which is a long term
average A-weighted level with


a 12 hours day period,



a 4 hours evening period with a 5 dB penalty, and



an 8 hours night period with a 10 dB penalty.

With respect to the concepts introduced in this chapter, the following remarks and explanations
apply:
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A-weighting
The A-weighting curve is a frequency weighting of the recorded or calculated noise level, whereby
the low frequencies of the audio range (roughly 50 – 500 Hz) as well as the high frequencies
(roughly over 4000 Hz) are suppressed, thus simulating the sensitivity of the average healthy
human ear at a level of 80 dB. Although the A-weighting is highly standardized, there are still
certain situations where it would be advisable to use other weighting curves. C weighting for
example may sometimes be used in the case of a strong low frequency content of the exposure,
which may occur in open air music events and with certain industrial sources (transformers), and
even with some diesel locomotives.
Tonal, impulsive and musical sounds
Some sounds show certain characteristics, mainly spectral properties that may enhance the
annoyance of the sound. This applies for instance to tonal noise (narrow band peaks around
particular frequencies). A definition of tonal noise (somewhat outdated) is presented in ISO 1996
2:2007 Annex D. Tonal noise may cause higher annoyance than broad band noise. This is sometimes
taken into account by applying a penalty of 5 dB for tonal noise.
A similar approach applies to impulsive noise, defined in ISO 1996 as well.
For noise with a distinct musical content (high information content), the resulting annoyance can
be even higher and in some countries a penalty of 10 dB is used for musical noise.
Long term average
Annoyance as an effect of environmental noise occurs and stabilizes over time. In long periods of
observation, short term effects such as startle and habituation become less important. Certainly
in relation to health effects such as cardiovascular diseases and sleep disturbance, the long term
exposure to noise is the dominant indicator. The world health organisation, in its 2011 publication
Burden of Disease from Environmental Noise (World Health Organization, 2011) defines the
corresponding exposure as the average over one year. Even for a static source, the propagation
conditions can vary substantially over the time period of one year, for example as an effect of
varying wind directions and wind speeds. For this reason the long term average is usually defined
as the average of a “typical” year, (e.g. with respect to the traffic composition and traffic
intensity) and the average of weather conditions according to the local climate (i.e. climatological
average, with exceptional weather conditions for a particular year ignored).
Distinct periods of day
The use of three different periods of the diurnal day (i.e. day, evening, night) and the
corresponding penalties of 0, 5 and 10 dB, goes back on the presumption that the European
population shows a distinct social behaviour, which involves working or education during the day,
recreation (e.g. reading, watching TV) during the evening and sleeping at night. During each kind
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of social activity the exposed people react differently to a certain exposure. The different
reactions are reflected in the three different penalty values.
Discussion
Like many aspects in environmental noise management and control, the above characteristics are
discussed regularly and fiercely, particularly between residents (who tend to feel neglected or at
least not sufficiently supported in their annoyance), policy makers (who prefer a reproducible and
plausible approach) and noise producers (who may agree on controlling their noise, but under the
condition of reasonable cost and equal treatment for all sources).
These discussions apply to almost all of the aspects treated above, for example:


residents and policy makers in Germany are currently in favour of using an LAmax indicator
instead of the common EU indicator Lden, because they feel that the latter ignores the
highest noise level occurring during the day and therefore includes an advantage for the
party producing the noise.



The use of A-weighting in environmental noise control has been under discussion for several
decades, particularly initiated by people who are in favour of using e.g. loudness levels,
dB(C) levels, linear levels and other indicators.

In the current report and in the DESTINATE project, unless specified otherwise, we will use the
indicators and quantities as defined in the EU Environmental Noise Directive for noise at residential
premises. For other applications, e.g. noise in the train, we will use different indicators. Also for
noise from specific sources, showing specific spectral characteristics, we will use specific
indicators.
Development of Knowledge and Technology
Since the 1990-ies, where railway transport saw a revival in Europe, the control of railway noise
made significant progress. Methods and tools were developed which substantially enhanced the
knowledge and generated a common understanding on the main sources of railway noise and on
the generation mechanisms relevant for these sources. It was demonstrated, in these years, that
rolling noise, generated by the wheel rail contact forces, was the dominant source of the noise
observed in residential areas in the vicinity of surface railway lines. Scientific models, such as
TWINS and RIM, were developed to better understand the contribution of various relevant
parameters, in particular wheel and rail roughness and their origin and control. It was found and
confirmed in many studies, that the technique of tread braking, as it had been used in almost all
freight wagons and in many passenger rolling stock, was responsible for serious surface
irregularities on the surface of the wheel tread, which then in turn would cause the wheel and
rail to vibrate and thus radiate noise.
Wheel roughness would often be dominant over rail roughness, but for so-called corrugated track
the surface irregularities of the track may even exceed those of the wheel. Although the possible
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causes for rail roughness are not that obvious as for wheel roughness, the track quality can be
maintained by regular acoustic grinding, thus allowing for a drastic reduction of the total
roughness of wheel and rail and a corresponding drastic reduction of the generated rolling noise.
From then on, the official policy of both the authorities regulating the railways and the railway
associations was focused on avoiding tread brakes in new rolling stock for passengers and replacing
cast iron brake blocks by composite brake blocks in existing freight stock. This however was easier
said than done. Railway rolling stock has a very long life time (often more than 40 years), so
improvement of rolling stock takes a very long time. The process of retrofitting the EU rail freight
fleet is currently on its way.
Legislation
Since 2006, limiting noise levels for the trans-European conventional rail system are specified in
the TSI, Technical Specification for the Interoperability. TSI Noise 2006 was repealed and revised
several times. The current version was published in November 2014.
It specifies limit noise levels in dB(A) for pass-by noise at different speeds, stationary noise,
starting noise and noise inside the drivers cab. It does not specify limit noise levels inside
passenger compartments.
Train types entering the common market are to comply with the limit noise levels specified in the
TSI.
It should be emphasized that the TSI limit values are the only legal limits referring to railway
vehicles.
National limits refer to the exposure of residents living along a track, and include the traffic
intensity of that particular track. Under the single market strategy of the European Union, Member
States are not allowed to exclude rolling stock from their networks on the basis of the noise levels
created by that rolling stock, as long as this rolling stock complies with the TSI limits.
This implies that mitigation measures for railway noise from a particular line are to be found


either in optimizing the track (for example the specially monitored track (“besonders
überwachtes Gleis”) in Germany),



or in mitigation measures in the propagation path (e.g. noise barriers)



or in mitigation measures at the residential building (e.g. façade insulation)
Beyond legislation – Sound quality

Alongside the track
Noise annoyance due to the exposure of residents along a railway line is a serious problem. Possible
solutions have been developed over the last decades. The TSI Noise limits provide a general
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approach to the noise production of rolling stock on good quality track. The pass by limits from
TSI Noise refer to the long term average noise exposure of residents. When all rolling stock
complies with these limits, further reduction of the long term average noise exposure must be
found in measures at the track, in the propagation path or at the façade of the exposed building.
Such measures show various disadvantages, such as high cost (barriers and sound proof windows),
and opposition from residents (visual intrusion due to high barriers).
Because of these disadvantages, there is a demand for measures that are capable to reduce
annoyance without introducing these disadvantages. Such measures may leave the long term
average level unchanged, but at the same time affect the so-called sound quality of the noise
exposure.
Obviously, there is no direct relation with legal environmental noise limits, as these are expressed
in long term average levels only. The trigger to consider improvement of the sound quality
alongside the track usually has to come from complaints by residents, or strong opposition from
local pressure groups.
Sound quality is a complex concept, which may be defined in many different ways. As a first
introduction, we give two definitions quoted by Salford University (Acoustics research centre,
n.d.):
“Sound Quality is a perceptual reaction to the sound of a product that reflects the listener’s
reaction to how acceptable the sound of that product is: the more acceptable, the greater
the SQ.” R. H. Lyon”
“The term Product Sound Quality refers to the adequacy of the sound from a product. This
is evaluated on the basis of the totality of the sound’s auditory characteristics, with
reference to the set of desirable product features that are apparent in the user’s cognitive
and emotional situation.” C. L. Fog and T. H. Pederson”.
In order to illustrate the concept, we pick out two of the characteristics mentioned in these two
definitions, i.e. “desirable” and “acceptable”. These two characteristics are likely to have a
relationship with the concept of “annoyance”. Improving the sound quality alongside a railway
track would include making the sound more “desirable” and “acceptable”. Note that this would
not necessarily require the long term noise level to be reduced.
Certain elements of this approach have already been introduced in section 2.4 on noise tonality.
If a sound could be made less tonal (more like broad band noise) it could even produce a higher
average level and still be more acceptable, desirable or – in other words – have higher quality.
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A very good and practical example of this approach can be found in the back up beeper (reverse
signal alarm) for motor vehicles. Originally, these signals were introduced as almost pure tone
signals with a high level of attention but also a high level of irritation. Since a few years, broad
band noise backup alarms are offered on the market, with a much more pleasant effect 1.

One of the challenges in the DESTINATE project is to identify types of railway noise generation
that are particularly annoying (or irritating) and that could be improved in order to provide a
better sound quality, thus reducing the annoyance without necessarily reducing the long term
average noise exposure level.
Likely candidate noise types and sources can easily be identified, for example:


Curve squeal in narrow curves, resulting in tonal noise



Impulsive noise in joints, switches and turn outs, resulting in impulsive noise,



Low frequency noise generated by trains passing steel bridges and viaducts,



Break screech when trains are braking



Audio warning signals in level crossings



Cooling fans in traction units

According
to
Salford
University,
[http://www.salford.ac.uk/computing-scienceengineering/research/acoustics/psychoacoustics/sound-quality-making-products-soundbetter/sound-quality-testing/defining-sound-quality] sound quality development itself should be
an integral part of the design process and test methods should be part of the overall decision
making process for product suitability. A most essential challenge of this process is the definition
and selection of suitable metrics that describe the relevant aspects of sound quality. Potential
metrics, in addition to the one that we are already familiar with like the time average weighted
level and the weighted exposure level, are for instance:


Loudness (referred to for inside train noise in several publications from F. Poisson, SNCF)
Other than the sound intensity or sound pressure level, loudness describes the human
sensation of the amplitude of sound, taking into account the sensitivity of the human ear
for different frequencies. Loudness is defined e.g. in DIN 45631. Loudness is expressed in
phon, unlike the sound levels expressed in deciBels



Sharpness (also called harshness)
Sharpness is an indicator for the high frequency content of the perceived sound. The more
high frequencies, the sharper the sound. Sharpness is expressed in acum.

1

For example https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VRsWxKYZNN0
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Roughness,
Roughness is an indicator for the perception of how sound varies in time. Roughness is
expressed in asper. As it is a negative qualification, rough sounds are perceived as more
unpleasant than sounds that are not rough (smooth)



Tonal content,
Tonality is an indicator for the presence of pure tones in the spectrum



Brightness
Brightness is close to sharpness, but with a rather positive connotation. It describes the
high frequency content in the perceived timbre of the sound



Pitch
Pitch describes the timbre of the sound in terms of perceived frequency. A high pitch means
that a large content of high frequencies is perceived, as opposed to a low pitch



Impulsiveness,
Impulsiveness describes the variation over time of the sound amplitude as short duration,
usually associated with a short rise and fall of the sound amplitude.



Etc.

Another major challenge is the definition of the most suitable listening position. In
environmental noise management and control, we are used to relate the noise exposure to a
listening position outside the building, 1 meter in front of the most exposed façade, 4 m over local
ground, while eliminating the contribution of sound reflected against the building. This exposure
level is then the basis for an estimate of the noise level inside the building, e.g. in a sensitive
room.
For sound quality, this approach is probably not suitable. This means that estimates will have to
be made of the observed or expected sound quality inside the sensitive room. And for reasons of
comparison this would also have to be done for the long term average exposure level.
Obviously, there may be more challenges that will be identified and treated in the remaining tasks
of the DESTINATE project.
Inside the train
The concept of sound quality has been applied for many years in product design a wide range of
household appliances, such as vacuum cleaners, coffee makers, washing machines, etc. For
products like these, the sound quality is related to non-auditory concepts e.g. luxury, power,
speed, safety, expense making the sound of a product an important design consideration.
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A good example is the persistent opinion of consumers that household appliances which need to
be powerful (e.g. a vacuum cleaner) necessarily produce a lot of noise. I seeking the most
powerful version for the same cost consumers would then be tempted to choose the most noisy
version.
For many years, sound quality design has been a prominent element of the design of motor
vehicles (mainly passenger cars) and-with a slightly smaller emphasis - of air planes and e.g.
motor yachts. For these designs, the desired sound quality depends on the desired “image” of
the product under concern. A good example is the sound design of three models of motor
vehicles built in the1990-ies on the same platform by Fiat. The models were introduced as
elements of the product lines of Fiat, Alfa Romeo and Lancia respectively. And although the
chassis and engine of all three cars were basically identical, the different image of these cars
required the sound quality to be quite different as well.

For rail bound passenger vehicles, sound quality design is a relatively new concept. It is relevant
to distinguish different market segments of rail bound mass transport, for example:


Light rail, urban transport and metro
In this segment, the frequency and reliability of the train service is probably one of the
main features desired by the customers, together with a low fare. Transport mode
competition is between train and private car or train and bus or train and bike. Sound
quality is not a decisive aspect



Interregional and intercity service (trip duration up to 2 hours)
In this segment, there is a choice between 1st and 2nd class, with a difference in fares. The
1st class implies a better chance to have a seat, which is desirable for most passengers in
view of the duration of the trip. A good sound quality, also expressed as acoustic comfort,
is expected as an essential element of the overall quality of the service.



Long distance and high speed service (trip duration over 2 hours) In this segment, high
quality and good acoustic comfort is expected by the passengers. The sound quality should
be consistent with the feeling of quality and comfort offered to the passengers.

Similar to the line side noise perception, there is no legal limit for acoustic comfort in the train.
The trigger to improve acoustic comfort would have to come from marketing considerations of the
train operator (attracting more passengers).
The DESTINATE project considers to investigate (among others)


to what extent the sound quality or acoustic comfort is a relevant factor in the overall
design of new passenger vehicles,
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how acoustic comfort is embedded into other comfort issues like lighting, smell,
temperature, aesthetic design, intelligibility of PA systems, interference by conversations
from other passengers, etc.



what metrics are used in the process of specification and design of new passenger vehicles.



How compliance with the specifications between rolling stock owner and rolling stock
manufacturer is monitored and assessed.



What measures are considered by the manufacturer/designer and how cost of these
measures are estimated so that the sales price can be modified
Noise control in practice

This section presents the current practice of railway noise control. It serves as an introduction to
decision support methods.
Environmental noise (i.e. noise observed by a citizen living close to a railway track) is regulated
by law in most member states of the EU. The key objective is prevention of potential risks due to
the exposure to noise. Therefore the legal obligations apply in the case of the planning of new
lines or significant alterations of existing lines. In such cases legal limits apply which have to be
respected. Usually the infrastructure manager – or another party responsible for the planning of
the new line - is responsible for the realisation of the prevention.
For existing lines, only in some countries mitigation programs apply. These programs refer to
situations where mitigation limits are exceeded. The realisation of the mitigation is often financed
by the national government.
The control of environmental noise follows three lines of approach:


Control at the source, i.e. at the vehicle and/or at the track



Control in the propagation path between the source and the receiver



Control at the receiver i.e. at the residential building

Control at the source
It should be emphasized, that chapter 2 of the current report contains a comprehensive overview
of railway noise control options. The present paragraph may repeat some of what has been
explained in chapter 2. Nevertheless, the current set up refers mainly to cost and benefit
considerations.
From a cost efficiency point of view, the preferred priority is to start at the source. In railway
noise, this is particularly complicated, because the legal obligations rest on the Inframanager,
who has no authority to enforce measures on the vehicle (as long as the vehicle complies with TSI
Noise).
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Therefore it is only in exceptional cases where the operator or vehicle owner purchasing new
rolling stock would be tempted to set specific limits for pass by noise of the rolling stock, that go
beyond the standard TSI limits.
Rolling stock related measures may however be found in wheel monitoring and maintenance
programs, with the objective to avoid wheel flats. Some networks operate monitoring stations
and vehicle recognition systems to identify wheel flats allowing for timely corrective action.
Avoiding wheel flats is likely to improve the average exposure level alongside the track, as well
as the incidental annoyance and the acoustic comfort.
With respect to the track, a wide range of different options exist, some of which are believed to
have a positive effect on the noise production. Due to the fact that the noise creation of a
train/track combination depends on many different parameters, including those that are related
to the vehicle, it is not straightforward that a solution with a good effect in one particular case
will have a good effect in another case as well.
The following Table 11 presents options for noise control at the track. The reference here is a
standard UIC60 ballasted track with monoblock concrete sleepers with a well maintained rail
surface (roughness level at CEN ISO 3095) and standard rail pads (dynamic stiffness 300 MN/m).
Table 11: Options for noise control at track
Track options to reduce long term average noise exposure level
Partly effective for acoustic comfort in the train
Optimize dynamic stiffness of rail pads

Limited by requirements with respect to vibrational
comfort of the passengers, as usually there is a trade
off between exterior noise reduction (stiff pads) and
passenger comfort (vibration reduction with soft rail
pads)

Acoustic grinding of rail head

Related to maintenance strategy

Optimize vertical track alignment by regular

Related to maintenance strategy

tamping
Apply tuned rail absorbers

Different opinions about effectiveness, depending on
the present track decay rate resulting from the track
design

Track options to reduce incidental noise
Partly effective for acoustic comfort in the train
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Avoid rail joints, in straight track as well as in

Alternatively relocate joints and curves to a less

switches and crossings

sensitive location (for line side annoyance only)

Avoid narrow curves

Both in the train and along the track

Apply rail or flange lubrication either on the

Alternatively apply tuned track absorbers or develop

track or on the vehicle to avoid curve squeal

asymmetric rail profiles; in addition optimise track
inclination and train speed to optimise balance
between centrifugal forces and restoring forces

Propagation options to reduce long term average exposure level
Noise barrier

May be counterproductive for acoustic comfort in the
train, in cases where the barrier has a sound reflective
surface (e.g. vertical glass panel)

Track side absorptive lining of noise barrier

Residence related options to reduce long term average exposure level
Sound proof windows and permanent ventilation

No effect in the garden or on balconies, therefore
limited effectiveness for annoyance reduction (hard to
quantify)

Provide one quiet façade to allow for

Research demonstrates positive effects of a low noise

compensation

exposure of the backside façade; this can be used for
natural ventilation, to position the sleeping room, and
to restore from exposure at the noisy side

3.2 How to decide between different noise control options
In many member states, the legal obligation to stay within a certain noise limit refers to the
exposure level of the façade. This means that noise control at the façade, e.g. by means of sound
proof windows, is a kind of fall back option, that can only be applied if other options fail.
In general, when mitigating or controlling noise from railways, the various options have to be
compared and the best options selected. This selection process is standardized in some legal
schemes, but not in all. Often, the main criterion to be used for the selection of the best option
is the cost efficiency.
In its most simple form, this process defines a range of different options, which all have the same
effect, e.g. to reduce a noise exposure level to a given legal limit. The preferred option is then
clearly the one which introduces the lowest cost. In fact, the criterion to be taken into account is
then the noise reduction in dB per euro spent.
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This is also the practical quantity to be used in situations where every single option has a different
effect. Obviously the efficiency can be maximized to the extent that the legal limit is complied
with. A larger effect is not necessary.
Here, an example may be helpful.
A single residential house is located close to a railway line. Its exposure level is Lden = 65 dB. The
legal limit to be respected is 55 dB. An option would be to build a noise barrier. First, the length
of the barrier parallel to the track shall be assessed, such that the efficiency of the barrier is
highest at a given height. Then the different options refer to the same barrier having different
heights. The cost of the barrier (NB in this example only) is 1500 euro per m’ for a 1 m high barrier,
2500 euro for a 2 m high barrier and 3500 for a 3 m high barrier. The 1 m high barrier reduces the
exposure level to 58 dB, the 2 m to 54 dB and the 3 m to 51 dB. Summarizing:
Table 12: Efficiency of noise barriers

Barrier height

Barrier cost per m
length

Effect of barrier

Cost efficiency dB/€

1m

1500 euro



7 dB

0,0047

2m

2500 euro



11 dB

0,0044

3m

3500 euro



14 dB

0,0040

The table shows that the 3 m high barrier has the best cost efficiency but its effect exceeds the
required reduction of 10 dB. The preferred option here would be the 2 m high barrier.
With respect to the cost efficiency approach introduced in this section, many complications may
arise when applying it in real life. For example:


In the above example we have used only one receiver or one receiver location respectively.
In real life one would consider a cluster of residential buildings, each with its own exposure
level. The mitigation option to be considered would cause substantial reduction at one
location and no reduction at all at other locations. The way to approach this is to first
define a cluster or receivers, then to define the options (e.g. barriers with varying heights),
then to assess the reduction per dwelling and to add these reductions together to a total
number of “dwelling dB” that can be reduced by the option under concern. A weighting
might be applied to the dwellings exposed to high levels before the mitigation is applied,
so that one can “earn” more dwelling-dB by reducing the level at these highly exposed
premises whereas one can “earn” fewer dwelling-dB by reducing the level at low exposed
premises.
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The assessment of the cost of a mitigation option is sometimes difficult. A very and
straightforward approach would be to assume the cost of the option being equal to the
investment required to achieve the option. A more realistic approach however would be to
take into account the life cycle cost of the asset that is used as a mitigation measure. For
a noise barrier this would imply that one includes the cost of planning, design, building
permit, material, site preparation, transport, construction, and also maintenance like
cleaning and small repairs. In addition, one would have to assess the total life of the asset.
For railway applications, there may be huge variations in the site preparation components.
After all, a site may require removal of existing cables and piping, possibly pile driving,
and others, and all this during train operation. Similarly there may be large difficulties in
estimating maintenance cost. As an example (Berggren, 2009)
A significant part of a railway infrastructure owner’s budget will be devoted to
maintenance. For instance, in the year 2007 track maintenance in Sweden cost 149
SEK per metre on an average for the whole network. For the tracks with most
intense traffic, the same figure was 881 SEK per metre. If reinvestments are
included the figures are 227 and 1114 SEK per metre respectively.



For vehicle related options, the approach needs to be expanded to a whole network
approach, or at least to the whole area where the rolling stock under concern may be
operated. In principle, a small improvement to a single vehicle will cause a very small
reduction to all the residents along the total network. In order to relate the cost and the
benefits, one would have to include all vehicles which are likely to be improved and relate
the cost of the options applied to the total number of residents living along the whole
network, preferably weighted to a total dB-residents reduction. This is the kind of approach
which was adopted e.g. in the STAIRRS project (Oertli, 2003) , when assessing the cost
benefit or rail freight retrofitting.



So far, we have presented examples where a range of different options was being ranked
according to the best cost efficiency. One step further is a cost benefit analysis, which can
be applied to a single mitigation option. The question to be answered then is whether or
not a particular noise control option is worth the effort to be made to achieve it, given the
benefits that can be achieved with this option. This is the typical case to be treated in the
future.

3.3 Cost benefit analysis in noise control
What is cost benefit analysis?
Cost benefit assessment or cost benefit analysis is a method to support decisions where economic
factors are involved. According to (Investopedia, n.d.), cost benefit analysis is
a process by which business decisions are analyzed. The benefits of a given situation or
business-related action are summed, and then the costs associated with taking that
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action are subtracted.
The first step in the process is to compile a comprehensive list of all the costs and
benefits associated with the project or decision. Costs should include direct and indirect
costs, intangible costs, opportunity costs and the cost of potential risks. Benefits should
include all direct and indirect revenues and intangible benefits, such as increased
production from improved employee safety and morale, or increased sales from
customer goodwill. A common unit of monetary measurement should then be applied to
all items on the list.
According to this list, cost benefit analysis is a decision support method. The method basically
supports and objectifies a go-no go decision. It answers the question:
from an objective point of view, is it beneficial to go ahead with this project or not?
It is a strong method for those cases where it is considered feasible to express all costs and
benefits, including the intangible costs, in the same monetary quantities.
Usually, it is more unusual and therefore more complex to express the benefits in monetary terms
than the cost. Often, in such cases, a simplified method is used where the either the cost or the
benefits are unified. This is the approach we have seen in the previous paragraph (Table 12). The
method is then supporting the ranking of a range of alternatives, either with the same cost or the
same benefits. It could answer the question:
I have x euro to spend. Would I better spend it on A, B or C?
Or, in a different kind of selective process, it would answer the question:
I have the choice to buy A, B or C. All of them satisfy my needs. A is the cheaper option,
therefore I choose A.
The limitations of the method are in the feasibility to estimate the cost and benefit factors with
at least some reliability. This applies particularly to the intangible or immaterial cost and benefits.
Other complications:


Assessment of life cycle cost (LCC) may be difficult, mainly because maintenance cost are
not separately accounted for,



benefits land in different pockets (this can be solved in case there are fixed financial
relationships between stakeholders, see K-blocks); or vice versa: cost are paid by different
stakeholders

The way to solve these complications is to estimate cost, on the basis of qualified guesses. The
DESTINATE project is a unique opportunity to bring together different stakeholders who may have
different views on cost and benefit elements.
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Once this has been done, other decision support methods may be applied as a validation tool. One
method which is suitable to use in this respect is the Multi Criteria Decision Analysis.
Cost factors for noise control and mitigation
The following Table 13 presents (a first draft of) a list of cost factors arising when mitigating noise,
either in a new situation, i.e. during the process of designing or planning, or in an existing
situation, i.e. as an add on or replacement in an existing design. The crosses in Table 13 merely
indicate the potential necessity (risk) to assess the corresponding cost, as these may prove to be
relevant in the overall cost benefit analysis.
Table 13: Cost factors for noise control and mitigation at various instances
Rolling stock

Track

Propagation

Residence

Planning

x

x

x

x

Design and
engineering

x

x

x

x

Withdrawal
from operation

x

x

x

Construction

x

x

x

x

Material

x

x

x

x

Sales and
marketing
Procurement

x

x

x

x

x

Site
preparation

x

x

x

Safety

x

x

Maintenance

x

x

x

(x)

Recycling

x

x

x

x

Other, viz. ….

For all of the above factors, as far as applicable, an estimate of the cost would need to be made.
In very rare cases the actual costs have been collected. Therefore, the expected cost would in
such cases have to be estimated (qualified guess).
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As an alternative to the above, rather detailed approach, an approach could be adopted that takes
into account the consequences of the application of a certain option in terms of RAMS, i.e.
Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety of the asset under concern.
Benefits of noise control
Since almost 20 years cost benefit analyses have been made for different noise control options. It
was found, in an early stage, that the benefits would have to be expressed preferably in monetary
terms. The World Bank and World Health Organisation (and others) have proposed the following
stepwise approach (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2011):
1. Assess the exposure of a specific control group of residents in the reference situation
2. Derive the average annoyance of this group (i.e. the %-age of the reference group that is
expected to be highly annoyed, taking into account the exposure level). The relation
between noise exposure and annoyance is presented e.g. in the EU position paper (Janssen
& Vos, 2011).
3. Derive the number of Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALY) in the control group, using the
estimates given by the World Health Organisation (World Health Organization, 2011).
4. Repeat step 1 – 3 for a changed situation (higher or lower noise exposure) and derive the
difference in number of DALY
5. Multiply the number of DALY’s lost or gained in the control group by the estimated value
in euro of 1 DALY to derive the total benefit (positive or negative)
Although this method of “valuation” of noise has gained wide acceptance, there is still discussion,
mostly about the value of 1 DALY differing in different countries and different circumstances.
Roughly, the value would come down to 100 kE to 120 kE per DALY for western countries.
Taking account of the discussion points, other methods have been proposed that may lead to
another estimate of the valuated (i.e. monetarized) benefits of noise control.
One method is that of “hedonic pricing”, where the price of properties along infrastructure axes
is being compared with and without noise control. Quantifying this approach implies that a rather
detailed study needs to be carried out in order to achieve statistical reliability.
Another method is that of “willingness to pay”. Quite a large number of studies have been carried
out in Europe, referring to transportation noise. It was found, on the average, that residents would
be willing to pay a value of 25 euro per reduced decibel per household per year, regardless of the
source of noise and the level (as long as the level is between 50-55 dB and 70-75 dB).
A further method of quantifying the benefits is the method of assessing the “avoided cost”. This
could be illustrated by the example of a railway tunnel. Although it is immediately obvious that
there is an advantage of the tunnel, as there is not noise emitted, the benefit may seem to be
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difficult to express. But if we consider, that the same (or even slightly worse) noise situation could
have been achieved with very high noise barriers, then we can conclude that the tunnel leads to
the situation where we have avoided the cost of these barriers. These avoided costs may be
considered as economic benefits of the tunnel.
Application to railway noise
Exposure level
As we have seen in the previous chapter, the cost benefit analysis is a helpful tool to support
decisions about noise reduction options for residential buildings along a railway line. The life cycle
cost of the measure can be estimated with reasonable accuracy – in case of doubt, standard values
could be used as first estimate.
The benefits are derived as the savings on health cost, based on the number of lost Disability
Adjusted Life Years in the target group.
The lost DALY are calculated on the basis of the long term average exposure level and the
corresponding dose response relations, which are available and more or less accepted in the noise
control community.
The Cost Benefit Analysis tool is able to support two kinds of decisions:


Should the measure be taken at all? The decision depends on the ratio between benefits
and cost (provided they are expressed in the same units), which should be ≥ 1



From a range of different options, which is the preferred option? The preferred option is
the one that has the best cost benefit ratio. In this case the ratios should be compared.

Perceived noise level along the track
For a listener along the track, incidental noise like curve squeal or impact noise in joints may be
annoying. The annoyance caused by this kind of noises add to the annoyance that exists due to
the more continuous noise, such as rolling noise from passing trains.
For the latter kind of noise, the dose response relations apply that have been proposed by the
European Commission (or other, well founded dose response relations may be used). For the
incidental noise with specific characteristics, such as tonal or impulsive noise, no generally
accepted dose response relations apply. These may be derived based on a literature survey, on
field surveys or on laboratory testing, e.g. with simulated noise.
In a laboratory set up, listeners could be asked to rate certain noises (short duration, i.e. up to a
few minutes to the most) according to the annoyance they are likely to create. Such experiments
would have to be designed with great care. Results may depend strongly on the activities during
the listening tests.
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For reference reasons, some of the samples to be presented to listeners would have to be the
continuous pass by noise, without any specific noises. Once the annoyance rating for these samples
has been assessed, it could be tuned to the standard dose response relations.
For the specific noise, other samples would be presented, both with and without the continuous
pass by noise. By comparing the results of the rating, an estimate could be made for a dose
response relation that applies to the full noise, i.e. pass by and specific short duration noise.
Once this has been established, it would be possible to predict the benefits (in terms of lower
annoyance and thus of DALY and euro) of removing some of the specific noises, e.g. removing
curve squeal. This would open the door to a whole new approach to reduce annoyance even
without having to reduce the continuous noise below a legal limit value.
Acoustic comfort
For passengers on the train, there is a mix of continuous and incidental noises that may be
annoying or affect the acoustic comfort. A lower level of acoustic comfort or even a certain
amount of annoyance can lead to irritation. However it is unlikely that these responses would
affect the physical health of passengers in the same way as environmental noise affects the
physical health of residents.
For reasons of consistency we would like to stick to an approach based on a cost benefit analysis,
but we would introduce a different definition for the benefits. In order to arrive at monetary
values, the following reasoning could be adopted.
1. Improving the acoustic comfort by altering or eliminating certain irritating sounds for
passengers on the train would lead to a better passenger satisfaction.
2. If passengers are more satisfied, they would (1) tend to choose the train as their means of
transport more often and (2) be willing to pay a slightly higher fare for the trip.
With the assumption (2) above it should be possible to assess the monetary benefit (for the train
operator) of improving the acoustic comfort.
Since there are other elements of comforts, which could communicate with the acoustic comfort
in the sense that they might either compensate or enhance acoustic comfort, an assessment of
these other comfort factors is probably required to get representative results.
The assessment of the benefit could take place either by a survey amongst passengers in different
types of trains, or in a laboratory set up with simulated train noise (both continuous and
incidental).
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3.4 Traffic Scenarios
This section attempts to define a limited but sufficient number of specific and representative
situations that could serve as reference in DESTINATE.
In setting up these situations various criteria apply:


Noise is to be controlled where and when it is annoying. The project is not only about sound
level reduction but also about diminution of annoyance and improvement of acoustic
comfort.



Acoustic comfort is not only about the noise exposure of residents living in the vicinity of
a railway line (often referred to as annoyance), but also about passengers travelling on a
train.



The assessment of costs and benefits of regular noise abatement measures, such as noise
barriers and sound proof windows, is reasonably straightforward and has been done before.
For example: life cycle costs for barriers are reasonably well known and the benefit can
be expressed in terms of reduction of numbers of residents exposed to certain noise levels.
There are ways to translate this reduction into financial terms, which are more or less
standardized. The methods for valuation of noise exposure shall be presented in a different
document within the DESTINATE project. Acoustic comfort however is a much more
experimental field of interest. Comfort indicators have not been harmonized yet, and
deciding whether something is an improvement or not may have to be based on listening
tests or field surveys. The typical situations to be used as test cases for the decision support
tool(s) would have to allow the application of different interventions to improve the
acoustic comfort and to assess the cost of these interventions.



The definition and specification of the representative situations needs to be sufficiently
precise and detailed so that consistent model calculations and simulations can be made.



The number of specific and representative situations shall be limited in order to maintain
focus and uniformity.

The “traffic scenarios” are listed in Table 14.
Table 14: Traffic scenarios (a limited set of variables is still to be agreed among partners and with
collaborating projects)
Track

Well maintained, ballasted track, UIC 60, stiff pads, concrete monobloc sleepers, mainly
straight

Track
geometry

Various track geometries may have to be considered, such as track on an embankment (2
m above local ground); track at grade level; track in a cutting with sloping walls or track
in a cutting with vertical concrete walls, track in a tunnel, track on a steel bridge or
concrete viaduct. The final set of track geometries will still have to be agreed
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Train
Freight: 1 electric loc, 30 SGNS 691 container carriers, 2 bogies (4 axles) each, tread braked
composition (K or LL)
Commuter: electric multiple unit, 8 coaches, 4 power vehicles, 2 bogies (4 axles) each,
disk braked
Intercity: either electric multiple unit, 16 coaches, 4 power vehicles, 2 bogies (4 axles)
each, disk braked; or
Locomotive and 16 coaches, 2 bogies (4 axles each), disk brakes

Train speed

Freight 80 km/h, commuter: 140 km/h, intercity 160 km/h, possibly high speed 250 km/h
on a separate track parallel to the conventional speed track

Train
intensities
per
direction

Day (7:00-19:00)

Evening (19:00-23:00)

Night (23:00 – 7:00)

Freight: 1,5 train per Freight:3 trains per hour
hour
Freight: 4 trains per hour
Comm: 4 trains per hour
Comm: 3 trains per hour
Intercity: 0,2 train per hour
Intercity: 0,75 train per
Intercity: 0,5 train per
hour
hour
Freight: 1 train per hour

Train
intensities
per
direction

Alternatively to the previous row, a specific set of traffic parameters may be selected from

Observers

1;2;3; at façade, 4 m above ground, at 50, 100 and 500 m from track (all traffic)

a specific existing rail link. This means using actual traffic data

Other receiver heights may be selected or even added; this is still to be decided
4;5;6; Inside, first floor, same distances, window transmission loss 25 dB (all traffic)
7: on train, standing on balcony (commuter train only)
8: on train, sitting down (IC train only)

Note that for observers 7 and 8, the reference is the hypothetical situation where rolling noise is
the only source of noise inside the train. For the validation and evaluation of the decision support
methods a variety of different source characteristics can be used. The following Table 15 presents
source characteristics and briefly defines to what extend these source characteristics are expected
to change the corresponding sound. In order to keep the complexity of this exercise acceptable,
each source variation would have to be introduced individually (no combinations).
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Source characteristics differentiation
Table 15: Source characteristics differentiation
For all observers 1 to including 8
Source variation (track)

Expected effect (qualitative)
Quantitative effect to be specified in terms of 1/3 octave band
spectrum

Corrugated track

Increase in dB(A) sound pressure level
Frequency shift in observed spectrum

Rail joint

Impulsive sound
i.e .broad band noise added to rolling noise

Steel bridge with direct rail fixation

Increase in dB(A) sound pressure level
Shift to lower frequencies

Narrow curve

Curve squeal
Tonal aspects added to rolling noise

Source variation (rolling stock)

Expected effect (qualitative)
Quantitative effect to be specified in terms of 1/3 octave band
spectrum

Wheel flat (freight only)

Impulsive sound
Broad band noise added to rolling noise

For observers 7 and 8 only (i.e. passengers)
Source variation (track)
Tunnel or cutting

Expected effect (qualitative)
Increase in dB(A) sound pressure level

Source variation (rolling stock)

Expected effect (qualitative)

Noise from traction

Increase in dB(A) sound pressure level and spectrum shift with
tonal aspects
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For all observers 1 to including 8
Noise from heating, ventilation and
air conditioning

Increase in dB(A) sound pressure level and spectrum shift with
broad band aspects

Rattling of moving components

Increase in dB(A) sound pressure level and spectrum shift with
broad band aspects

Public announcement system

Increase in dB(A) sound pressure level and spectrum shift with
broad band aspects and intelligible aspects (information content)

Warning signals (e.g. doors)

Increase in dB(A) sound pressure level and spectrum shift with
tonal aspects

Other passengers (Personal Audio)

Increase in dB(A) sound pressure level and spectrum shift with
music aspects and high information content

Other passengers (conversation)

Increase in dB(A) sound pressure level and spectrum shift with high
information content

A range of different mitigation and control measures is available to reduce line side noise levels,
to reduce interior noise levels inside dwellings, to reduce noise levels inside the train and to
improve the acoustic quality and comfort, both along the line and inside the train. The following
Table 16 presents the measures that could be included in the evaluation tests for the decision
support methods.
Mitigation and control measures
Table 16: Mitigation and control measures
For observer 1 to including 6) along the track
Noise barrier 2 m above rail head, 4.7 m from
axis of nearest rail, absorptive on the side

Reduction

of

dB(A)

sound

pressure

level

and

frequency shift towards lower frequencies

facing the track
Noise barrier 4 m above rail head, 4.7 m from
axis of nearest rail, absorptive on the side

Further reduction of dB(A) sound pressure level and
further frequency shift towards lower frequencies

facing the track

For observer 4 to including 6 inside the dwelling
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Sound proof windows, transmission loss 35 dB

Reduction of interior noise dB(A) sound pressure level
and frequency shift towards lower frequencies

For observers 7 and 8
Increase of rolling noise transmission loss by 5 to

Includes all track related source variations

10 dB
Reduction of traction noise by 5 to 10 dB
Reduction of HVAC noise by 5 to 10 dB
Elimination of rattle
Augmented separation from other passengers
Increased absorption in passenger compartment
Elimination of audible warning signals
Modification of PA system

3.5 Outlook
Different aspects related to cost benefit analysis such as sound quality, cost factors and benefits
of noise control have been examined and will be implemented in the next step within the project.
The traffic scenarios have been defined by means of parameters such as track, train composition,
train speed and train intensity as well as observer location in order to take the exposure into
account. It has been shown how the source characteristics change the corresponding sound.
Specific mitigation measures have been defined and need to be recognized for the further work
within the project DESTINATE.
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4 Interior railway noise simulation
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4.1 Introduction
In this chapter a review is given on the main concepts of the state of the art sound prediction
methodologies currently used in the railway sector. The review will focus on the basic approaches,
assumptions and limitations of existing models. DESTINATE will further investigate into how a
measurement and time-domain based model, like the proposed OTPA (Operational Transfer Path
Analysis) model could help to overcome some of these limitations and improve the validity and
applicability of interior noise predictions. A model based on operational transfer path analysis
would therein be independent of existing models; however it shall be evaluated how an interaction
may be generated that either complements and/or validates the sound prediction tools currently
in use.
One of the focuses of DESTINATE lies on noise prediction for the interior of a train. Nonetheless,
exterior noise shall be taken into account while discussing prediction models and sound generating
mechanisms.

4.2 Review of currently used railway noise simulation methods and
tools
4.2.1 Motivation
Exposure to noise has become a hot topic in large parts of today’s societies all around the globe,
but most so in the densely populated urban areas. Much of this noise is generated from traffic and
hence there have been many attempts to mitigate the noise by several means. In hot spots one
often finds measures attempting to mitigate the sound in its propagation path such as noise
barriers or sound proof windows. The sound energy emitted is generally the same and unless there
is a lot of absorption from the measure the effect will only be local. Larger scale abatement
strategies will therefore often aim at lowering the contributions from the sound sources, either
by changing the way the sources are operated (i.e. by imposing speed limits) or by retrofitting or
even replacing the sources for low sound equivalents. The ideal way of dealing with noise issues
may well depend on additional aspects (such as town shaping or the urge of people to sleep with
their windows open). An in depth analysis taking into account all of these aspects helps the
decision making process.
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In the railway sector a large part of the noise stems from the rolling of the train, yet aggregate
sound emissions and aerodynamic sound generation may intensify the problem. There may also be
additional temporary or local sound generating mechanics such as curve squeal or braking noise.
The people exposed to railway noise are the ones residing in close proximity to the railway lines
but also the customers and staff travelling on the trains.
In Europe, legislations were installed to protect the public from potentially harmful exposure of
noise. Therein emission limits for exterior train noises are generally issued by the technical
specifications for interoperability (TSI NOI) published by the European commission. Apart from the
drivers stand there are no limits for the interior of the train. However, the train operator will have
a natural interest to keep acoustic comfort high, as public transport is a service and people are
more likely to use and enjoy the service – and pay a good fare - when they sense a high level of
comfort during their train journey. As a consequence interior noise limits will often be agreed
upon in procurement contracts, where there may also be additional noise limits and/or stricter
noise limits in regard to the TSI.
From what is said above it becomes clear why train manufacturer have a strong interest in being
able to predict the noise for their vehicles (exterior and interior likewise). From the first response
to procurement by tender, to the actual approval tests of the final product, there will be many
feasibility and cost/benefit type of evaluations to be made to convince the customer and meet
the target performance. This becomes more and more a necessity as noise shifts into the focus of
the public and specifically the customers to the railway sector.
4.2.2 Sound generation and sound propagation
In order to be able to discuss the benefits and limits of some noise prediction tools, we will have
to look at the way sound is generated and propagated. Noise is generally defined to be unwanted
and unpleasant sound. Noise and sound may be used synonymous at times, but we will use sound
wherever there is a clear relation to the physical quantity and noise whenever a weighting may
have been done. Sound is a wave propagating through the oscillation of its transporting media. In
air this is a pressure oscillation, while in a solid it is stress or particle oscillation. By this it becomes
apparent that the sound waves carry energy; energy that had to be converted from some other
kind of energy (motion, combustion, impact, etc.) to generate the waves. The total energy must
be preserved and hence the three options one has in reducing the sound energy at a receiver
position are to either reduce the excitations at the source, to convert (absorb/damp) the waves
in their propagation path or shield the receiver position from the incoming waves (reflecting).
To generate a wave an excitation mechanism is required. Generally this is a dynamic force acting
on a point/section of a medium and thereby causing an oscillating vibration response in it. The
nature of this oscillation may be that of a monopole (i.e. a pulsating object) where there is a
variation of the mass flow from it causing the sound waves, dipole (i.e. an object in alternating
motion) which rather causes the radiation of a sound wave from the injection of momentum
(velocity or stress respectively), or higher orders such as quadrupole (i.e. an cyclic deformation
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of the object). The acoustic source characteristic derives from the nature of the sound generation
mechanism and may have directivity due to it. For the following we will focus on railway noise
and hence limit ourselves to the description of sound generation on and from the train. We will
also from now on distinguish between airborne sound and structure-borne sound.
Excitation sources for structure-borne and airborne sounds on a train are mainly the dynamic
forces generated at the wheel/rail interface, the operation of vehicle bound aggregates and
aerodynamic sound excitation from periodic laminar and/or turbulent flow of air at the structures
interfaces.
Airborne sound is that part of the induced wave energy that is transmitted through the air from
a source to a receiver position. A source emits airborne sound by oscillating excitation of the
surrounding air from its vibrating boundary surfaces or its oscillating motion. Airborne sound may
transmit through a structure (such as a wall) by exciting it to vibrate and being reradiated.
Structure-borne sound is that part of the source’s excitation energy travelling through the
structure to the receiver position. If the receiver is a person sitting in the interior of a train, the
structure-borne sound is the sound radiated from any interior vibrating surface area, where the
vibration of the surface is the superposition of waves generated at all sources and transferred to
this interior surface purely through the structure.
Sound is perceived with the ear. Audible sound is sound in the frequency band between 16 and
16,000 Hz, whereas low frequency sound is defined as sound with a frequency below 100 Hz.
Vibrations are low frequency structure-borne waves in the frequency range from 4 to 80 Hz being
perceivable by a person touching the transporting structure through stimulation of his/her nervous
system. The following graph depicts this frequency relation.

Figure 15: Frequency content in airborne sound, structure-borne sound and vibrations
Sound radiation from a vibrating surface depends on the size of that surface, the amplitude and
velocity of the vibration and the radiation ratio. The latter equals one if the wavelength of the
vibration is smaller or equal to the size of the radiating object. Where the wavelength is far larger
than the size of the vibrating surface the radiation ratio tends to zero.
Dynamic stiffness is the frequency dependent resistance of an element to deformations due to
varying forces. The vibrations observed are the result of the excitation forces acted against by the
dynamic stiffness. Dynamic stiffness is complex, where the real part stands for the stiffness and
the imaginary part represents a loss term (i.e. damping). The loss term reflects that in every cycle
a portion of the vibration energy is lost (i.e. by conversion of vibration energy into heat).
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Wave propagation is highly dependent on the transporting media. While in air a longitudinal
pressure wave carries the sound energy, in the solid structure waves can be longitudinal,
transverse (shear waves) or bending waves. In a complex structure as the train or the track system
wave propagation and attenuation zones may develop due to periodicity in the design. Generally,
these systems are far too complicated to formulate analytical equations of motion and find
suitable boundary conditions to solve them.
Dynamic forces acting on a structure will cause a vibration response from the structure. Therein
we need to differentiate between forced vibrations, for which the amplitude of the vibration is
mainly determined from the amplitude of the excitation and the excitation of the structure at its
natural frequencies, where the amplitude of the modes is limited only by damping (or structural
loss terms respectively). The frequencies of these modes are determined from the shape and
material properties of the structure (such as Young’s modulus and damping).
In equilibrium (quasi-static state) there is an energy balance between the additional energy being
introduced into the system per cycle and the energy dissipated at the same time due to damping.
The impact of forced vibrations decays with distance from the exciting source, whereas strong
mode vibrations may still exhibit further away.
4.2.3 Noise simulation methods
In the following we will go over the basic principles of the most commonly used methods for
(interior) noise predictions. As was discussed in the previous section, the sound at a receiver
position is the sum of the airborne sound generated at all sources that is transmitted to the
receiver position plus the structure-borne sound induced as stress or momentum in the source’s
coupling structure, travelling through solid bodies to the surrounding structure of the receiver
position, where it is radiated as airborne sound from all surfaces as a direct consequence to their
structural vibrations. The main task to a noise prediction tool will therefore stem from deriving
the modal response of the structure and the loss of energy from structural or viscous damping.
Transmission losses are required for airborne sound propagation through a wall.
The methods that will further be discussed here are sketched in Figure 16. The graph already
depicts some of the limitations to the individual methods.
Analytical algorithms: Analytical algorithms base on direct implementations of (the solutions to)
equations of motion (partial differential equations) for the vibration response of a given structure.
To be able to analytically solve the problem the structure must be simple and the corresponding
initial and boundary conditions well defined. Generally, a train structure or track system is far too
complicated for this kind of approach.
Multibody oscillator models: In a multibody oscillator model (also referred to as multibody
dynamic analysis or multibody simulation) the system is modelled from rigid bodies linked to each
other by kinematic constraints (Ghareeb & Weichert, 2009). A mass-spring model is such a model,
where the masses are given dimensions but are not allowed to deform. Analytical equations of
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motion may thus be formulated also for more complex systems, such as a train on a track. The
model is well fit to predict the lower frequency responses (translational and rotational modes of
the involved bodies) in complex systems. Due to the low degrees of freedom (DOF) the
computational effort to solve the equations of motion is low.

Figure 16: Schematic overview of the most standard approaches to vibration problems and their
respective limitations (Fischer, 2006).
Finite element method (FEM): In finite element models the structure to be modelled is split up
into small volumes (finite elements) interconnected to each other at their volume corners (nodes)
(NAFEMS, 2010). The dynamics of each element is interpolated from the dynamics of all its nodes.
The physical vibration problem for the global structure, typically a space and time varying problem
with corresponding partial differential equations (PDE), is discretized to obtain a set of (ordinary)
differential equations to approximate the original problem. Mechanical and physical properties
must be assigned to the material of each element, as well as restraints being formulated for the
nodes and the dynamic loads defined. This pre-processing is the most vital step in performing the
FE calculation, as the constraints formulated will have a severe impact on the result. The actual
calculation is done by a solver that numerically solves the equations of motion for the nodes, often
under the requirement of a minimum potential energy for the global system. The result of a FE
simulation can then retrieve the modes and displacements of any volume element in the global
structure and hence visualize its vibrations. The frequency content in the simulation is directly
determined from the mesh size. Therefor the computational expense to calculate higher frequency
modes grows enormous for large structures as a train. Updating for design changes requires effort.
Boundary element method (BEM): Boundary element methods take advantage of the fact that
the initial 3D-problem expressed through a partial differential equation (PDE) may often be
reformulated into a 2D surface problem using Green’s theorem (Kirkup, 2007). Similar to the finite
element method the system area (surface) is discretized into small boundary elements defined by
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nodes (intercepting corners of surface elements). Again material properties and boundary
condition must be formulated for each node, which then allows solving the local problem for each
boundary element. BEM is thus able to retrieve the mode shapes on the surface. BEM is often used
in the fields of acoustics, as like we had discussed above the sound radiated from an object is
directly determined from its surface vibrations and hence equals the problem formulation in BEM.
For any receiver position on the inside or outside of a radiating object, the solution to the wave
equation (or rather the Helmholtz equation, in the case of a quasi-static problem) is obtained
from summing up all contributions from all boundary elements. The advantage of BEM mainly lies
in the reduced number of nodes required and the quick adaption to design changes. Non-linear
problems or thin structures may cause issues if unaccounted for. BEM still faces much of the same
challenges in deriving accurate high frequency solutions as FEM.
Statistical energy analysis (SEA): Statistical energy analysis divides a complex system into a
number of subsystems (Petersson, 2010) (Fischer, 2006). The subsystems response is determined
from its resonant frequencies. The energy statistics is done on frequency bands and hence for
every subsystem the number of modes (eigenfrequencies), also known as modal density, must be
acquired (guessed) for each band. This is generally done with the help of documented closed form
expressions or from measurements. The division into subsystems is often done from the natural
boundaries between different structural components and/or fluid (air) cavities. If different wave
types (bending-, shear-, longitudinal waves, etc.) coexist, a subsystem must be formed for each
of those, as their eigenfunctions are linearly independent. The subsystems should also be weakly
coupled, that is the existence of adjacent subsystem may not significantly change the modes in a
subsystem from a statistical point of view. Statistical energy analysis allows for energy transfer
between subsystems, under the condition that the energy of the total system must be minimal.
Energy may be stored in modes and hence the net energy flow will generally be proportional to
the difference of vibrational energy in two adjacent subsystems. For the exact determination of
energy transfer between subsystems, coupling loss factors must be assigned to the junctions.
Coupling loss factors depend on the nature of the two subsystems in contact with each other.
Transmission between two fluids separated by a wall is determined from the sound reduction
index, while structural interface coupling to a fluid is related to the impedance which the
structure sees. Structural-structural coupling will be more complicated, as they will also depend
on wave number and transfer functions. In each subsystem some of the vibrational energy may be
dissipated, hence internal loss factors have to be assigned. Sources are incorporated by allowing
external sources to populate some of the modes in one or more subsystems. SEA then retrieves
average modal energies from solving the coupled energy balance equation representing energy
flow in the total system, respective to the internal loss factors and coupling losses. Predictions of
sound pressure or surface velocity are then found for each examined frequency band from the
quadratic relation of velocity and pressure to energy. The dependence on modes for energy
transfer makes SEA weak in the low frequency range. Also, results will always only be statistical
estimates, with all phase information lost and prone to the precision of input data.
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Ray tracing: Ray tracing generates rays emitted from a virtual source and follows those rays
through a predefined space with scattering objects (Funkhouser, et al., 1998). Paths crossing a
virtual receiver position are saved. The rays are generated randomly (i.e. by mutating the current
path) and a large number of paths is required to give a valid estimate for the response of the
sampled space. Ray-surface interactions may be included (specular reflection, diffuse reflections,
diffraction, refraction) altogether with absorption, thereby modelling the reverberation
(superposition of direct and reflected sound) at the receiver position. Once a set of representative
paths are found, the method is able to predict the pressure at the receiver position. The prediction
can also be done for time varying signals, allowing for auralisation of the result. A variant of ray
tracing is beam tracing, where instead of rays a pyramidal beam (set of rays) is sent out from the
source. The beam is allowed to be reflected or refracted at objects (polygons) wherein part of the
beam is clipped to create a shadow region, for which then a transmission beam and a reflection
beam are constructed. Ray tracing (as well as beam tracing) is suited to estimate airborne sound
pressure in a strongly scattering surrounding such as the interior of a building. The sound sources
must therein be well defined. The method is unable to account for structure-borne sound and is
usually used for higher frequencies, where the wavelength is of the order of or smaller than the
scattering objects.
4.2.4 Experimental analysis methods
The above (section 4.2.3) listed simulation methods will often require validation or even additional
input, such as modal densities, transfer functions or transmission losses, which may only be
approximated from simulations and are safest to determine from experimental tests. Some of the
most frequently used experimental methods will therefore shortly be described below.
Experimental modal analysis: Modal analysis (MA) probes a structure to determine its inherent
resonance behaviour (modes). As resonances are generally determined from material properties
(mass, stiffness, damping), the structure itself and its boundary conditions, calculation (usually
from FE simulations) may have high uncertainties (Schwarz & Richardson, 1999). In experimental
modal analysis the defining properties for the modes (frequency, damping and shape) are
determined from exciting the structure and direct measurement of the responses. The inputoutput relation is thereby described by the frequency response function (FRF), which is a measure
of the response (displacement, velocity, acceleration) from the structure at the output point due
to an excitation force at the input point. Depending on the kind of analysis applied the FRF has
different names: compliance C (displacement/force), mobility Y (velocity/force), inertance
(acceleration/force), dynamic stiffness K (1/compliance), impedance Z (1/mobility) or dynamic
mass (1/inertance). Generally tests are either performed with an impact hammer or shaker as
source for the force excitation.
Transmission loss: Transmission loss (TL) describes the loss of sound energy due to a separating
element, such as a wall or muffler, between source and receiver. Where there are no direct
transfer paths for the airborne sound, the incoming sound wave needs to excite the separating
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element, which in return will reradiate parts of the sound into the separated volume. Obviously,
this makes the sound reduction very dependent on response from the separating element. The
most relevant parameters therein are the effective mass, rigidity, damping and layout (structure)
of the separation. Also the incidence and frequency (wavelength) of the initial sound wave play a
role. A test procedure (i.e. ISO 10140, ISO 15186) will typically have a sample element separating
two volumes, which are sufficiently isolated from each other, and compare the frequency
dependent sound level from both sides. Often a single value is determined (sound reduction
index), but many train manufacturers specify limit curves with values in at least every octave
band for a wide frequency range.
Transfer path analysis: Transfer path analysis (TPA) attempts to separate source excitation and
structural/acoustic transfer characteristics, such that the contributions from sources and paths
may be evaluated and ranked for a receiving position (van der Seijs, et al., 2016). There are
multiple ways to approach this problem, one of which being the operational transfer path analysis
that we attempt to make a basis for interior noise predictions in the DESTINATE project. In this
deliverable we will only discuss the general approaches of the most important TPA methods. We
will follow the notation and classification of van der Seijs (van der Seijs, et al., 2016). Thereafter,
the different TPA approaches may be grouped into three family classes: classical TPA, componentbased TPA and transmissibility-based TPA.
We consider a simple system composed only of an active subsystem A with an exciting force at
node 1 and a passive subsystem B with a receiver at node 3. The two subsystems are assembled at
the rigid interface node 2. The TPA problem is then to find the response at 3 due to the exciting
force at 1. We assume the source to only generate structure-borne sound.

Figure 17: Conceptual drawing to depict the different methods in solving the TPA problem.
Figure 17 depicts the conceptual approach of the most common TPA methods. Therein, F is the
force excitation at node 1 that causes the interface response (i.e. velocity) at node 2 in the active
subsystem A. In the passive subsystem B the interface coupling at node 2 causes the response in 3
which we are looking for. The source can also be mounted to the test rig C. AB is the assembled
system made up of the subsystems A and B, A|B the separated system,
stands for the
determination of interface forces,
for the determination of the mounting stiffness and
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for an indirect determination i.e. of interface forces or transfer characteristics from considering
additional response nodes.
In the following we will briefly discuss the fundamental principles of synthesizing receiver signals
from capturing the source and structural behaviour. We will use some mathematical arguments,
but without the required detail for an in-depth treatment of the transfer problem. The transfer
problem where the two subsystems are connected at the interface node 2 may be solved directly,
if one can measure the excitation force spectra 𝐅(𝛚) at 1 alongside the spectral response at 3
(i.e. velocity 𝐯(𝛚)). The transfer characteristics are then obtained from
𝑨𝑩
𝐯𝟑 = 𝐘𝟑𝟏
∙𝐅

(1)

𝑨𝑩 (𝛚)
Wherein 𝐘31
is the FRF matrix (mobility if velocity is chosen for the response), containing the
required transfer functions. With this, a change in the excitation force may be predicted from
measuring the velocity at 3 and using the mobility matrix obtained previously or vice versa.

In general, it often is difficult or even impossible to determine the excitation forces directly. TPA
resolves this problem by taking the dynamics at interface 2 to be representative for the force
excitations at 1, as the dynamics are a direct consequence of the excitation. The three TPA classes
mainly differ in what they choose for a source representation, while the various TPA methods
within one class take different routes to determine the representing quantity.
Classical TPA
Classical TPA chooses the forces acting on the passive substructure’s interface 𝐠 𝑩
2 as a
representation for the excitation forces. The problem therefore transforms into finding the
𝑩
interface forces alongside either the transfer functions 𝐘32
from the interface node 2 to the
receiver node 3, or the response 𝐯3 at node 3 for determining the transfer matrix. Equation (1)
turns into
𝑩
𝐯𝟑 = 𝐘𝟑𝟐
∙ 𝐠𝑩
𝟐

(2)

𝑩
To determine the FRF matrix 𝐘32
for the passive side, typically one needs to perform shaker or
impact hammer tests, while simultaneously measuring force at the excitation point and velocity
at the response position.

Classical TPA: direct force measurement
One way of finding the interface forces 𝐠 𝑩
2 that act on the passive substructure B at point 2, is to
use force transducers in the coupling interface. For this the mounting stiffness must be sufficiently
rigid. The drawback is that one has to fit the transducers in between source and receiver
substructure. The force measurements must also consider all degrees of freedom (DOF) of the
exciting structure, which will usually translate into measuring all three linearly independent
spatial directions. Additionally the FRF matrix must be obtained from mobility measurements on
the passive substructure B (disassembled) for the transfer functions between 2 and 3.
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Classical TPA: measuring the mounting stiffness
For the mounting of the substructure A to B a resilient mounting is chosen. The force may then be
determined from the (dynamic) stiffness and the relative displacement across the mounting at
node 2. Using impedance notation instead of dynamic stiffness, this transforms into finding the
relative velocities across the coupling interface (velocity difference at 2). The interface forces 𝐠 𝑩
2
follow from
(3)

𝑨
𝑩
𝐠𝑩
2 = 𝐙 ∙ (𝐯2 − 𝐯2 )

Here 𝐙 is the impedance of the resilient mounting element. The impedance (or dynamic stiffness)
of the resilient mounting element must be determined independently. The method is prone to
errors in determining the dynamics of the resilient mounting element and hence is often discarded
as to be impractical or erroneous. Additionally the FRF matrix must be obtained from mobility
measurements on the passive substructure B (disassembled) for the transfer functions between 2
and 3.
Classical TPA: matrix inversion method
From equation (3) it is evident that the interface forces 𝐠 𝑩
𝟐 may also be determined from inversion
of the mobility matrix and measurement of the velocities at one or more reference positions. In
general, this requires the FRF matrix to be a square matrix, wherein the column vectors are
linearly independent. The DOFs measured at the response positions must be equal to (or greater
than) the rank of the FRF matrix, which is determined from the number of DOFs at the interface.
In practice one usually chooses one or more indicator response positions 4 on the passive
substructure close to the interface and then measures the velocities at 4 in the assembled state
AB under operation. To proceed, the regular FRF matrix is determined from an impact or shaker
measurement on the disassembled passive substructure B, between the interface node 2 and the
indicator position 4. The desired interface forces are then calculated from inversion of the mobility
matrix and multiplication with the response velocities
𝑩
𝐠𝑩
2 = [𝐘42 ]

−𝟏

(4)

∙ 𝐯4
+

𝑩
𝑩
In case 𝐘42
is singular or non-quadratic the pseudo-inverse [𝐘42
] must be calculated. With the
interface forces at hand, one can then proceed to calculate the responses at 3 from multiplying
with the transfer functions measured between 2 and 4 in the disassembled passive substructure
B.

Component-based TPA
Classical TPA choses the interface forces as the representatives for the excitation, which means
that modifications of the source require repeated measurements in an assembled system. This is
rather impractical for designing sources. Component-based TPA therefore considers inherent
properties from the active subsystem as representatives of the excitation (i.e. blocked forces or
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𝑒𝑞

free velocities). Generally those must then be translated into equivalent forces F2 , which, if
applied to the interface node 2 (with the excitation in 1 turned off) in the assembled system would
yield the same responses in 3 as from running the source with its force excitation F at 1. We hence
demand
𝑒𝑞

𝑨𝑩
𝐯3 = 𝐘32
∙ 𝐅2

(5)

𝑨𝑩
The mobility FRF 𝐘32
for the assembled system can be obtained from impact hammer tests.
𝑒𝑞

The equivalent forces F2 and the force excitation F at 1 are related through the transfer mobility
𝑨
𝑨
between 1 and 2 𝐘21
, as well as through the point mobility at the interface 𝐘22
(see (van der Seijs,
et al., 2016) for a more detailed discussion).
𝑒𝑞

𝑨
𝑨
𝐘22
∙ 𝐅2 = 𝐘21
∙F

(6)

From here on the task is to determine the equivalent forces. This may again be done in multiple
ways.
Component-based TPA: blocked force
If the active subsystem A is rigidly mounted to a subsystem C with infinite stiffness, the
displacements at nod 2 (as well as its velocities) will be zero. It can be shown (van der Seijs, et
𝑒𝑞
al., 2016) that in this case the equivalent forces F2 equal the blocked forces g 𝑪2 . The blocked
interface forces would then have to be determined from force transducer measurements at
contact point with the source running. Infinite stiffness may never be achieved, hence the
accuracy is reduced. As well the mounting will generally make it difficult to incorporate rotational
degrees of freedom. In consequence, the method is best used at lower frequencies.
Component-based TPA: free velocity
If the active subsystem A is suspended freely, that is no significant response can be measured
across the suspension, the interface forces g𝑨2 are zero and the node at 2 is free to vibrate. The
𝑒𝑞
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒
𝑨
equivalent forces F2 relate to the free velocities v2
through the point mobility 𝐘22
or rather
its inverse the impedance of the node 2.
𝑒𝑞

𝑨
𝐅2 = [𝐘22
]

−𝟏

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒

∙ v2

(7)

Free condition is an idealized state; hence the method is prone to uncertainties/errors from the
true suspension. The method is viable mainly for frequencies above the rigid body modes.
Component-based TPA: hybrid interface
Mounting the active subsystem A on a test rig C will neither match the assumption required for a
blocked force determination nor for a free velocity measurement. The test rig will have its own
dynamics, which we need to consider in the evaluation of the equivalent forces from a
measurement in the rigidly assembled system AC. We assume a force balance across the mounting
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interface as well as the matching displacements. From this it may be shown that the equivalent
forces are formed from the sum of the interface forces g𝑪2 acting on the test rig at 2 and the
impedance (inverse mobility) of node 2 on the active subsystems side times its velocities.
𝑒𝑞

𝑨
𝐅2 = g𝑪2 + [𝐘22
]

−𝟏

(8)

∙ v2

As a measurement of the interface forces may be impractical one may substitute the interface
forces with the product of point impedance of the test rig at node 2 and the velocity in the node.
−𝟏

𝑒𝑞

𝑪
𝐅2 = [𝐘22
]

𝑨
∙ v2 + [𝐘22
]

−𝟏

∙ v2

(9)

The point impedance is obtained from i.e. impact test on the disassembled test rig.
Component-based TPA: in-situ
In all the above component-based methods the source required some special boundary conditions
to be fulfilled and measured. The in-situ method uses the passive substructure as test rig to
determine the equivalent forces. The two impedance (inverse mobility) terms in equation (9) may
be combined to a total impedance by simple summation. This then leads to
𝑒𝑞

−𝟏

𝑨𝑩
𝐅2 = [𝐘22
]

∙ v2

(10)

Again applying the approach made in the matrix inversion method of the classical TPA (equation
(4)), one can solve the problem with the help of response (velocity) measurements at the indicator
node 4 close to the interface node 2.
𝑒𝑞

+

𝑨𝑩
𝐅2 = [𝐘42
] ∙ v4

(11)

The following Figure 18 depicts the work flow in the three different classes of TPA for the
simplified system we considered in Figure 17. We have discussed the first two above.

Figure 18: TPA stepwise work flow for the different classes of the TPA family (van der Seijs, et
al., 2016).
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Transmissibility-based TPA
The classical and component-based TPA mimic the true excitation problem by finding
representative forces, which allow for a closed reformulation of the problem. As a direct
consequence the procedure of solving the transfer problem comes down to taking measurements
on the disassembled parts, i.e. to find the FRFs for the interface DOFs to the receiver point, as
well as sometimes on the assembled system. This is a time consuming and costly process if it is
done for a large system composed of multiple active and passive parts.
The transmissibility approach attempts to resolve the disadvantages from the former two families,
by relating only to properties obtainable in the assembled system. Instead of forces, again
indicator points are chosen close to a source. The indicator’s responses are used as representatives
of the source. For the two component system already discussed, we may again start from equation
(1) and apply the same math as for 3 to the indicator point 4.
𝑨𝑩
𝐯3 = 𝐘31
∙𝐅
𝑨𝑩
𝐯4 = 𝐘41
∙𝐅

(12)

𝑨𝑩
If 𝐘41
can be inverted, the excitation force 𝐅1 in the first line may be substituted from the second
line, yielding
+

𝑨𝑩
𝑨𝑩
𝐯3 = 𝐘31
∙ [𝐘41
] ∙ 𝐯4 = 𝐓34 ∙ 𝐯4

(13)

Here 𝐓𝟑𝟒 is the transmissibility matrix relating the motion at receiver position 3 to the motion at
the indicator point 4. The indicator positions should be chosen close to the connecting interfaces
(generally on the passive side) to represent the interface forces and therefore the source itself.
This makes the transmissibility matrix a property mainly of the passive structure; hence we
omitted the index of the system assembly.
Transmissibility-based TPA: operational transfer path analysis (OTPA)
In the OTPA all sources and paths are measured in parallel. Hence it must be expected that there
will be crosstalk from other sources at position 4. We therefore shortly need to discuss how the
transmissibility matrix is obtained and disturbing noise and crosstalk are cancelled.
We assume that there are at least as many different excitation states 𝑟 being recorded under
operation than there are indicator and receiver DOFs. For each of these load states, a relation like
in equation (13) may be formulated. To simplify the expression we will use capital letters to
represent the matrix form of the response (i.e. 𝐕4 = [𝐯4𝟏 𝐯4𝟐 … 𝐯4𝒓 ]). This then gives us for the total
transfer problem 𝐯4 → 𝐯3
𝐕3 = 𝐓34 ∙ 𝐕4

(14)

The next step requires an inversion of 𝐕4 for determining the transmissibility matrix 𝐓34 . The
method applied for finding the inverse is called single value decomposition (SVD). SVD decomposes
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the matrix 𝑽 into two unitary matrixes 𝐀 and 𝐁, and a diagonal matrix 𝚺 containing the singular
values (eigenvalues). The decomposition is a repetitive process, where the first singular value
found stands for the eigenvalue of the strongest vibration mode in the signal and the process of
finding the second strongest is performed on the residue and so forth. A threshold can be defined
to stop the process and thus discard all weak modes. The identification of independent modes and
their ranking is called principal component analysis (PCA). The eigenvectors to form the modes
are contained in matrixes 𝐀 and 𝐁. Mathematically the SVD is written as
𝑽 = 𝐀 ∙ 𝚺 ∙ 𝐁𝐻

(15)

The index 𝐁𝐻 denotes the Hermitian (conjugate transpose) of the unitary matrix 𝐁. The pseudoinverse of 𝑽+ is then found from
𝑽+ = 𝐁 ∙ 𝚺 −𝟏 ∙ 𝐀𝐻

(16)

If we first multiply equation (14) with 𝐕4+ from the right and then with (𝐕4 𝐕4+ )−𝟏 we obtain
𝐓34 = 𝐕3 𝐕4+ ∙ (𝐕4 𝐕4+ )−𝟏

(17)

We may identify the two components in equation (17) as the cross-power spectra (CPS) and autopower spectra (APS).
1

𝐒34 = 𝑟 𝐕3 𝐕4+ (CPS)
⇒ 𝐓34 =

1

𝐒44 = 𝑟 𝐕4 𝐕4+ (APS)

(18)

𝐒34
𝐒44

It is important, that all interface forces are fully represented and the sources and excitations are
sufficiently incoherent, else the PCA might be erroneous. In the transmissibility approach the
representing quantities can be mixed (i.e. include accelerations, velocities, pressure, forces,
etc.), however, in that case a normalisation is required prior to the SVD.
With all the transmissibility matrixes at hand, the global response at 3 as a result from excitation
at all sources may be synthesized from equation (14). To synthesize a time signal for auralisation,
the Fourier transform of the spectral transfer function matrix is convoluted with the time signals
at the indicator positions (Toome, 2012).
4.2.5 Railway noise prediction tools
There is a large variety of noise simulation tools used in the railway sector, which is partially due
to the fact that every train manufacturer uses its own tools and software algorithms. What these
tools will in generally have in common is that they lend on the methods described in the previous
section 4.2.3. In this section we will shortly go over some of the tools used in the railway sector
and highlight their advantages and limitations.
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For exterior railway rolling sound prediction, tools like TWINS and RIM (described below) are often
used. Therein TWINS is the most frequently applied rolling sound prediction tool.
TWINS: TWINS (Track-Wheel Interaction Sound Software) is a computer based software tool, based
on the analytical Remington model developed in the 1970s, which is essentially a multibody model.
TWINS derives the sound radiation levels from a selected set of material and design specific
parameters describing the interaction of the rolling wheel on the track. Excitations are induced
by wheel and rail roughness, which are transformed into a total roughness under consideration of
a contact filter from the non-point like contact of the wheel and rail. Vibrations in the wheel are
modelled by using finite elements. Derived modal parameters such as natural frequency and mode
shapes are used to predict the frequency response of the wheel given the excitation expected
from the roughness and train speed. The track is either modelled as an infinite and continuously
supported beam, an infinite and periodically supported beam or as an infinite and continuously
supported beam with a specifically modelled cross section (Thompson, 2009).
RIM: RIM (wheel/rail-impedance-model) is a software tool to estimate sound and vibration from
railroads. Much like TWINS the model is an extended multibody simulation tool, which builds on
the excitations induced by wheel and rail roughness. Within the model the track grid (rail and
sleepers) is modelled from Euler-Bernoulli beams, while the resilient components and contacts are
modelled as springs with an internal damping and the vehicle body, bogie and wheels are masses.
The software determines the relevant structure-borne velocities (frequency response functions)
onto the wheel and track components (rail and sleeper) and into the ground and estimates passby noise levels from a simple air-borne sound propagation model. Vibration predictions for
complex structures therein require additional input either from FE modelling or measurements.
The soil is modelled as a layered half space. Like TWINS the calculation tool RIM depends on the
validity of its input model parameters such as dynamic stiffness of resilient track components
(Diehl & Hoelzl, 1998).
BRAINS: BRAINS (Bombardier RAIlway Noise Software) is a non-commercial acoustic prediction tool
for interior and exterior noise of railway vehicles (Frid, et al., 2012) (Kohrs, et al., 2016). The
exterior noise calculation model defines point sources on the boundary (roof, underfloor, side) of
a schematic train structure. The sources are modelled from their (spectral) sound power levels
and the source’s directivity (as a mixture of monopole and dipole contributions). Wheel, rail and
sleeper radiation are drawn from TWINS, taking into account track decay rates. The partial
shielding from the train body is accounted for by predefined insertion loss formulas. Reception
points are arbitrary wayside microphone positions, for which the standard acoustic indicators are
computed (i.e. equivalent sound pressure level over the time of train passage). The interior noise
calculation model takes the same sources as in the exterior model and incorporates them into a
(hybrid FE/SEA model for structure-borne sound). Energy fed into cavities may come from airborne
as well as structure-borne sources outside the train and in the interior. Predefined TL and TPA
(from measurements or calculations) are used to estimate coupling loss factors and modal density.
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Ray tracing is used to calculate the pressure field on the train skin (for a short description on the
methods also see 4.2.3).
OSCAR: OSCAR (Outil de Simulation du Confort Acoustique d’une Rame – Modelling tool of a
trainset acoustic comfort) is an interior train noise simulation tool developed by CSTB on behalf
of and in cooperation with Alstom Transport (Gabet, et al., 2009). OSCAR utilizes the ray tracing
method to make the modeling and computational requirements fast. All exterior sound sources
(i.e. wheel, rail, aggregates, aerodynamics, etc.) are modelled from external wall pressures on
the train body. For the train a geometric model is build, wherein different sections are assigned
individual transmission losses and absorption characteristics. The sound power on the outside is
transformed into several uncorrelated point sources on the inside, which altogether emit the sound
power derived from applying the transmission losses from the panels. A geometric calculation
determines the ballistic trajectories from all sources to all receivers, while an acoustic calculation
then determines transfer functions from taking into account the acoustic parameters (transmission
losses, absorption).
Hybrid FE/SEA: Various publications report on acoustic simulation work being done with a hybrid
FE/SEA model (Sapena & Blanchet, 2009) (Preis & Borello, 2016). The hybrid model approach
reduces some of the weaknesses from standard FE or SEA simulations. Essentially the system
response is divided into a deterministic part analysed with FE and a stochastic part studied from
SEA. Therein the SEA input parameters (i.e. coupling loss factors, modal density) are obtained
from the FE simulation. In case of high-speed interior noise simulations, the aerodynamic pressure
on the windscreen causes an acoustic coupling to the interior cabin, which the SEA cannot easily
account for. Hence, the FE/SEA hybrid model was extended to incorporate computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulations (Jové, et al., 2010).
Wall pressure simulations: Wall pressure simulations were performed in (Bistagnino, et al., 2011)
to feed interior noise prediction tools, such as beam-tracing or SEA models. The methods applied
for deriving the exterior wall pressure were beam tracing (ICARE) and BEM. To expand the BEM
frequency range the fast multipole method (FMM) was used. Comparisons with experimental test
revealed that both methods captured the overall dynamics, but the level of uncertainty was still
high.
A more thorough review on railway noise prediction tools is due in WP7 of FINE1 (Future
Improvement for Noise and Energy), the complementary project to DESTINATE within Shift2Rail.
A general approach in the noise prediction was already sketched out by FINE1 members in a table
and made accessible to DESTINATE. Some key steps from those shall be highlighted here:
Structure-borne sound
Approach: the approach is modular and depends on requirements
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1. Translating interior noise requirements into force/velocity/mobility requirements on
structure-borne sound sources. Requirements are sent to suppliers. Requirements to the
passive train structure are involved in carbody calculations.
2. TPAs are calculated or measured on prototype, revealing weak spots to be further isolated.
Rolling sound tests are run with first train.
3. Validation and verifications are obtained from type tests.
Source characteristics: Simulation model input requirements: velocities at connecting points,
operational forces at carbody (i.e. for motor, gearbox) and blocked forces at connecting points
(carbody side).
Transfer path characteristics: TPAs are performed (usually matrix inversion or in-situ).
Alternatively transfer paths are obtained from FE simulations. Vibration isolation is accounted for
by determining its insertion losses.
Radiation model: takes into account the structure of the train and the interior design. Modelling
based on BEM/FEM in combination with SEA; alternatively TPA measurements can be made.
Airborne sound
Approach: airborne sound requirements are integrated into the design process through empirical,
analytical, numerical and experimental prediction methods. Low frequency calculations typically
use FEM/BEM methods, while high and mid frequencies lean on either beam-tracing or hybrid
FE/SEA models.
Source characteristics: Sources require the sound power levels in the 1/3 octave band for an input
to calculate wall pressure. Sound power levels typically come from tests. Rolling noise is generally
calculated from prediction tools such as TWINS.
Transfer path characteristics: Transfer paths are typically 1/3 octave band spectra obtained from
experimental test and are extrapolated from a propagation model to the distance. Transmission
losses are drawn from either measurements (full train or laboratory) or numerical calculations
from i.e. FE/SEA.
Interior acoustic properties: Absorption coefficients are either globally introduced in 1/3 octave
bands (i.e. measured from reverberation tests or decay rates) or individually assigned to each
surface. The sound distribution in the interior is then simulated from tools such as beam-tracing
or SEA.
All simulations will always be highly dependent on the quality of input data and the validity of the
approach to correctly mimic the overall physical behaviour. Although simulations free the user of
the necessity to have a fully developed prototype train, the effort to perform appropriate
calculations within the models described is non negligible while still having to deal with high
uncertainties.
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The most glaring weaknesses of simulation methods were already discussed in the description part
of the respective model. There is no method yet to cover the entire frequency range with
appropriate certainty. Deterministic models such as FEM/BEM largely work in the low frequency
regime and cost a lot of effort to build, but in return can give the user a high degree of confidence
in the design. Statistical methods such as SEA (and also beam-tracing in a way) produce fast results
but require sensitive tuning of input parameters (i.e. coupling loss factors and modal density),
which often require experimental tests for validation. Experimental analysis methods on the other
hand will always be extensive and require the actual test object to be available; they however
are also the most likely to capture the true physics. The proposed OTPA based tool will try to
overcome some of the shortcomings by taking physical systems to start with and then alter design
change related properties (such as transfer paths and source representations). This implies the
new design has to have a prototype that was measured.

4.3 Requirements for an OTPA based interior noise model
4.3.1 OTPA review
DESTINATE aims to develop a simulation model for railway interior noise that has the ability to
accurately rank relevant sources and transmission paths and predict the effect of changing key
design parameters. This is essential to identify and analyse cost-effective interior noise mitigation
measures and enhance acoustic comfort for the passengers.
The model will be based on actual measurements to derive the transmissibility (transfer matrix)
of a given system. The transmissibility matrix should capture all the important contributions at
the receiver position as a consequence of the excitation at all sources. A variety of different
excitations should be applied, such that the problem is actually solvable. Real operating conditions
are taken as excitations and structural dynamics are naturally included. Those are complemented
by hammer impulse measurements (to determine a mobility transfer matrix).
The operational transfer path analysis has already been discussed in section 4.2.4 in the context
of TPA. We will therefore limit ourselves to repeating the main lines of argument and discuss some
boundary conditions and limitations to the method. The approach to the simulation model based
on OTPA will be subject to deliverable 3.
The complex transmission problem is approached in the operational transfer path analysis (OTPA)
by assuming a linear relation between source and receiver and decomposing the intermingled
source and path responses into a set of uncorrelated (orthogonal) components (eigenvalues).
Thereby the most dominant contribution is determined as to be the first principal component
(eigenmode), leaving an uncorrelated residue for which the process of finding the dominant part
is being repeated and so forth. This particular approach helps to cancel noise as well as the crosstalk contributions that must be expected for a system with multiple sources and a complex
structural coupling like a train. The transmissibility matrix for the decomposed problem can then
be calculated with the help of the inverse of the principle component matrix for the reference
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positions. If all sources and paths were considered correctly in the model the response at the
receiver position may be synthesized from the calculated transfer functions and the reference
signals. Sources and paths are separated and may be ranked.
The model is able to incorporate structure-borne sound as well as airborne sound and is directly
suited for auralisation as the synthesis may be performed in the time domain by convolution of
the Fourier transformed transfer function matrix with the time signals of the reference points.
Multiple receiver positions are chosen to circumvent modal pressure distributions to have a strong
impact in the evaluation of the results and to allow for spatial and time averaging. An interpolation
model could then be applied to predict the noise for any position in the train.
4.3.2 Requirements and limitations in the OTPA method
Again a detailed discussion on limitations in the OTPA model must be postponed to deliverable 3.
It however seems important to already note some of the known limitations and causes for errors
in operational transfer path analysis:


All relevant sources and paths must have a reference signal (representation) in the path
analysis. If a dominant source or path is disregarded, a synthesis could still result in a
closely matching sound pressure prediction at the receiver position. This would be the case
where the decomposition into principal components would falsely assign large parts of the
dominant source or path characteristics to the source or path with the highest cross-talk
contributions. The ranking of sources and paths would consequently be erroneous.



Multiple coherent sources (sources with matching frequency content and phase relation)
cannot be decomposed into independent principal components (they are being represented
by the same eigenmodes) and thus the estimate of their contributions is arbitrary.



References that were assigned to DOFs of weak or non-existing sources (basically measuring
just noise and cross-talk contributions from other sources) can result in an overestimation
of the contributions from the type of sound (structure-borne or air-born) recorded at the
redundant reference points. This is particularly so if the principal components were not
being limited to only a few dominant ones, because the decomposition will always find
some non-zero independent contributions (caused from the superpositioning of different
cross-talk contributions, local response functions and random noises (electronic, external,
pressure fluctuations, etc.) at the reference position).

With the OTPA having determined the relevant source and path contributions to a set of receiver
positions in the interior of a train, certain contributions or even the receiver response signal may
be altered artificially to study the impact of key parameter changes. For altering source terms,
appropriate filters are applied to the corresponding reference measurement signals and the
synthesis is recalculated for the interior receiver positions. Likewise paths may be altered or
blocked by applying appropriate filter functions. The OTPA synthesis may also be used to perform
a reverse prediction of source and path contribution changes from altering the response at the
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receiver position. Panel contributions may be adapted and radiation loss factors incorporated to
mimic interior design changes.
For a validation of the adaptions made to the original OTPA, reference measurements are
required. This is of particular importance for the exchange of sources.
The task of finding an appropriate adaption model to incorporate design changes, such as from
exchanging sources (externally characterized), into an existing OTPA based model, is so far
unresolved and therefore one of the main research objectives in this project. Several approaches
will be tested.


Matching functions can be applied within the synthesis if some fix relation between the
mock-up and train mounting structure exists (that is the impedance change from mock-up
to train structure is held responsible for the difference in the according reference signal,
so that it may be determined once and then be applied to any source characterization).



An in-situ TPA may be performed alongside the OTPA to estimate the blocked force
excitations under operational conditions. This requires a direct measurement across the
mounting interface of the sources. The linking to inherent source and path properties may
be required to forego matching functions in the exchange of sources or structural changes.

4.3.3 Applicability for auralisation
One main objective in the DESTINATE project is to keep all results accessible for auralisation and
visualization. This is of particular benefit for the subjective weighting of design changes.
The synthesized response for the interior of the train that results from an operational transfer
path analysis may directly be used for auralisation and so will the results of the prediction model
based on this OTPA. The actual auralisation must then be tailored to the available signal data and
hence will be discussed in detail in deliverable 3.
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In a nutshell
The problem: A traveling train has various sound sources such as its engine or the wheels running
on the rail (particularly if one of either is slightly damaged). A train manufacturer may attempt
to make the experience for passengers journeying on its train as pleasant as possible. A
restriction to this is set from the state of the technology as well as from the available budget.
The manufacturer may use its expertise for a simple estimate of just the noise levels in the
interior of a train and may support it by a combination of measurements and/or simulations.
The design of a new train will therefore inevitably start with the question of what can be
achieved at which cost, followed by a choice for specific solutions.
DESTINATE objective: The DESTINATE project aims at supporting the decision process by
defining rules and listing and/or supplying tools to evaluate the effect of an action. Whether
the act of changing something is beneficial or not, is directly linked to the effect (i.e. lower or
higher noise levels), the perception (less or more annoying), the costs (buying, installing,
maintaining and life-cycle) and the feasibility (availability and reliability of the applied
technologies). In this task a review of existing noise prediction tools is made, to showcase some
of the decision support currently used in the railway sector. The question of how the sound
generated at a source finds its way to a passenger seated inside the train is linked to the paths
the sound takes travelling in the air, through walls and in the train body. An investigation into
finding the dominant (loudest and most annoying) sound sources by studying their paths (from
OTPA) is one of the DESTINATE objectives in work package 3, alongside the question on how this
knowledge can be made use of to make changes to the train and predict their effect as well as
their perception.
Noise prediction tools: In section 4.2.5 a number of noise prediction tools currently being used
in the railways sector are reviewed. To better understand their principles of work, what they
require as input and what their limitations are, some basics on sound generation are given in
section 4.2.2, followed by a short description (section 4.2.3) of the various underlying methods.
Experimental techniques to support and validate the simulation results are treated in section
4.2.4. It can be concluded from this review, that the vast majority of tools used for interior
noise prediction are based on SEA (for mid to high frequency noise), often in combination with
FEM (low frequencies). This has the benefit of being usable in the design phase, where there is
no existing train prototype to perform tests on, and that it is fast for computing design changes.
The downside is that the results will be purely statistical (only noise levels with no phase
information collected into frequency bands) and highly susceptible to input parameters.
OTPA (Operational Transfer Path Analysis): In section 4.2.4 it is derived how transfer
characteristics of a train are gained from measurements, and how those characteristics may
then be used in a second step for a noise prediction. In this the OTPA is unique as it uses the
trains operation to draw the transfer path characteristics from. This is an efficient way to
approach the complex problem. The concept of OTPA and how it may be explored in developing
a noise prediction tool is briefly sketched out in section 4.3. The OTPA based prediction model
has the downside of requiring a train prototype to perform an experimental characterization
on, but will then allow for design changes to be accounted for by mathematical operations on
time signals. These time signals may then be used for a direct auralisation, making the
prediction valuable not only for studying the effect of a change in terms of noise levels, but also
for how a change may be perceived by passengers.
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5 Source and sub-assembly characterisation methodologies
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5.1 Introduction
Important sound sources mounted on a rail vehicle are for instance the HVAC system, compressor,
motor and gearbox. Depending on the operating conditions of the source and of the rail vehicle
these sources can have a relevant contribution to the overall sound emission. Sources that directly
radiate airborne sound are termed airborne sound sources. Sources that transmit vibrations to
passive receiving structures that lead to structure-borne sound radiation are termed structureborne sound sources. A source may be both an airborne and structure-borne sound source.
An example is illustrated in Figure 19. For instance, an operating HVAC system mounted on a train
roof radiates airborne sound. The airborne sound propagates through air and can reach a person
standing next to the train (airborne sound path). Airborne sound is also generated at the vents in
the interior of the rail vehicle and reaches the passengers. The HVAC system transmits vibrations
to the train roof (passive sub-assembly) through the connecting interface. These vibrations
propagate along the structure and structure-borne sound is radiated from the car-body (structureborne sound path). Airborne sound outside the train can also be transmitted through a passive subassembly (e.g. the window) to the inside.
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Figure 19: Exemplary HVAC system sound generation and propagation
blue: direct airborne sound radiation and transmission
red: structure-borne sound transmission and radiation
To predict the contribution of a sound source to the sound pressure level at a certain reception
point, both source and transmission paths have to be described. Source characterisation aims at
determining the source properties relevant for sound prediction. The characterisation of passive
sub-assemblies is needed to model the transmission paths.
As important rail vehicle sound sources are often provided by suppliers but the assembly and
overall sound prediction for a rail vehicle is carried out by the manufacturers, it is important to
set source specific limit values to reach the overall sound emission targets. For a reliable
prediction accurate source data is essential.
One could attempt to generate accurate source data by physically describing all internal sound
generation mechanisms and model the excitation of the source structure and airborne sound
generation and radiation. However, in reality this is very difficult and generally not undertaken.
Instead one aims to characterise sound sources through measurements without requiring
knowledge of the internal sound generation mechanisms (black-box approach).
Thus measurement methods are required that are applicable for relevant rail vehicle sound sources
and provide sufficiently accurate input data. Additionally, these methods should be practical and
not require too much measurement time and costs or special laboratory rooms, so that they can
be carried out at a supplier or manufacturer.
Within DESTINATE source characterisation measurements are planned in WP3 at Stadler Valencia
and in collaboration with the complementary project FINE1. Two major objectives are pursued.
The first objective is linked to the interior sound prediction model described in the previous
chapter. To test the exchange of sources within this model measured source data will be required.
The second objective is to test the applicability and accuracy of a source characterisation method
for a rail vehicle source.
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The aim of this chapter is to give an introduction to source and sub-assembly characterisation at
the railway industry and give an overview of source and sub-assembly characterisation methods.
First, source and sub-assembly specification tasks at a manufacturer (Stadler Valencia) are
outlined in chapter 5.2. Chapters 5.3 - 5.5 give an overview of existing methods for passive subassembly characterisation as well as airborne and structure-borne sound source characterisation.
Their applicability at the railway industry is discussed.

5.2 Source and sub-assembly specification at a manufacturer
This section describes source and sub-assembly specification and sound prediction undertaken at
Stadler Valencia to give an example of the current status at the railway industry. It serves as
further introduction to the topic and highlights typical related issues and the interaction of
manufacturer and suppliers.
A rail vehicle is composed of a lot of different electrical and mechanical equipment provided by
many different suppliers. When operating, this equipment can include important sound sources.
Generally, the equipment is not designed specifically for a certain target installation. How an
equipment will be used in the final assembly of a rail vehicle is not always known to the supplier.
Moreover, some of the equipment is not developed specifically for the railway sector.
When it comes to setting limit values for environmental noise, the rail vehicle is considered as a
unique sound source from the point of view of a regulatory body, although it contains many sound
sources. The different sound sources and their contribution to the overall vehicle sound should be
studied independently to reach the sound emission targets.
Rail vehicle design must fulfil current regulations and the specifications described in the project
contract. The requested sound level requirements in the current regulation have become more
stringent in the last years. They establish the general sound emission limits for the rail vehicle in
different operating conditions. For instance, the regulation number 1304/2014 of the European
Commission (TSI NOI) defines several limits for each rolling stock subsystem category at different
operating conditions. The regulated scenarios comprise stationary noise, starting noise, pass-by
noise and driver’s cab interior noise. In addition, TSI NOI sets limits for specific equipment such
as the compressor or the horns.
Such general acoustic requirements for the rail vehicle have to be split and converted into singular
acoustic requirements for a particular piece of equipment. In addition, some of the equipment
must fulfil specific noise and vibration normative requirements. For instance, the main alternator
must also meet EN 60349 for railway rotary electric machines. Once determined, these specific
requirements are described in the technical specification of the equipment, along with the
functional requirements and additional restrictions that are specific to the project contract, like
fire resistance, material composition, etc.
These technical specifications are the criteria to choose between as many suppliers as possible.
Technical specifications should be the meeting point for two ends. On one hand they should be
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restrictive enough and set the equipment sound limit specification at a point where the vehicle
general acoustic requirements are met. But on the other hand the equipment sound specifications
should be flexible to a degree at which the suppliers can be economically competitive.

Rigorous

Flexible

Figure 20: Meeting point for the technical specifications
In order to answer the manufacturer’s technical specifications the equipment supplier must
deliver its own technical specifications. These must contain a chapter dedicated to N&V. Due to
the flexibility of the manufacturer’s technical specifications the N&V data provided by different
suppliers is not necessarily of the same kind.
Table 17 sums up the minimum requirements and desired information regarding source and passive
sub-assembly characterization data at Stadler Valencia.
Table 17: Source and sub-assembly specification at Stadler Valencia

Equipment

Airborne sound sources

Minimum
requirements

Desired
requirements

Power pack

Overall radiated

Overall radiated sound

Bogie

sound power; single

power as third octave

value in dB(A)

band spectrum

Cooling fans
Compressor

Radiated sound power

Brake resistor

including information
on directivity

Pneumatic panel
Structure-borne sound

Driver HVAC

sources

Passenger HVAC

None

Others…
Passive sub-assemblies

Air ducts

Theoretical

Transmission loss as

Roof

calculation

third octave band

Lateral walls

Transmission loss in

spectrum.

dB(A)
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Equipment

Minimum
requirements

Desired
requirements

Lateral windows
Doors
Floor
Bogie area

For relevant airborne sound sources Stadler Valencia requires at least the overall radiated sound
power. In order to get this value the supplier shall make a test following ISO 3744. This standard
describes the test conditions and measurement points for sound pressure, as well as the formulae
to calculate sound power. For structure-borne sound sources there is no requirement. Some
suppliers provide acceleration levels at the contact points that are compared with previous
projects.
For airborne sound source characterisation, supplier technical specifications usually contain only
the overall sound power value (minimum requirement) and not the sound pressure at the
measurement points since suppliers tend to not show any further details. The more data is
provided, the more reliable the acoustic prediction of the rail vehicle will be. Two additional
details of each sound source (desired information) are crucial for the acoustic prediction, as is
explained in the following:
Frequency spectrum: the overall sound power in dB(A) is not sufficient to choose an adequate type
of sound absorber material or a suitable set of sound sources. At least a discretization in third
octave frequency bands is necessary to characterise the acoustic behaviour of the source, see
Figure 21. From the third octave band spectrum the dominant frequency-band is identified and
the best type of noise absorbent material can be calculated, including thickness and miscellaneous
aspects of the material.
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Figure 21: Example of one third octave spectrum
Sound pressure values: sound pressure values obtained during the measurement of the sound
power according to ISO 3744 should be shared by the suppliers. The measurement points are
defined in the standard and form an imaginary enclosed surface surrounding the sound source, see
Figure 22. It is necessary to register the pressure at these points to calculate the sound power.

Figure 22: Schematic drawing of a measurement setup according to ISO 3744 [picture from
ISO 3744]
From the sound pressure values the dominant sound propagation direction can be identified. With
this information, the best way to mount the source and place the noise absorbent material can be
derived. Likewise, sound pressure values allow the modelling of sound source emission in various
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conditions of the equipment assembly, e.g. spherical propagation, semi-spherical propagation,
etc., see Figure 23.

Figure 23: Different noise propagation hypotheses
In most cases suppliers will not share detailed information about the measuring test results and
the overall sound power will be the only value received. In this case it is advantageous for the
manufacturer to further define the source by e.g. using internal database related to the source.
Another option is to scale discretized values of similar sources from other rail vehicles that have
the same overall sound power.
In summary the source data obtained from the suppliers can be one of these types:


Overall sound power value in dB(A).



Third octave band spectrum of sound power.



A time signal from each measurement position defined in ISO 3744
that can be transformed into a frequency spectra.

DETAIL
+

The format should be the same for all sources. The preferred format is the frequency spectrum in
third octave bands, as it contains most of the crucial information. Figure 24 shows how different
sets of supplier data are processed.
For a given project, rail vehicle design and supply chain management are not consecutive steps
but go hand in hand. One is influenced by the other and vice versa but none of each can put on
hold the other. Figure 25 sums up the most important steps and their interdependency.
As a first step acoustic values for the equipment are assumed on the basis of similar equipment
from previous projects. The assumed values are redefined in the following steps. As final step of
the project, values of the equipment must fulfil the regulation.
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Figure 24: Process of post-processing data from suppliers
Negotiation with suppliers is left in a standby state until all equipment sound powers are definite.
Then, a vehicle acoustic prediction is made considering all sound sources. The prediction is
compared against TSI limits. As a result acoustic absorber panels are designed (type, thickness and
position) and the equipment is analysed. Most of the equipment should have an acceptable sound
level if the previous work was done correctly. Equipment exceeding the limit values or equipment
which leads to the vehicle exceeding the limit values must be studied in further detail. In many
cases the sound prediction helps to discard suppliers who do not fulfil requirements for the vehicle;
in other cases suppliers offer an additional modification of the system to reduce its sound power.
Finally, it is necessary to do a priority list of the equipment to help supply chain management
decisions.
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Figure 25: Specification process
Passive sub-assemblies are partly provided by suppliers, e.g. doors, windows, bellows, etc. These
follow a process similar to source specification. A level of absorption and transmission loss is set
at the beginning of the project (based on previous projects). Together with other requirements
this is put in a sub-assembly specification. This assumption is used for overall sound prediction
and (in the same way than for sources) an updated prediction is carried out with the final values
given by the suppliers. Some passive sub-assemblies are designed internally. These are generally
easier to handle because they do not depend on suppliers.
Figure 26 shows an example of a passive sub-assembly. The characterization is made by taking
into account the configuration of the components of a sub-assembly. As the components are
common materials, the data is available for different types and thickness of material (see Figure
27).

Material C
Material A
Pattern
detail
Material B

Figure 26: Sub-assembly example
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GRAL. ACOUSTIC
ABSORBER

Figure 27 Example of general sound absorber material
Finally, as a special case of sub-assembly, the car body of the vehicle itself must be characterized.
As it is made of steel and aluminium, the properties of these materials are well known. The main
difficulty in this case arises from capturing the actual geometric and structural complexities.
There are many different layers of materials and possibly an infinite number of sound paths.
The solution is reduced to the measurement points defined in the TSI standard, see Figure 28.
When all source and passive sub-assembly data is known the sound pressure level at the TSI
measurement points can be calculated for each sound source. The contribution of each sound
source is summed up to calculate the total sound pressure level for the rail vehicle. This is
compared to the TSI limit as can be seen in Figure 29.
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Figure 28: Measurement points defined in Commission Decision 2011/229/EU

Lp Aeq, T

TSI LIMIT

Total

Source 1 Source 2 Source 3 Source 4 Source 5 Source 6 Source 7

Figure 29: TSI limit check
Conclusion
Acoustic prediction for the overall sound emission of rail vehicles is a complex task done by the
manufacturer and the accuracy of the results depends strongly on the accuracy and format of the
input data delivered by suppliers (e.g. single sound power value, overall third-octave band power
spectrum, narrow-band spectrum, sound pressure levels at envelope measurement points).
Regarding airborne sound source characterisation, the level of detail desired by the manufacturer
may be limited by the suppliers desire to keep the data confidential. In consequence, the
information shared with the vehicle manufacturer is sometimes minimal.
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In the given example structure-borne sound source characterisation is not requested due to the
dependency of the transmitted power on the receiving structure (structure on which the
equipment is mounted).
In conclusion, it is necessary to have a homogeneous characterization for all sources suitable for
the manufacturer’s acoustic prediction model and to include the contribution of structure-borne
sound sources.

5.3 Characterisation of passive sub-assemblies
Relevant passive sub-assemblies2 of a rail vehicle are for example doors, windows, the floor and
the car body. Passive structures do not actively generate sound but are important for acoustic
simulation because:


Airborne sound can be transmitted through a passive structure such as a train window.



Airborne sound is reflected, absorbed and diffracted by passive structures. This influences
for instance the sound field inside a rail vehicle.



Structure-borne sound sources transmit vibrations to passive structures, which propagate
and are radiated as sound.

In order to accurately predict the interior sound field and exterior sound emission, response
behaviour of passive sub-assemblies must be known.
Transmission of airborne sound through a passive element can be described by the transmission
coefficient τ. The transmission coefficient is the ratio of transmitted sound power to incident
sound power (Cremer & Möser, 2003). Usually, the logarithmic reciprocal is used, termed
transmission loss (TL) or sound reduction index R (Cremer & Möser, 2003):
𝟏
𝑹 = 𝟏𝟎𝒍𝒈 ( )
𝝉

(19)

The transmission loss can be determined through calculations or measurements.
The TL of an element mounted between two rooms (a source and a receiver room) can be
determined through simple measurements when a diffuse sound field is given in both rooms and
transmission through adjacent structures (flanking transmission) is small (Cremer & Möser, 2003):
𝑹 = 𝑳𝟏 − 𝑳𝟐 + 𝟏𝟎 𝐥𝐠

𝑺
.
𝑨

(20)

Here, 𝐿1 − 𝐿2 in dB is the average level difference in source and receiver room, 𝑆 is the element
area in m² and 𝐴 the equivalent sound absorption area in m² in the receiving room that accounts
2

The term sub-assemblies is used to describe passive structures of rail vehicles as opposed to active
sources. This terminology follows the Shift2Rail Multi-Annual Action Plan (MAAP) (Shift2Rail, 2015).
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for room absorption properties. This procedure is standardised in the ISO 10140 series for
laboratory test stands. In the actual built-in situation overall sound transmission may be higher
due to flanking transmission. The sound field around a train depends on the infrastructure
conditions (e.g tunnel, cutting, free plane, adjacent noise barrier) and may not be diffuse as in
the test condition. Since a diffuse field contains sound waves with all incidence angles the test
result has a high chance of being a conservative approximation to the real, on-train situation.
The ISO 10140 series also standardises sound insulation of small technical elements, such as air
ducts. For these, the sound insulation is not given by R but by the element-normalised level
difference 𝐷𝑛,𝑒 :
𝑫𝒏,𝒆 = 𝑳𝟏 − 𝑳𝟐 + 𝟏𝟎 𝐥𝐠

𝑨𝟎
.
𝑨

(21)

The element-normalised level difference does not take into account the element area but is
normalised to a reference equivalent sound absorption area 𝐴0 . The positioning of the small
element in the test assembly (e.g. near a corner) has an influence on the sound insulation. As the
supplier usually does not know the target installation, the test measurement position is likely to
differ.
In practical situations a diffuse sound field cannot always be assumed. The ISO 16283-1
standardises field measurements for airborne sound insulation in buildings for arbitrary source and
receiving room sound fields. It is applicable for room sizes ranging from 10-250 m³.
An alternative approach to measure sound insulation of buildings and building elements is based
on sound intensity measurements and is standardised in the ISO 15186 series. It can be applied to
determine the TL of an element when small flanking transmission cannot be achieved.
The standards for sound insulation measurements for buildings and building elements are not
necessarily applicable to rail vehicles. For instance, measurement of sound insulation of gangways
in rail vehicles is specifically standardised in EN 16286-2 using sound intensity measurements.
The absorption properties of a material are provided by the supplier. They can be measured for a
diffuse sound field (random incidence) in a reverberation chamber and for plane incidence in a
Kundt’s tube (Cremer & Möser, 2003). An example of a typical absorbing material was shown in
Figure 27. Sound diffraction is dependent on the structure’s geometry and surface and can be
accounted for in simulation models using ray or beam tracing as was discussed in the previous
chapter.
Vibration transmission and propagation is dependent on the passive receiving structure. The
former point will be discussed in section 5.5. The latter depends on material properties such as
density, stiffness and damping and on the sub-assembly geometry and boundary conditions. For
accurate modelling the material properties have to be measured or estimated. This has been done
for many materials but is beyond the scope of this project.
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In conclusion, one of the main challenges for acoustic prediction is accurate input data of
passive sub-assemblies. In the interior sound prediction model developed in DESTINATE the
characteristics of the passive structures in the assembled situation are encompassed through
the OTPA measurements. This is one of the advantages of the approach. Research on modifying
passive sub-assemblies in the interior sound model through modifying the transmission path will
be undertaken in WP3.

5.4 Airborne sound source characterisation
As was pointed out in section 5.2 airborne sound sources are characterised by the overall radiated
spectral sound power and directivity. The radiated sound power is a measure of the source
strength. The directivity gives information on the directionality of the radiated sound.
In general, the radiated sound power and directivity of a source are dependent on:


Shape and composition of the source,



Operating conditions and



Mounting conditions.

For an airborne sound source characterisation it is therefore important to:


Identify and collect data for all relevant operating conditions and



Estimate dependency of radiated sound power and directivity on mounting conditions. If
the dependency is high it is advisable that these are comparable to the target installation.

The last point will probably not be considered by suppliers who are generally not aware of the
target installation. This could possibly affect the prediction accuracy.
Altogether, there are a number of basic standards for the measurement of radiated sound power
that are summarized below for completeness. Some of these standards (e.g. ISO 3744 required by
Stadler Valencia) also allow determination of the directivity of a source to a certain extent. In
addition, there are specific standards based on the basic standards that further detail the sound
power measurement for certain equipment classes, e.g. ISO 2151 for compressors.
Table 18 gives an overview of the basic standards for airborne sound power determination and
assesses their applicability for railway source characterisation at suppliers or manufacturers. A
more extensive comparison of the basic standards can be found in ISO 3740. In Table 18 the
following criteria are distinguished:


Measurement quantity and spectral resolution: The measurement quantity is either sound
pressure or intensity. Depending on the available measurement equipment this can limit
the applicability of certain standards. Depending on the standard the sound power is
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determined as total level of dB(A) only or can also be determined in octave bands and
third-octave bands. As third-octave bands are desired by manufacturers, applicability of
standards that do not fulfil this requirement is rated low.


Directivity information: As directivity information is generally desired for prediction, the
applicability of standards giving no such information is rated as low. In some cases, e.g.
when the source is known to have only small directivity, other standards could be
sufficient.



Requirements for measurement environment: Requirements for the sound field in the test
room range from diffuse to free field. Requirements for the test room are rated high when
special laboratory test rooms unlikely to be found at manufacturers or suppliers are
needed. They are rated medium when they could be fulfilled at manufacturers or suppliers
and low when they are very likely to be fulfilled.



Ambient noise requirements: Depending on the measurement quantity and desired
measurement accuracy the requirements for ambient noise in the test room differ. For
sound pressure measurements ambient noise in the test room has to be significantly lower
than the source emission in every relevant frequency band. For sound intensity
measurements ambient noise is partially cancelled through the measurement principle.



Measurement accuracy: This ranges from grade 1 to 3. A measurement accuracy of 2 should
be sufficient which is also demanded by e.g. ISO 2151 for compressors.



Applicability: A source characterisation methodology for railway industrial applications
should overall be practical (moderate time and costs requirements), ideally be applicable
at a supplier or the manufacturer’s place, while maintaining a suitable degree of accuracy
and repeatability of the test results. Furthermore, information on the source directivity is
desired.

From Table 18 it can be concluded that, if 1/3-octave band spectra and directivity information
are required and grade of accuracy 2 is sufficient, ISO 3744 (sound pressure measurement) and
the ISO 9614 series (sound intensity measurement) are applicable for railway industrial airborne
source characterisation. The choice depends on the available measurement equipment, ambient
noise and sound field in the room. Determining the sound power with sound pressure
measurements requires less effort and less costly equipment. However, the requirements on
the measurement environment and ambient noise are higher.

There might be cases when neither of the two measurement principles is applicable. Sound power
determination from sound pressure measurements is limited by ambient noise and sound-field
requirements (minimum: essentially free-field over reflecting plane). When these are not fulfilled
sound intensity measurements can be used instead but these are limited by high ambient noise.
Additionally, a minimum distance of 1 m to the sound source is required and only stationary sound
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can be measured. Also, if sound intensity is measured manually, this will not be possible for
sources that pose potential danger during operation (e.g. a motor). For these cases an alternative
option may be derived from ISO/TS 7849-1 and ISO/TS 7849-2. These standards describe
determination of the radiated sound power through vibration measurements. However, the
radiation efficiency of the source has to be estimated to correctly determine the radiated sound
power and gain directivity information. This could be done based on literature research, through
measurements (requiring more measurement effort) or numerically.
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Table 18: Applicability of basic standards for characterisation of airborne sound sources of rail vehicles

Standard

ISO 3741

Measurement
quantity and
resolution

Directivity
information

Sound pressure,

No

Requirements
for
measurement
environment
High

Ambient
noise

< 10 dB

Grade of
accuracy

Applicability

1

Low

1/3 octave band
ISO 3743-1

Sound pressure,

Comments

Diffuse field, reverberation
chamber

No

Medium

< 6 dB

2

Low

Diffuse field, reflecting walls

No

High

< 4 dB

2

Low

Diffuse field, reverberation

octave band
ISO 3743-2

Sound pressure,
octave bands

ISO 3744

Sound pressure,

chamber
Yes

Medium

< 6 dB

2

High

1/3 octave band

Essentially free-field over
reflecting plane, e.g. outside
or machine hall

ISO 3745

Sound pressure,

Yes

High

< 10 dB

1

Low

(hemi) anechoic chamber

No

Low

< 3 dB

3

Low

Source on Reflecting plane,

1/3 octave band
ISO 3746

Sound pressure,
dB(A)

ISO 3747
04.07.2017

Sound pressure,

low grade of accuracy
No

Low

< 6 dB

2-3

Low

Mainly reverberant sound field,
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Standard

Measurement
quantity and
resolution

Directivity
information

Requirements
for
measurement
environment

Ambient
noise

Grade of
accuracy

Applicability

octave band
ISO 9614-1

Sound intensity,

Comments

In-situ measurements possible
Yes

Low

> 10 dB OK

1-3

High

1/3 octave band

Stationary sound,
measurement at discrete
points,

ISO 9614-2

Sound intensity,

Yes

Low

> 10 dB OK

2-3

High

1/3 octave band
ISO 9614-3

Sound intensity,
1/3 octave band

Stationary sound, scanning
measurement

Yes

Low

> 10 dB OK

1

(High)

Stationary sound, scanning
measurement
high accuracy not necessarily
needed
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5.5 Structure-borne sound source characterisation
Structure-borne sound source characterisation is much less standardised than airborne sound
source characterisation and also less applied at the railway industry. From section 5.2 it can be
seen that manufacturers do not necessarily set requirements for structure-borne sound sources.
However, structure-borne sound sources can make for significant contributions to the overall
sound level, particularly so if the sources are shielded in respect to the receiver position. To
predict the influence of structure-borne sound sources and to set limit values, methods to
characterise these sources are needed.
One of the main challenges of characterising structure-borne sound sources is the dependency of
the transmitted structure-borne sound power on the passive receiving structure. Structure-borne
sound power is transmitted via the source-receiver interface. Thus it is sufficient to describe the
source characteristics at the interface. The internal sound generation mechanisms do not have to
be known. In principal there can be area, line and point-like interfaces. For simplification, the
following subsections will focus on point-like interfaces as these are often found in practice, e.g.
for equipment mounted on isolators. Point-like behaviour can be assumed for interface dimensions
that are only a fraction of the wavelength (Cremer, et al., 2005). It is thus an upper frequency
limit.
The power transmitted through the contact points of an assembled source-receiver system 𝑆𝑅 can
be calculated from the velocity and force vectors 𝒗𝑆𝑅 and 𝑭𝑆𝑅 of each contact point (Cremer, et
al., 2005). These vectors contain the velocities/angular velocities and forces/moments for each
degree of freedom (DOF), i.e. three translational and three rotational DOFs. Usually, 𝒗𝑆𝑅 and 𝑭𝑆𝑅
are dependent on both source and receiver properties.
To predict the structure-borne sound power transmission from a source to an arbitrary receiving
structure the transmitted power has to be expressed in terms of quantities that describe the
disassembled source and receiver. This can be done using the so called matrix formulation of
structure-borne sound transmission, that contains the following quantities (Cremer, et al., 2005):


The source activity: free velocity 𝒗 𝑓𝑠 (velocity at the interface of a freely operating source)
or blocked force 𝑭𝑏𝑙 (force at the interface of a blocked source)



The source mobility 𝒀𝑆 and



The receiver mobility 𝒀𝑅 .

In conclusion, to predict structure-borne sound transmission from a source to an arbitrary
receiving structure with mobility 𝒀𝑅 two source quantities must be known: The activity given
by the blocked force 𝑭𝑏𝑙 or free velocity 𝒗 𝑓𝑠 and the source mobility 𝒀𝑆 . In the general case of
more than one contact point and/or more than one degree of freedom, the activity is a vector
and the mobility a matrix. Both quantities are of course frequency dependent.
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5.5.1 Objectives and approaches for structure-borne sound source characterisation
There are different objectives in structure-borne sound source characterisation:
1. Generate input data for simulation models to predict structure-borne sound transmission
as has been discussed above.
2. Compare and rank similar sources by their strength independent of the receiver structure,
e.g. (Mondot & Petersson, 1987).
3. Gain physical insight and use source characterisation for low-noise design of sources, e.g.
(Bonhoff, 2010).
DESTINATE focuses on objective 1: receiver-independent source characterisation in terms of
activity and mobility. Methods to measure these quantities and related issues will be discussed in
detail in the following two sections. This section gives a brief overview of some other approaches
for structure-borne sound source characterisation, which may be advantageous for certain
applications in the railway industry. This overview is partly based on the broader summaries of
different approaches given in (Bonhoff, 2010) and (Höller, 2013).
For some source-receiver constellations the power transmission is independent of the source
mobility and it is thus sufficient to characterise the source only by its activity. For point mobilities
|𝒀𝑆 | ≪ |𝒀𝑅 | the velocity at the coupled contact points is equal to the free velocity and power
transmission only depends on the free velocity and receiver mobility. This source type is called
constant velocity source. For |𝒀𝑆 | ≫ |𝒀𝑅 | the force at the coupled contact points is equal to the
blocked force and power transmission only depends on the blocked force and receiver mobility.
This source type is called constant force source. (Cremer, et al., 2005)
The approximation of sources as constant force or constant velocity source for a certain frequency
range can be very useful because source mobility measurement can be omitted. Low-noise design
can be achieved through reducing the free velocity or blocked force. In general, this is not
applicable because the source mobility could be altered in a way that leads to increased structureborne sound transmission. A ranking of different source designs based on source activity is still
difficult as source activity is not a single quantity but a vector.
A simple structure-borne sound source characterisation method that has been standardised in
EN 15657-1 is the reception plate method. The source is characterised by the power transmitted
to a standard reception plate which is a single, scalar quantity. Under the assumption that the
transmitted power is equal to the power in the reception plate and for known plate properties the
power can be determined through velocity measurements on the plate. This approach is similar to
measuring airborne sound power in a reverberation chamber. A description of the concept can be
found in e.g. (Späh & Gibbs, 2009).
However, the transmitted power determined by the reception plate method is not receiver
independent. Thus it is not applicable for sources that are mounted on receivers with varying
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properties. An application area is building acoustics where there are often similar receivers, e.g.
heavyweight floors.
To reach objectives 2 and 3 (comparison of structure-borne sound sources and physical insight for
low-noise design) more elaborate methods are needed. The basic quantities needed for structureborne sound source characterisation (i.e. activity and source mobility) are still needed as input
data but the post-processing is more elaborate. Thus these methods can principally be applied for
any structure-borne sound transmission problem once the data has been successfully collected.
To rank and compare structure-borne sound sources through a single scalar quantity that describes
their strength is very useful for various acoustic areas, not only for the railway industry. Such a
quantity must be receiver-independent but contain all relevant source information. This is a topic
of ongoing research and an extensive discussion is not a scope within this deliverable. The
interested reader is referred to the original papers and e.g. the summaries in (Bonhoff, 2010) and
(Höller, 2013).
A quantity that fulfils the above criteria is the source descriptor that was introduced by (Mondot
& Petersson, 1987). For the single contact point and single component case the formulation for
power transmission can be rearranged into two quantities: the source descriptor (containing
activity and source mobility) that describes the source’s ability to deliver power and the
dimensionless coupling function (containing source and receiver mobility) that can be seen as a
filter for power transmission. The transmitted power is given by the product of source descriptor
and coupling function.
To apply the source descriptor concept to the general multi-contact-point and multi-DOF case it
has to be extended. There are various approaches to do so, e.g. effective mobility, characteristic
power and interface mobilities.
The effective mobility approach reduces the multi-contact-point and multi-component case to a
single value through linear combination of the components of the mobility matrix. Matrix inversion
is circumvented. Force and moment ratios must be estimated to apply this method.
The approach of interface mobilities links all contact points by a single continuous interface. On
this closed contour the field variables (force and velocity) and mobilities can be series expanded
to interface orders by spatial Fourier transformation. This restores the single-contact-point,
single-component case and has the advantage that matrix inversion is circumvented. Additionally,
the interface orders allow physical insight as they are linked to elementary vibrations.
The characteristic power is the product of the complex conjugate blocked force and the free
velocity and is thus a scalar quantity. The characteristic power is used to describe structure-borne
sound transmission of elements in buildings in EN 12354-5.
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In conclusion there are various approaches for structure-borne sound source characterisation
particularly to reach the objective of ranking and comparing structure-borne sound sources. A
simple method to compare similar structure-borne sound sources may support the
manufacturer’s decision regarding source options. Additionally, some of these approaches have
the advantage of circumventing matrix inversion which could be useful if the quality of
measurement data is not sufficiently high.
DESTINATE’s main objective is generation of accurate input data for railway acoustic predictions
and thus the focus is on methods to determine the input quantities. These will be discussed in
the following two sections.

5.5.2 Determination of source activity
Source activity can be described by the free velocity or blocked force at the contact points. The
two quantities are related by the source mobility 𝒀𝑆 /impedance 𝒁𝑆 (Elliot & Moorhouse, 2008):
𝑭𝒃𝒍 = 𝒁𝑺 𝒗𝒇𝒔 = 𝒀𝑺,−𝟏 𝒗𝒇𝒔 ;

𝒗𝒇𝒔 = 𝒀𝑺 𝑭𝒃𝒍

(22)

As for airborne sound sources the activity of a structure-borne sound source is dependent on the
operating conditions. Thus it is essential to measure all relevant operating conditions that occur
in the target installation during structure-borne sound source characterisation. In some cases the
transmitted power depends also on the coupling conditions. For instance, the direct measurement
of free velocity does not account for interaction at the coupling points like local distortion or
additional damping through friction (Moorhouse, et al., 2011). In that case the source activity
obtained through free velocity measurements would differ from that obtained by blocked force
measurements.
Measurement of source activity and related issues are described below.
5.5.2.1 Direct measurement of free velocity
Measurement of free velocity is deemed one of the easier tasks of structure-borne sound source
characterisation and is standardised in ISO 9611. All three translational velocities (accelerations)
can be measured with one tri-axial accelerometer at each contact point. Measurement of angular
velocities can be realised by using a pair of accelerometers with equal spacing around the contact
point for each rotational component. The spacing distance introduces measurement errors at
higher frequencies and poses an upper frequency limit. Sufficient space is required at all sides of
the contact point to mount the accelerometer pairs.
To determine the free velocity directly the source has to be operated with free contact points.
This can be approximated by resilient mounting. The resonance of the mount has to be well below
the frequency region of interest. However, not all sources can be operated freely under conditions
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comparable to the target installation. For instance, a train motor coupled to gear cannot be
operated freely. Thus the direct measurement of free velocities is not always applicable as method
to determine the source activity.
5.5.2.2 Direct measurement of blocked forces
The measurement of blocked forces is deemed more difficult than the measurement of free
velocities. The main issue is the realisation of a blocked source which means to mount the source
on a receiving structure that prevents the contact points from moving for all frequencies and all
degrees of freedom. This is not easy to realise in practice and usually requires a special test-rig.
Also direct force measurement is difficult, because transducers placed between source and
receiver may alter the mounting conditions significantly. Direct measurement of moments is not
possible at all (Höller, 2013).
In consequence blocked forces will often have to be determined indirectly using acceleration
measurements at remote positions at the test rig. Additionally, the transfer functions (mobilities)
relating this motion to the forces at the contact points have to be determined. To calculate the
forces matrix inversion is needed. Inversion of a badly conditioned matrix can amplify
measurement errors.
5.5.2.3 In-situ determination of source activity
As was discussed in the previous sections, direct free velocity measurements are not always
possible and blocked-force conditions are difficult to realise. Therefore, a method to determine
source activity in an arbitrary installation condition (this could also be the target installation itself)
is advantageous. This method is called in-situ source characterisation (Elliot & Moorhouse, 2008).
In-situ source characterisation is also advantageous when source activity is strongly dependent on
the installation conditions. In this case, a test-rig (TR) with similar properties than the target
receiver should be used.
The blocked force can be derived from the mobility and velocity at the rigidly coupled sourcereceiver interface (SR) using the following equation (Elliot & Moorhouse, 2008):
𝑭𝒃𝒍 = 𝒀𝑺𝑹,−𝟏 𝒗𝑺𝑹

(23)

To directly measure the velocity and mobility at the coupled interface the contact points have to
be accessible. To circumvent this issue a method is presented in (Elliot & Moorhouse, 2008) to
determine the blocked force using remote measurement positions at the receiving side. This also
allows over determination of the problem which can be advantageous for matrix inversion. When
the blocked force is determined from remote velocity measurements 𝒗𝑟𝑆𝑅 the transfer mobility
relating the remote velocity to the contact point 𝒀𝑟𝑆𝑅 must be determined:
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𝑭𝒃𝒍 = 𝒀𝑺𝑻𝑹,−𝟏
𝒗𝑺𝑻𝑹
𝒓
𝒕

(24)

In case that not all DOFs are included, in-situ source characterisation may lead to more accurate
prediction of source activity for a test rig similar to the target installation. It is shown for a simple
beam source rigidly coupled to a receiver beam that in-situ source characterisation including only
the motion perpendicular to the surface leads to more accurate results than using directly
measured free velocity. (Elliot & Moorhouse, 2008)
In-situ source characterisation for a railway source (a pantograph) has for instance been tested in
(Kohrs & Kirchner, 2012).
In conclusion, there are several possibilities to determine source activity. The method that
requires least measurement effort, because it only requires acceleration measurement at the
contact points is direct measurement of free velocities. This can only be applied if the source
can be operated under “free” conditions. Direct measurement of blocked forces requires special
test-rigs. That limits the applicability at manufacturers and suppliers that do not possess this
kind of test-rig. Therefore, in-situ determination of source activity seems a good option when
free velocity cannot be measured directly. A drawback of this method is the needed matrix
inversion that may amplify measurement errors.

5.5.3 Determination of full source mobility matrix
5.5.3.1 Standard measurement procedure
To predict the transmitted power the mobility of the disassembled, free source has to be
measured. That means that the source has to be resiliently mounted/suspended to approximate a
free source. This is the same measurement set-up as for measuring the free velocity. Mounting
requirements are given in e.g. ISO 7626-2 or ISO 7626-5.
To determine the mobility matrix the source does not have to be operated but is excited externally
at the contact points with a defined force. The response to the excitation is measured at the
contact points, usually with accelerometers. The same requirements regarding accessibility of
contact points apply than for free velocity measurement. Force excitation in normal direction can
be done by a shaker or hammer and is standardised in ISO 7626-2 and ISO 7626-5. This requires
additional space at the contact points.
To determine the full mobility matrix all six DOFs of excitation and all six DOFs of response have
to be measured at all N contact points resulting in a 6N x 6N mobility matrix. If only one contact
point is considered the full description still requires a 6 x 6 mobility matrix containing six point
mobilities (𝒀𝑣𝑥 ,𝐹𝑥 , 𝒀𝑣𝑦 ,𝐹𝑦 , 𝒀𝑣𝑥 ,𝐹𝑥 , 𝒀𝑣𝑧,𝐹𝑧 , 𝒀𝑤𝑥 ,𝑀𝑥 , 𝒀𝑤𝑦 ,𝑀𝑦 , 𝒀𝑤𝑧,𝑀𝑧 ) and 30 cross mobilities. Of the cross
mobilities only 15 have to be determined when reciprocity is used (e.g. 𝒀𝑣𝑥 ,𝐹𝑦 = 𝒀𝑣𝑦 ,𝐹𝑥 and
𝒀𝑣𝑧,𝑀𝑦 = 𝒀𝑤𝑦 ,𝐹𝑧 ).
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It follows that full determination of the mobility matrix through measurements is very time
consuming. Also, this task is only feasible if excitation and response can be measured for all
rotational and translational DOFs. Velocity measurement has already been discussed in
section 5.5.2.1. Defined force excitation perpendicular to the surface is straightforward, e.g. with
an impact hammer or a shaker. For a contact point situated at a corner, force excitation in all
three directions is possible. A contact point situated on a beam would require defined in-plane
force excitation in one direction. According to (Moorhouse, et al., 2011) the issue of measurement
of in-plane force excitation and thus measurement of in-plane mobilities is so far not solved.
Direct defined moment excitation requires special equipment like twin shakers, magnetostrictive
exciters and synchronised hammers, but these are not widely used and lack practicability (Elliott,
et al., 2012). Direct moment excitation can be circumvented by applying e.g. central difference
technique as described in (Elliott, et al., 2012). This method requires velocity measurement and
force excitation at either side of the contact point.
In conclusion, when the accessibility of the contact points is given, defined force excitation
perpendicular to the surface is simple and related mobilities are relatively easy to measure.
Measurement of moment mobilities requires more measurement effort and is thus less
practicable. Measurement of mobilities that require in-plane force excitation is an issue. Thus
determination of the full source mobility matrix requires a lot of measurement effort and may
not be feasible for all sources. For a practical method it is therefore necessary to neglect certain
DOFs.

5.5.3.2 Indirect determination of source mobility
As for source activity, attempts have been undertaken to determine source mobility in-situ while
the source is coupled to an arbitrary receiving structure. This could be beneficial when in-situ
determination of the source activity is used because no new measurement set-up would be
needed. Also, there are cases when the source mobility depends strongly on the mounting
conditions, for instance when the source contains non-linear elements like springs and dampers
(Höller, 2013).
In (Pavic & Elliot, 2010 (1)) two methods to determine the source mobility for sources coupled to
an arbitrary receiver by elastic mounts are proposed. The first method requires knowledge of the
mount parameters as input. If sufficiently accurate mount data is not known, a second method is
proposed under the assumption of mounts that do not modify the transmitted forces and moments,
e.g. lightweight, elastic mounts. This assumption can only be approximated by real mounts and
limits the upper frequency to below the first mount resonance (Pavic & Elliot, 2010 (2)).
In (Pavic & Elliot, 2010 (2)) the feasibility of the methods is assessed by virtual measurements on
a simple two-plate model. It is concluded that the second method performs better. However, the
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method is very sensitive to measurement imperfections and still requires research before it could
be widely applied.
In (Höller, 2013) several approaches are described to determine the source mobility from two
measurement set-ups: a) the receiver mobility when the source is disassembled and b) the mobility
when the source is coupled to the receiver. If the receiver is a simple structure the mobility may
be calculated analytically or numerically. This method allows determining the source mobility
without applying excitation at the contact points and can thus be used when the contact points
are not accessible for excitation. The method seems only practical if in-situ activity determination
is used. Otherwise a new measurement set-up under coupled conditions is required to determine
the coupled mobility.
5.5.4 Discussion
Full structure-borne sound source characterisation requires high measurement effort and
expertise to gain accurate data. This may not be practical for application at railway
manufacturers or suppliers. Simplification of the methods is needed to increase practicability.
For some source types and depending on the receiving structure and frequency range the
constant force or constant velocity approach may be applicable.
An important question is, which DOFs have to be included to gain sufficiently accurate data for
prediction. This may depend on the specific source-receiver constellation. The simplest and
fastest approach is to include only the translational component perpendicular to the contact
surface neglecting all moment and in-plane excitations. Other simplified approaches are to
neglect all rotational degrees of freedom (this could be practical for contact points near a corner
that are accessible to hammer excitation in all three translational directions) or only include
the translational component perpendicular to the surface and the rotational components around
the in-plane axes.
Classic determination of source activity requires the source to be installed under approximately
free or blocked conditions. In-situ source characterisation allows to measure source activity for
arbitrary coupling conditions. This method could be beneficial when source activity is strongly
influenced by the coupling. Some research indicates that in-situ source characterisation can
lead to more accurate results when DOFs are neglected.
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noise sources using sound pressure - Survey method using an enveloping
measurement surface over a reflecting plane - 2010
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6 Railway noise auralisation and visualisation
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6.1 Introduction
Auralisation is a technique to create perceivable sound with the goal to provide audible
information about a specific acoustical situation. Auralisation usually incorporates the modules:
source signal generation, propagation filtering and reproduction. Visualisation in general is a
technique to make information visible. More specific, in DESTINATE visualisation describes the
provision of images to generate the visual illusion of a scene.
By directly addressing the hearing sensation, auralisation is an intuitive means for the assessment
and communication of noise scenarios. Authenticity can be further improved by also offering visual
information. Thus, through auralisation and visualisation, different design alternatives or noise
mitigation measures can be demonstrated to the public or decision-makers. Furthermore, by using
them as stimuli in experimental tests, indicators can be developed to predict noise annoyance,
sound quality or acoustic comfort. Also, the use of auralisation and visualisation helps to prepare
the local community for changes in railway noise in combination with visual changes of the
environment.
Currently, various auralisation and visualisation systems exist, that differ with respect to their
sound and image signal generation as well as their reproduction strategy. Within the past few
years, the entertainment industry has launched several virtual reality (VR) products such as headmounted displays or game engines that appear attractive for applications in environmental sound
auralisation and visualisation.
Auralisation uses audio signal processing techniques and sound transducers to render virtual
acoustical sceneries. The components of auralisation systems have been mainly developed in
acoustic research and in the entertainment industry. Sound synthesis e.g. has a long tradition in
electronic musical instruments, i.e. synthesizers. Spatial audio reproduction has been advanced
in the film industry where multichannel audio reproduction was introduced. Whereas for
visualisation systems realism is often of importance, auralisation systems from the entertainment
sector aim at rather creating a spectacular sound impression than a realistic one. This
differentiates existing audio systems used in the film, gaming and music industry from systems
used in acoustics.
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This chapter gives an overview of current visualisation and auralisation systems and introduces
evaluation criteria for comparison and assessment for the application to different railway noise
sceneries. In section 6.2 sound generation approaches including recording strategies and sound
synthesis are presented. Section 6.3 gives an overview of image generation approaches such as
video capturing or computer-generated imagery. Section 6.4 is dedicated to sound reproduction
systems for spatial audio comprising loudspeakers and headphones. Section 6.5 presents image
reproduction systems such as large-screen displays and head-mounted displays. The combination
of auralisation and visualisation systems is covered in section 6.6. Finally, in section 6.7 the
presented systems are evaluated with respect to railway noise applications.

6.2 Sound generation approaches
The core of an auralisation system is the ability to generate and process audio data. In this section,
different approaches for sound signal generation are presented with application to railway noise
scenes.

Figure 30: Three sound generation approaches and examples of established methods with an
assessment of their validity and flexibility
Audio files may be either based on sound recordings or sound synthesis, as illustrated in Figure 30.
These two approaches are elucidated in the following sections. However, also hybrid methods
exist, here denoted as remixing, where recorded sounds are modified in various ways. In sampling,
portions of recordings (samples) are shifted in time, scaled in amplitude and summed up. This
method was recently used in laboratory studies for the auralisation of road traffic scenarios which
were created from recorded single pass-by events (Schäffer, et al., 2016; Klein, et al., 2017). With
spectral shaping, the spectral content of a recorded signal can be altered by filtering. This
approach has been used in the project “Infopunkt Lärmschutz” of Deutsche Bahn and the
Fraunhofer Heinrich-Hertz-Institute (HHI) where railway noise mitigation measures have been
auralised (Schröter, 2017). Methods which are commonly denoted as synthesis but also rely on
recordings are granular synthesis and PSOLA where recorded signals are dissected into short grains
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which are then manipulated and mixed together. In contrast to the above mentioned methods,
parametric synthesis generates audio signals purely artificially.
As illustrated in Figure 30, relying on recordings has the advantage of an inherent high degree of
realism. They however provide a low flexibility as only existing cases can be adequately
represented. In contrast, parametric audio synthesis features a very high degree of flexibility and
is very versatile. It allows for interpolations between known states but also for extrapolations to
new, non-existing cases. It is however very challenging to synthesize signals that sound realistic.
6.2.1 Sound recording
Audio recordings are taken using microphones and a recording device. Modern equipment allows
for capturing sound in high-quality. For the use in auralisation, it is usually necessary to calibrate
the recordings using a calibrator, a reference source or an additional sound pressure measurement.
For audio recordings, a large variety of different microphone characteristics, arrangements and
placement strategies exist. The preferred choice depends on the application, e.g. the virtual
observer type and the reproduction system.

Figure 31: Hierarchy of sound recording strategies with three types of virtual observer mobility
Figure 31 shows that recording strategies can be split into two main classes. They feature either
the perspective of the source or the observer. In the first class the emitted sound from a source
is recorded whereas in the second class the sound at an observer location is captured. The main
difference is that in the latter case sound propagation effects are included. Further, in source
recordings, emission angles are used as a descriptor, whereas in observer recordings, immission
angles are relevant. Figure 31 shows that the observer recordings can be further split into channelbased and sound field recordings. When used in an auralisation system, these three recording
strategies result in different degrees of virtual observer mobility, as illustrated in Figure 31. The
three recording strategies are described in the following.
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6.2.1.1 Source recordings
Source recordings aim at capturing the sound pressure in close proximity as radiated by a source,
at a certain emission angle. To do so, a microphone is typically placed very close to an individual
source, such as implemented in (Johansson, et al., 2012) for railway interior noise. This approach
is often challenging due to practical reasons such as source motion or multiple interfering sources.
Source-recordings at larger distances typically consist of two sequential tasks namely source
separation and backpropagation. Directional microphones or microphone arrays with beamforming
are used for source separation (Bongini, et al., 2008; Meng, et al., 2016). In some cases also a
simple temporal separation of sources is possible (Schäffer, et al., 2016). The subsequent
backpropagation calculation compensates for signal modifications due to sound propagation
effects, e.g. for the Doppler effect this is denoted as de-Dopplerisation (Howell, et al., 1986).

Figure 32: Photograph of a Soundfield microphone for capturing First-Order Ambisonics and a ½inch free-field microphone for level calibration
6.2.1.2 Sound field recordings
Sound field recordings are taken at the observer location. They aim at capturing the effect of the
sound field at a specific location independently of the reproduction system. For that, an abstract
representation is used which allows to approximatively reproduce sound pressure and particle
velocity of that location. The most common technique is Ambisonics which is based on a sound
field representation with spherical harmonics. For First-Order Ambisonics (FOA), a microphone
array consisting of four closely spaced directional capsules is needed, such as the Soundfield
microphone depicted in Figure 32. Higher-Order Ambisonics (HOA) can be recorded using a
spherical microphone array, i.e. many sound pressure sensors distributed on a rigid sphere, such
as mh acoustics’ Eigenmike. A spherical microphone array was used in (Thomas, et al., 2016) as a
basis for binaural reproduction. A completely different type of sound field recording is quad
binaural. It is achieved by four simultaneous horizontal binaural recordings, each with different
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azimuth. Another option is an object-based recording technique. If the acoustical sources can be
temporally separated and spatially located it is sufficient to only capture sound pressure using an
omnidirectional microphone and to assign the corresponding immission angles to it. The immission
angles may be estimated from positional data or by acoustical localization using a microphone
array. This method is especially suited for aircraft flyover presentation (Rizzi, et al., 2003).
6.2.1.3 Channel-based recordings
In channel-based recordings, the microphones are also placed at the observer location but
consistent with the specific audio reproduction system. Typically the number of microphones
equals the number of reproduction channels. Headphone reproduction requires a binaural
recording with a Head and Torso Simulator (HATS). For a 2-channel stereo setup, stereo
arrangements such as AB, XY or ORTF are common (Ballou, 2008). For surround 5.1, a large variety
of different arrangements have been proposed, e.g. the Fukada Tree. Channel-based recordings
require little processing, at the cost of being inflexible with respect to the reproduction system
and observer mobility.
6.2.2 Sound synthesis
Various techniques to synthetically generate audible signals exist (Miranda, 2002; Bilbao, 2009),
most of which were developed and are applied in the context of musical instruments (Bilbao,
2009), sound design (Farnell, 2008) or speech processing (Taylor, 2009). However, not all of these
techniques are suitable for the envisaged application as some of them e.g. produce rather creative
than realistic sounds. In the following only synthesis techniques which are applicable to
environmental sound are considered.
6.2.2.1 PSOLA
An enhanced Pitch Synchronous Overlap and Add (PSOLA) (Miranda, 2002) method is presented in
(Jagla, et al., 2012) which is applied to car engine sounds. PSOLA has been originally developed
and is still widely used for speech synthesis. It divides a recorded signal into small overlapping
segments with the duration being proportional to the instantaneous pitch period. These
elementary segments are then used to resynthesize a signal by adding temporally overlapping
segments. PSOLA is particularly suitable for pitch shifting and time stretching. It generally
produces realistic sounds as it relies on recordings. However, it has limitations in terms of interand extrapolations.
6.2.2.2 Parametric sound synthesis
As described above, parametric synthesis is very versatile as it gives complete control over the
signals. A widely used parametric synthesis technique is referred to as Spectral Modelling Synthesis
(SMS). It is a combination of additive and subtractive synthesis and is successfully used in the
context of sounds from aircraft (Arntzen & Simons, 2014; Sahai, et al., 2016), wind turbines
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(Pieren, et al., 2014) and road traffic (Pieren, et al., 2016). In additive synthesis, a signal is
constructed by the sum of discrete sinusoids, each having a time-varying amplitude and phase.
Subtractive synthesis uses time-varying filters to shape a broadband waveform, typically white
noise. However, SMS is not well suited to produce impulsive sounds.
Likewise, physical modelling can be seen as a parametric synthesis technique. It is mainly used to
model existing musical instruments such as violins or guitars. It separately models the excitation
and vibration of a system and successfully generates impulsive sounds from percussion, bells or
footsteps (Cook, 1997; Turchet, 2016). One subtype of physical modelling is modal synthesis, which
uses a modal description of vibration. With this approach the complex dynamic behaviour of a
vibrating object is modelled by the superposition of contributions from a set of modes (van den
Doel & Pai, 1996; Bilbao, 2009). In the Swiss research project TAURA, a synthesizer for railway
rolling and impact sound was developed (Pieren, et al., 2016). This model incorporates modal
synthesis.
6.2.2.3 Propagation filtering
If source signals are being synthesized or recorded, sound propagation effects yet have to be added
to these signals. The propagation phenomena that have to be considered depend on the specific
scene and its application. In any case, geometrical spreading must be applied, which for the farfield sound pressure of a point source is a 1/r distance dependency. For quickly varying sourcereceiver distances the Doppler effect may become relevant and should therefore be simulated
(Pieren, et al., 2016). For large propagation distances air absorption reduces the high frequency
content (Heutschi, et al., 2014) and atmospheric turbulences may introduce amplitude
modulations (Rietdijk, et al., 2017). Reflections at boundaries lead to interferences and may
create diffuse sound fields, especially in room acoustical situations. Reflections at the ground also
lead to interferences, depending on the ground properties. Also shielding of sources may become
important e.g. in the case of a noise barrier. State-of-the-art for sound propagation simulation in
auralisation is to use physically-based models and apply their output to a source signal by digital
filtering. Modern auralisation models for environmental sounds simulate sound propagation with
physically-based models and process the source signals with time-varying digital filters (Heutschi,
et al., 2014; Rizzi, et al., 2014; Arntzen & Simons, 2014; Pieren, et al., 2016).

6.3 Image generation approaches
For visualisation purposes, different approaches can be taken with respect to the point of view. A
top-down view offers a good overview of the situation. In this case, the most important area is
visualized where noise impact takes place. A similar approach can be taken, but with a somewhat
tilted view, in order to add more perspective to the scene. To improve immersion, a first-person
view is more appropriate. In this situation, the test subject will experience both the visual and
audio cues as if he or she is the observer.
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Figure 33: Different approaches of image generation with an assessment of their validity and
flexibility
To reproduce an environment for visualisation, similar to auralisation, two different approaches
can be taken with both benefits and drawbacks. The photography approach is to capture the
environment using either photo or video capturing. This approach limits the maneuverability
within the scene, but it is a quick way to capture the environment. However, modifications of
objects are difficult and require image-or video manipulation tools. Another approach is the use
of Computer-Generated Imagery (CGI) to reproduce a 3D environment by reproducing each object
in a virtual 3D environment. This requires sophisticated mapping of objects in the scene. To make
the scene more (photo) realistic, surfaces can be supplied by textures that match existing
surfaces. If there are moving objects in the scene, such as trees, cars, trains, pedestrians,
computer-generated objects also need to be added. Although computer graphics is improving year
by year, a photorealistic CGI scene that is made photorealistic requires significant effort. A
combination of both approaches can be used if there is no need for moving around in the scene,
but some elements in the environment still need to be adapted, e.g. adding a railroad or a noise
barrier. This approach has been used in NLR’s Virtual Community Noise Simulator (VCNS) for the
purpose of visualising the new positions of wind turbines, see Figure 34.
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Figure 34: Screenshot of a visualisation based on a combination of photography and CGI (addition
of 3D objects, such as wind turbines).
6.3.1 Motion-picture photography
Nowadays, motion picture acquisition is achieved by digital video cameras. They comprise
camcorders as well as digital cameras with video capturing functionality and have a limited field
of view. On the one hand, by using two horizontally separated lenses, stereoscopic recordings can
be made. Such commercial products are sometimes denoted as 3D camcorders. On the other hand,
omnidirectional (or panoramic, or 360°) cameras feature a 360-degree field of view in the
horizontal plane. They consist of an array of cameras which synchronously capture overlaying
images that are stitched during post-processing. Commercial products with varying quality and
number of individual cameras exist, such as e.g. the Samsung VR 360 with two, GoPro’s Omni with
six or Fraunhofer’s OmniCam-360 with ten individual cameras. To create stereoscopic video for
360 degrees, two approaches are possible: either all panoramic cameras are duplicated so a
stereoscopic image is recorded for all directions, or a the panoramic cameras will have sufficient
overlap, so the parallax effect can be used to calculate the depth of objects.Very recently, a few
prototype camera systems have been announced which combine both aspects, i.e. they capture
full panoramic stereoscopic (3D-360°) videos. Two such representatives are Panocam’s headmounted HMC 3D 360 with 24 cameras or Facebooks’ Surround 360 comprising 17 cameras.
6.3.2 Computer-generated imagery (CGI)
The generation of computer graphics without the (direct) use of photographic material is also
known as Computer Generated Imagery (CGI). CGI can either be defined as static for images, or
dynamic for animations. Dynamic CGI is also known as computer animation. With the
improvements of computer technology over time, including the increase of memory storage
capacity, display technology, computing and graphics processing, CGI technology has improved as
well. But also research on CGI has improved the technology. Each year, the well-known SIGGRAPH
conference demonstrates the latest advancements on computing graphics (ACM, 2014). The
consequence is that it can sometimes be difficult to differentiate between state-of-the-art CGI
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and photography images. The main limitations of CGI in practice are in the manual composition
process of the graphics (scenery) and the limited calculation power to get real-time behaviour,
especially if animation or human interaction is involved. Gaming engines make use of
simplifications to improve the real-time behaviour, such as calculating static shadows on objects,
or making use of optimization functions of the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU).For the
development of 3D models that are used for visualisation of railroad environments, the use of 3D
modelling is recommended if multiple viewpoints, or observation points, should be offered. But
even for just one single viewpoint, the use of 3D models has benefits: a 3D modelling environment
takes care of correct perspectives and sizes of objects. If objects are placed with the correct
dimensions and (3D) location, the visual size will match the size of objects in the actual world:
the railroad track will appear at the correct location, and a possible noise barrier will match the
corresponding size.
Today, in engineering and design of rail vehicles, digital mock-ups (DMU) are used. Dedicated
software packages (e.g. Dassault Systèmes‘ CATIA) combine computer-aided design (CAD),
computer-aided engineering (CAE) and also allow to generate CGI. The advantage of this approach
is that engineering effort is being reused for the visualisation that results in an exact visualisation
of the designed product.
Other well-known products for image generation and animation are Cinema 4D, Autodesk 3ds Max,
Autodesk Maya, Blender. The latter is an open source product with an exceptionally high quality
and functionality.
The main benefit of the 3D modelling world is that there is a lot of mutual interoperability due to
import and export capabilities of the various packages. Often used formats include COLLADA (.dae
extension) from the Khronos group and accepted as ISO standard (ISO, 2012), Filmbox (.FBX),
Wavefront (.OBJ). Conversion from one format to the other is often possible with an import-or
export function, or alternatively via a conversion program. In some cases, manual conversion steps
must be taken or some functionality of the 3D object model may be lost or need to be fixed. But
in most cases, there is no need for a full redesign and conversion can take place with limited
effort.

6.4 Sound reproduction systems
The sound reproduction system transforms the generated audio data, as described in section 6.2,
into an audible sound field. It should produce appropriate and specific sound pressures inside the
left and right ear canals of the listener and thus create a credible audible impression of the virtual
environment.
Sound reproduction systems typically consist of software and hardware. The software mainly
performs digital signal processing denoted as reproduction rendering which includes spatialization,
calibration and equalization. The hardware typically consists of computers, digital signal
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processors (DSP), D/A converters, amplifiers, acoustic transducers and the environment, e.g. the
room.
The ability to localize sound sources increases the credibility of an auralised scene and is therefore
an important requirement. This task, often referred to as spatial audio, or 3D audio, requires
multiple acoustic transducers. The generation of the individual transducer channel signals is
denoted as spatialization. Two transducer types are available: multiple loudspeakers and
headphones. Both solutions have their advantages and disadvantages, which are detailed in the
following sections.
6.4.1 Sound scene description
The sound generation module provides appropriate input for the sound reproduction module. The
two modules differ in the following aspects: The sound generation module creates audible signals
at the observer location which therefore include sound propagation effects. Thus, this module
uses data about the virtual environment including information about the angles under which a
sound wave reaches the observer point. On the other hand, the reproduction system is blind with
respect to the environment. In some applications it may however know the orientation of the
participants head. As an interface between these two modules, different sound scene
representations are being used, some of which are presented below.
The basic idea is to describe the sound field at the observer point by a superposition of plane
waves. It is assumed that a far-field virtual source produces a plane wave which reaches the
observer under a certain azimuth and elevation angle. These angles typically vary over time due
to source or observer motion.
6.4.1.1 Object-based description
Each virtual source is represented separately as an object by a sound pressure signal at the
observer with corresponding time-variant polar angles for azimuth and elevation.
6.4.1.2 Ambisonics
The concept of Ambisonics is to mathematically approximate the sound pressure field at the
observer point using spherical harmonics. The collection of spherical harmonics is denoted as Bformat. From an object-based description, the B-format can be created by an ambisonic encoder
(Gerzon, 1973; Gerzon, 1985; Benjamin, et al., 2006). For the traditional Ambisonics B-format, a
file format with the file extension .amb was defined (Leese, 2005). An alternative B-format
denoted as AmbiX has recently been proposed (Nachbar, et al., 2011).
6.4.1.3 First-Order Ambisonics (FAO)
Zero-order Ambisonics corresponds to a representation by one single component which is the
(omnidirectional) scaled sound pressure. First-Order Ambisonics as introduced by (Gerzon, 1973)
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is a first-order approximation with one additional component per spatial dimension. These
components are weighted by figure-of-eight patterns with orthogonal orientations. This
constellation may be interpreted as an extension of MS or Blumlein stereophony. Thus, for a 3D
description FOA uses a total of four components.
6.4.1.4 Higher-Order Ambisonics (HOA)
Ambisonics of higher than first order is denoted as Higher-Order Ambisonics. For a 3D description,
2nd, 3rd and 4th order Ambisonics use a total of 9, 16 and 25 components, respectively. Different
formats exist that mainly differ with respect to channel ordering, e.g. Ambisonic Channel Number
(ACN), and normalization, e.g. FuMa, N3D or SN3D.
6.4.1.5 Quad Binaural
A considerably limited and inflexible representation is Quad Binaural. It consists of four binaural
signal pairs that are rotated by 90°, resulting in a total of eight channels. It can be directly
measured or rendered from an object-based representation.
6.4.1.6 Virtual rotations
Some sound scene representations are particularly suited to perform virtual observer rotations. In
an object-based representation, virtual observer rotations may be easily implemented by direct
manipulation of the immission angles, i.e. by subtraction of the current head orientation. In
Ambisonics, virtual rotations are described by a rotation matrix which is multiplied with the Bformat vector. This operation corresponds to matrix mixing of the ambisonic channels.
6.4.2 Loudspeaker reproduction
For multichannel loudspeaker reproduction, three aspects have to be considered which are


the loudspeaker layouts, i.e. the number and placement of the loudspeakers in the room,



the reproduction rendering, i.e. the technique to calculate individual loudspeaker feeds
and



room acoustics.

They are separately described in the following sections. Obviously, the effort and complexity for
3D surround reproduction is much higher than for 2D audio.
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Figure 35: Semi-spherical loudspeaker layout in Empa's AuraLab
6.4.2.1 Loudspeaker layouts
Today, many different speaker layouts are in use. They differ with respect to the number of
loudspeakers and where they are placed in the room. Except for a few very basic layouts, no stateof-the-art has been agreed upon. In the following only some of the most relevant and widespread
layouts are presented.
Typically multiple satellite speakers are arranged with differing layouts. However, for low
frequencies, where sound sources cannot be localized, one or multiple subwoofers are used. Most
reproduction systems are optimized for one specific listening point (sweet spot) and require that
the distances to the satellites are equal. Otherwise, loudspeaker-specific time-delays and gains
may be used for compensation (see e.g. (Faller, et al., 2013)). A minimal listening distance of 2
meters is recommended for high-quality listening rooms (Dolby Laboratories, 2005) (ITU-RBS.1116-2, 2014). The zone around the listening point providing an adequate sound experience is
denoted as sweet spot or optimum listening area.
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Figure 36: Different 2D loudspeaker layouts
Loudspeaker layouts may be divided into three classes depending on their used spatial dimensions:


frontal setups



2D surround setups



3D audio

Frontal setups are 1D layouts where the loudspeakers are positioned on a line in front of the
listener. Figure 36 shows a monophonic layout with a centre speaker and a 2-channel stereo layout
with two loudspeakers (left and right) at azimuth angles ±30° (ITU-R-BS.775-3, 2012). These
layouts are widely used in experimental laboratory studies (Schäffer, et al., 2016; Klein, et al.,
2017).
In 2D surround layouts the loudspeakers are located on a horizontal plane. The height of their
acoustic centre is at listener’s ears, which in most cases is 1.2 m above floor for a seated person.
Figure 36 shows some possible layouts including the five-channel reference loudspeaker
arrangement from (ITU-R-BS.775-3, 2012) commonly known as ITU 5.0. Another irregular layout is
7.0 which uses two additional surround channels, however without consensus on their locations.
For ambisonic reproduction, regular layouts such as a square, hexagon or octagon are highly
preferred (Gerzon, 1985; Benjamin, et al., 2006). For instance, in a mobile simulator for wind
farm noise, a pentagon layout was used (Manyoky, et al., 2016). Some rendering strategies and
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applications also require very dense speaker arrangements. One such example is the TiME Lab at
the Fraunhofer HHI in Berlin which uses a horizontal layout of 120 loudspeaker channels for a Wave
Field Synthesis reproduction (Schreer, et al., 2013; Schröter, 2017). Generally, for a given
reproduction rendering strategy the localization capability and stability grows with the number of
loudspeakers.
For 3D audio even more variants exist. Full-sphere arrangements contain loudspeakers all around
the listener, whereas upper hemisphere arrangements only cover the space on and above the
listening plane (see e.g. Empa’s AuraLab in Figure 35). Regular layouts are achieved by placing
loudspeakers at the corners of a platonic solid or approximated using a Lebedev grid (Lecomte, et
al., 2016). Irregular layouts usually consist of several horizontal loudspeaker layers with one being
at the listening plane. Stacked rings are one possibility to extend a 2D layout to 3D. For some
rendering strategies it is however useful to rotate every second layer to achieve a more even
speaker distribution (see e.g. NASA’s EER (Faller, et al., 2013)). In the past few years, several 3D
audio formats for cinema, such as Auro-3D, Dolby Atmos or DTS:X, have been launched. They
describe irregular upper hemisphere arrangements with a total of two or three layers.
Very specific irregular layouts are used in cases where discrete loudspeakers are used to directly
simulate non-moving acoustical sources in-situ. With this approach the interior sound within a
train vehicle mock-up was simulated (Johansson, et al., 2012).
6.4.2.2 Reproduction rendering
By reproduction rendering an input signal for each loudspeaker is derived. Various techniques to
calculate signals for multiple loudspeakers, denoted as speaker feeds, exist. These techniques
strongly depend on the given input, which is a certain sound scene representation (see
section 6.2), and their desired output which is a specific loudspeaker layout such as described
above. This implies that the reproduction rendering must be in accordance with the loudspeaker
layout and vice versa.
One rendering strategy may be called virtual microphones, where the responses of microphones
within an appropriate arrangement are simulated at the observer location. A possible microphone
spacing is simulated by varying time delays between the received signals and directivities by
amplitude modulation. Both processes are steered by source-specific immission angles, implying
that this strategy requires an object-based sound scene description. This strategy is described for
a 2-channel stereo arrangement using virtual ORTF in (Pieren, et al., 2016). The given formulas
can easily be simplified for AB or XY arrangements or analogously extended to arrangements with
more than two microphones. This strategy is limited to well established combinations of
microphone arrangements and loudspeaker layouts, and it is restricted by their reproduction
capability.
Pair-wise amplitude panning is a strategy to obtain speaker feeds based on the creation of phantom
sources. For that different panning laws and normalizations exist to determine the speaker gains.
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The normalization type expresses the assumption about signal superposition at the observer point.
The most widely used pair-wise panning method for 3D audio is Vector Base Amplitude Panning
(VBAP) (Pulkki, 1997), which is a generalization of the (stereo) tangent panning law. Several
modifications of the classical VBAP do exist such as a frequency dependent gain normalization
(Laitinen, et al., 2014) or the introduction of virtual speakers (Faller, et al., 2013). Pair-wise
amplitude panning requires an object-based sound scene description and can handle almost any
irregular loudspeaker layout. As only a minimum number of feeds are simultaneously active, it
produces good source localization, average sized sweet spot and only little coloration.
Ambisonic decoders are another kind of amplitude panners. In contrast to VBAP they may provide
negative speaker gains which allows for sound wave cancellation at the centre. Further, instead
of only a few speakers, typically all speakers are simultaneously active and used to recreate the
desired sound field from the spherical harmonic components. Different decoding algorithms exist
to calculate speaker feeds from an ambisonic representation denoted as the B-format (see
section 6.4.1). The number of loudspeakers must exceed the number of ambisonic components. In
Ambisonics, regular speaker layouts are highly preferred. For horizontal-only (2D) Ambisonics
possible variants are shown in the second row of Figure 36.
With Crosstalk-Cancellation (CTC) the sound pressures at the ears are controlled by applying
inverse filters to reduce the effect that the signal from the right speaker is picked up by the left
ear, and vice versa. Therewith a spatial impression can be created with only two loudspeakers.
This binaural rendering strategy was extended to more than two loudspeakers and a dynamic
rendering (Lentz & Renner, 2004; Röcher, et al., 2016). However, in practice compensation of
head movements and the estimation of the crosstalk paths are difficult.
With Wave field synthesis (WFS) the desired sound field within a horizontal plane is reconstructed
using surrounding sound sources. This technique is based on the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral and
uses typically more than 100 loudspeakers as the upper cut-off frequency is determined by the
minimal distance between individual loudspeakers. It allows for a large sweet spot, however at
the cost of a high complexity and effort.
6.4.2.3 Room acoustics
Room boundaries and objects inside the room influence the sound propagation from the
loudspeakers to the listener’s ears. The main concern is sound reflections leading to interference
patterns, reverberation and room modes. Two types of listening rooms have to be differentiated.
On the one hand, there are listening rooms which imitate the real room in terms of volume, shape
and materialization. Here room acoustics is simulated in-situ and the loudspeakers mostly
represent existing sources. These rooms are limited to the specific room acoustical conditions and
do not allow for precise virtual sources. This concept is often applied in sleep laboratory studies
on the effect of environmental noise on sleep (Rudzik, et al., 2016). Another example is the
Interior Effects Room (IER) at NASA Langley in USA, which simulates a residential living room
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environment (Klos, 2012). This concept is also appropriate for the auralisation inside a rail vehicle
mock-up.
On the other hand, there are listening rooms with controlled room acoustical conditions. This is
mainly achieved by use of sound absorbers to attenuate sound reflections. These rooms typically
feature a very low reverberation time, e.g. Empa’s AuraLab with Tmid = 0.11 s. They thus allow for
the simulation of different room acoustical environments and for the creation of virtual sources.
For that purpose, anechoic rooms are ideal. In non-anechoic rooms, a certain amount of spectral
coloration can be compensated using loudspeaker-specific equalization, such as reported for
NASA’s Exterior Effects Room (EER) (Faller, et al., 2013).
Ultimately, each loudspeaker channel has to be calibrated using a sound level meter. The ease of
level calibration can be seen as a major advantage of loudspeaker reproduction compared to
headphones.
6.4.3 Headphone reproduction
Modern headphone reproduction of spatial audio material is based on the combination of two
technologies. These are


binaural technology and



head tracking,

both of which are described in the following sections. When listening to a monophonic signal
through headphones, the signals which are received at the ear drums lack the influence of the
own body on the sound field. Notably the head, torso and pinna significantly affect the received
signals by providing shielding, reflections and time delay, which are all a function of the incident
angles. This information is essential for the localization of sound sources. The two most important
spatial cues are the Interaural Time Difference (ITD) and the Interaural Level Difference (ILD).
Various headphone types exist that have to be differentiated. Ear-fitting headphones should be
avoided due to difficulties regarding calibration and lack of reproducibility of their mounting.
Instead circumaural headphones are preferred. Closed-back headphones feature higher
attenuation of ambient noise compared to open-back headphones. For some applications and
environments even noise-cancelling headphones might be needed.
6.4.3.1 Binaural technology (HRTF rendering)
The influences of head, pinna and torso on sound pressure at the location of the ear drums are
fully described by Head Related Impulse Responses (HRIR). They thus contain ITD and ILD but also
spectral cues. For a point source in the far-field, the two HRIRs for left and right ear are only a
function of the immission angles, e.g. azimuth and elevation. Their Fourier transforms are known
as Head Related Transfer Functions (HRTF). Several HRTF data sets are published and available.
They vary in size and quality with respect to angular resolution and equalization. By convolving a
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monophonic signal with the corresponding HRIRs of left and right ear, a binaural (two-channel)
signal is rendered.
Three major challenges in binaural technology are HRTF interpolation, individualization and
calibration. Due to practical reasons measurements are best made with a spatial resolution of 5°.
This is however too rough compared to the localization capabilities of humans. Therefore and in
order to realize smooth transitions between the measurement points, a HRIR interpolation strategy
is needed. This is indeed not an easy task that usually has to be solved in real time, which explains
why numerous algorithms have been proposed in the past years, e.g. (Gamper, 2013; Ramos &
Cobos, 2013; Richter, et al., 1014; Shekarchi, et al., 2015).
Most binaural renderers use general HRTFs which are e.g. obtained from acoustic measurements
with a head-and-torso simulator or averaged over many persons. However, HRTFs are not
universal, but audibly differ from person to person. Therefore high-quality binaural reproduction
requires some sort of individualization. Direct acoustic measurements of HRIR are costly and
difficult. Some critical aspects are the positioning of the head, slight head movements during the
measurement, the measurement duration, the required equipment and a proper equalization of
the measurement chains. Another active field of research is the development of generic models
for HRTFs that use anthropometric data as input (Bomhardt, et al., 2016). Waves’ software NX
e.g. uses the two parameters head circumference and inter-aural arc. HRFTs are also
individualized using ear photographs as input (Ghorbal, et al., 2016).
Instead of rendering monophonic signals in an object-based manner, also intermediate formats
are used during binaural rendering. The use of such an intermediate format can be interpreted as
a form of interpolating HRTFs. One possibility is Ambisonics, where the B-format is decoded (or
transcoded) to a binaural format (McKeag & McGrath, 1996). Ambisonics has the advantage that
virtual rotations can be easily realized with a matrix mixer. The modified ambisonic channels are
then convolved with static HRTF-like filters and summed up. These filters are usually designed
based on a virtual loudspeaker setup. This procedure is currently implemented in the video sharing
platform YouTube for spatial audio by using 3D First Order Ambisonics and therefore requires four
audio channels (YouTube, 2017).
Another possibility is to use a virtual loudspeaker layout as intermediate format. Firstly, the signal
for each virtual loudspeaker is rendered using techniques such as described in section 5.1.
Secondly, these non-moving virtual sources are binaurally rendered using HRTFs. Such an
emulation of a surround sound system through headphones is often denoted as virtualization and
typically covers 5.1 or 7.1. There exist several commercial products, e.g. Waves’ NX (see Figure
37), Smyth’s Realiser or Razers’s Surround.
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Figure 37: Virtualization of a 5.1 loudspeaker setup over headphones using a generic 2parameter head model in the software Waves NX
6.4.3.2 Head tracking
When listening to standard headphones, the reproduced sound field moves with the head. This is
highly unnatural and thus weakens the credibility of the scene. To overcome this, an adaptation
of the sound scene for slight head rotations is required. Binaural rendering thus becomes a function
of the current head orientation which is measured by head tracking technologies. A passive
measurement can be obtained by optical (“outside-in”) tracking relying on a video camera and a
dynamic face recognition algorithm (see example in Figure 38). On the other hand, active optical
systems use infrared lighting and cameras and wearable motion tracker markers, see e.g.
OptiTrack’s Flex 13 or Oculus Rift CV1. For optical systems unobstructed line-of-sight is necessary
for continuous tracking. Another option is electromagnetic motion tracking, e.g. Polhemus’ Patriot
in (Oberem, et al., 2016). Source-less tracking is achieved by wearable inertial sensors, i.e.
accelerometers and gyroscopes. However, inertial tracking may suffer from drift errors due to
temporal integration. The data transmission from the wearable sensor to a static receiver station
follows either via cable or wireless (e.g. Bluetooth). Commercial products include InterSense’s
InertiaCube4, Waves’ NX Head Tracker or 3D Sound Labs’ 3D Sound One Module.
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Figure 38: Example of optical head tracking using a camera and face recognition to determine
yaw, pitch and roll angles with the Waves’ Headtracker software

6.5 Image reproduction systems
The presentation of the visualisation to the audience (or participant) can be performed with a
variety of means. A computer monitor or TV-screen can be used where there is limited opportunity
for other solutions, or where there is a lack of specific hardware. A drawback of using a monitor,
and in somewhat lesser extent of using a TV-screen is that the field-of-view is limited: only a small
angle of the capabilities of the human eye can be utilized. A projector is a good alternative to
present results to larger audiences. Unfortunately, large audiences will also mean that the size of
the multimedia studio is large and will require specific measures so that the auralisation will be
sufficiently accurate, especially sound levels and impact of room acoustics.
High immersion can be achieved by either using a large-screen display or a head-mounted display.
A third class, which is much simpler, more common but less immersive, is computer monitors and
smartphones. These three classes are presented in the following sections.
6.5.1 Large-screen displays
A way to present visualisations to a group of people is the use of large-screen displays. Largescreen displays can be realised either by direct view displays (e.g. LCD) or by projection to a
screen. The latter can be either lighted from the front (reflective screen) or the rear (transmissive
screen). A powerwall consists of multiple, synchronized assembled displays in a matrix to achieve
a higher image resolution. This also applies to projection where multiple projectors are combined.
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Screen shapes can be flat, curved or form a closed surface such as in a Cave Automatic Virtual
Environment (CAVE) (e.g. aixCAVE at RWTH Aachen depicted in Figure 39).

Figure 39: Photographs of the aixCAVE at RWTH Aachen University
By placing the screens around the participants, immersion is improved. A fully cylindrical screen
can address the full horizontal field of view, allowing the participant to actually look around, and
effectively increasing the projected area beyond the human (horizontal) field of view. An
alternative to a cylindrical projection screen is the use of a cube-sized room with projection on
each wall and ceiling and/or floor. This set-up, similar to a CAVE (Cruz-Neira, et al., 1993), is in
case of a non-3D reproduction less realistic than a set-up with a cylindrical or dome screen. But
in combination with 3D glasses to create a stereoscopic set-up, the added optical illusion of depth
removes the visual limitations of the cube-sized room.
Finally, a dome projection also addresses the vertical field of view. This requires some additional
consideration as the projectors must be placed out of direct line-of-sight from the test subjects.
A possible solution is to place the projectors on the outside of the dome that is composed of a
semi-transparent projection screen.
For high-quality stereoscopic presentation, 3D glasses have to be worn. Utilized technologies to
provide separate images to left and right eyes include light polarization, shutter or wavelength
multiplexing. Compared to monoscopy, stereoscopy thus increases immersion but also intrusion.
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6.5.2 Head-Mounted Display (HMD)
An interesting alternative to a projection screen is the use of a Head-Mounted Display (HMD). A
HMD is a wearable optical display which produces images close to the eyes. Two separate displays
for the two eyes allow for stereoscopic view. Using head-tracking the images for the corresponding
viewing direction are continuously rendered and displayed. The main advantage of this approach
is the reduction of demonstration space that is needed, and recent developments have increased
the quality and reduced the costs for this solution: In the past few years different HMDs have been
launched for 3D games and 3D entertainment applications for a consumer-based price, e.g. the
Oculus Rift and the HTC Vive (Parisi, 2015). These glasses comprise high-resolution stereoscopic
displays, combined with lenses to increase the field-of-view to 110°, and head-tracking sensors to
create the illusion of a (maximum) 360-degrees horizontal view, including 180 degrees vertical
view. A relative high display refresh rate of 90 Hz prevents the user from getting nauseous because
of possible mismatch between the user’s head movement and eye perception. Two other VR
headsets which require an appropriate smartphone are the Samsung Gear VR and the Google
Daydream View. These headsets have additional position sensors, but due to their (lower
performing) mobile technology are considered less advanced.
This technology is used in NLR’s Virtual Community Noise Simulator (VCNS) which has been applied
in the aerospace sector (Arntzen & Simons, 2014), but also for the presentation of new wind farms.

Figure 40: Photograph of NLR’s Virtual Community Noise Simulator
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A disadvantage of the use of VR glasses is the reduction of the possibility of interaction between
test subjects. There are developments to address these interaction-problems by adding the other
test subjects as avatars in the screen, but this is not yet state of the art.
6.5.3 Computer monitor or smartphone display
Computer monitors, tablets or smartphones represent a cheap, but not very immersive image
reproduction system. Apart from using a smartphone as a component of a head-mounted display,
such as in Samsung’s Gear VR, monoscopic visualisations can also be directly viewed. For mobile
devices, directional image rendering, which is required for 360° videos, can be implemented as in
the head-mounted case. The displayed image section follows the movement of the handheld
device. For a stationary (small) screen, virtual rotation is typically steered by a pointing device.
The prime examples for these display types are the current YouTube smartphone application and
the YouTube website.
6.5.4 Monoscopy, stereoscopy and autostereoscopy
An important decision that has to be taken in the visualisation is to choose whether a monoscopy
or stereoscopy image is presented. A presentation of mono means that the same visual is presented
to both eyes, without a correction for the differences in perception by the two eyes due to the
distance between the two pupils. The advantage of a mono set-up is a simpler configuration, in
particular in a set-up where the environment is not fully mapped as 3D objects. In terms of data
storage and handling a stereoscopic approach can imply a doubling of the effort. With stereoscopy
an illusion of depth in the image is created. In contrast to monoscopic vision, stereoscopic vision
offers two separate images to the left and right eye. It provides a better immersion as depth can
be observed much more realistically. For a projector-screen configuration, matching 3D-glasses
are almost always needed in addition to specific 3D projectors. There are also some 3D television
screens available that provide autostereoscopy technology, where 3D glasses are not needed.
Further research is needed to improve the technology for broader adoption and before it is useful
for practical use (Kooima, et al., 2010).
6.5.5 Resolution and refresh rate
Digital video is a series of digital images (frames) which are successively displayed by an electronic
visual display to create an illusion of motion. The digital images are represented by discrete pixels
with limited resolution. The resolution denoted as Full HD (1080p) e.g. corresponds to an image
of size 1920×1080 pixels. The temporal sampling rate of the images in Hz is known as frame rate
and often denoted as FPS (frames per second). The traditional frame rate in filmmaking is 24 FPS.
Today, higher frame rates are being used particularly in computer games, but also in the film
industry. Computer screens typically refresh at 60-120 Hz and the Oculus Rift at 90 Hz. According
to (Parisi, 2015) VR requires 75-90 FPS to provide convincing immersion.
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6.6 Combination of auralisation and visualization systems
6.6.1 Time and space synchronization
When linking an auralisation with a visualisation system, the two systems must operate on a
common time basis. This condition is commonly known as audio-video synchronization and also
applies to television or film. Subjective evaluations showed that the synchronization should be
accurate in the order of some 10 ms. Detectability threshold for the delay of audio compared to
video are about 125 to −45 ms according to (ITU-R-BT.1359-1, 1998).
The time synchronization must be considered at all steps of a simulation. During simultaneous
audio and video recordings a clapperboard or similar audio-visual trigger should be used. For realtime systems a fast communication between the systems is required. It is further important to
consider latencies of the audio and video playback. They depend on the video codecs and the
decoding, audio block sizes, filtering, etc.
The acoustical and the visual model need to operate with a common coordinate system to
superiorly and consistently describe locations and orientations of virtual sources, objects and the
observer. Also the reproduction systems should rely on a common coordinate system to avoid
discrepancies between auditory and visual perception. For instance, localization discrepancies
may occur if the camera’s and display’s field of views are not congruent, or in the case of drift
errors from head tracking.
6.6.2 Audio and video reproduction systems
When combining a spatial audio reproduction system from section 6.4 with an image reproduction
system from section 6.5, some practical conflicts may arise which should thus be considered during
the system design process. Some of these possible conflicts are presented in the following.
For realistic auralisations, the background noise of the system should be well below the lowest
level of the scenarios in all relevant frequency bands. For spatial hearing, the cocktail party effect
should be considered, leading to more rigorous background noise level requirements compared to
monaural listening. In modern multimedia studios, the dominating noise source typically consists
of the ventilation system of the projectors which produces considerable broadband and tonal
noise.
When combining loudspeakers with large screens, two aspects must be considered. Firstly, the
screens should not provide disturbing sound reflections. With surround sound reproduction, LCD
displays or non-permeable projection walls (e.g. (Kohnen, et al., 2016)) may create early sound
reflections leading to spectral coloration, comb filter effects, unstable sound fields and impaired
localization. Secondly, the loudspeakers should not obscure the screens, i.e. not be placed in the
line-of-sight.
The combination of the audio and video reproduction system determines the head tracking
requirements. Table 19 presents a categorization using two questions, one regarding the screen
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and one regarding the audio reproduction rendering. For video reproduction systems, static as
well as moving devices exist. The latter move with the subject’s head and comprise head-mounted
displays and smartphones. To dynamically render a virtual reality, they require the current
subject’s head orientation using head tracking. Binaural reproduction uses HRTFs that are a
function of the angle of sound incidence with respect to the head orientation. To allow for (slight)
head rotations, the applied HRTFs have to be dynamically adapted which requires knowledge
about the current head orientation. Besides headphone reproduction, this also applies for dynamic
binaural rendering using (static) loudspeakers, denoted as dynamic crosstalk cancellation. Table
19 reveals that the only system combination without the need for head tracking consists of a fixed
screen reproduction, with either a non-binaural rendering with loudspeakers (e.g. VBAP,
Ambisonics, WFS) or a static rendering over headphones.
Table 19: Head tracking requirements for different reproduction system combinations
Moving screen?
Head tracking requirements

Dynamic binaural
rendering?

No

Yes

No

none

image

Yes

sound

image and sound

6.6.3 Game engines
Game engines are software frameworks for the development of video games. Compared to
visualisation engines or image generators, they not only include image generation functionality,
but also functionality related to audio, physics (modelling), interaction, and other functionality
to create an interactive (entertainment) game or serious game environment. With interactivity
being of central importance, most of the processing is done in real time. There has been done
earlier research on gaming engines and a methodology to compare them (Petridis, et al., 2010)
(Fritsch & Kada, 2004), but developments in the gaming industry are advancing each year, with
the consequence that an evaluation of gaming engines is always advisable at the beginning of a
project. Today, the most widespread commercial game engines are Unity, CryEngine and Unreal.
Their strength lies in the image generation based on physical models. With respect to audio, they
support the use of pre-recorded sounds. The signals can either be directly sent to the audio output
channels or used in an object-based fashion by attributing them to point sources in the virtual
space. However, only simple, non-physical sound propagation simulation is currently
implemented. These limitations are due to the limited computational effort that can be spent on
audio processing. In general, game engines are flexible, contain many import and export options
and support different image and sound reproduction systems.
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Table 20 contains an assessment of different content generation modes, including real time
rendering and (offline) pre-rendering of scenarios. It reveals that if low interactivity suffices, high
sound and image quality can be achieved by using pre-rendered content.
Table 20: Assessment of different image and sound generation modes when using a game engine
Image generation

Sound generation

Sound quality

Interactivity

real time

real time

poor

high

real time

external real-time synthesis

medium

high

pre-rendered

pre-rendered

high

low

In the following, exemplarily the capabilities of the current game engine Unity version 5.5.0f3 are
explored.

Figure 41: Creation of 3D track model with the open source software Blender
For the import of 3D objects, two procedures have been successfully tested. Firstly, 3D models
for trains and vegetation were purchased from an online store and successfully imported and
integrated into the scene. Secondly, a track model was created within the open-source 3D graphics
software Blender 2.78a (see Figure 41) and then imported into Unity. Within Unity the train motion
was simulated. Figure 42 shows some preliminary railway visualisations made with Unity. The
images are screenshots from 3D animations.
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Figure 42: Preliminary visualisations of railway sceneries rendered using the game engine Unity
5.5
The game engine was found to be user friendly in the setup of a basic virtual environment and
allowed to import 3D models, textures and plugins for e.g. vegetation. However, it is elaborate to
design photo-realistic visualisations.
Audio files can be imported into the software and time synchronously played back by introducing
trigger functions. They can be attributed to a moving object and then allow for individual
rendering settings. Geometrical spreading with a 1/r distance behaviour of sound pressure can be
simulated by setting the “volume rolloff” to “logarithmic”. Other available phenomena such as
Doppler effect, air absorption or reverberation are yet modelled non-physically, but can be
switched off. Source directivity is not directly supported. The reproduction rendering supports
standard 2D loudspeakers layouts by using amplitude panning and headphones using binaural
technology. For the latter different plugins are available. The default audio spatializer from the
native audio plugin SDK is based on the KEMAR data set (Gardner & Martin, 2000), which is not
equalized for the ear canal, and consequently falsely includes the ear canal resonance twice
instead of once when using circumaural headphones. It is therefore recommended to instead rely
on alternative third-party plugins for binaural rendering.
6.6.4 Smartphone applications
Smartphones may be an efficient way to demonstrate combined auralisations and visualisations to
a broad audience. For audio reproduction a headphone must be connected to the device. The
smartphone is then used for head tracking (Koperdraat, 2012), image display and for real-time
reproduction rendering of visual and audio data. Such an application is e.g. the current YouTube
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app, with which content from the video-sharing platform YouTube can be handled. To date,
YouTube supports 360° and 3D-360° (VR) videos including spatial audio given in the FOA B-format
AmbiX (YouTube, 2017).

6.7 System evaluation
6.7.1 Evaluation criteria
To differentiate, compare and assess different auralisation and visualisation systems, a list of
evaluation criteria was established. The majority of general criteria can be applied to auralisation
as well as to visualisation systems and are presented in the following section.
Portability
This criterion describes how easily the system can be moved from one place to another. It also
describes to what extent the system depends on the specific location. For the application as a
demonstrator it is e.g. important that simulations can be easily showcased at different places. On
the other hand, to conduct experimental laboratory studies, a static system has the advantage
that it is well defined and controlled. An example for a highly portable system is NLR’s VCNS.
Examples of very stationary systems are NASA’s EER and IER, Empa’s AuraLab, Fraunhofer HHI’s
TiME Lab or the aixCAVE at RWTH Aachen.
Number of simultaneous participants
The number of people who can simultaneously experience the simulation is usually small. Most
presented systems have a small “sweet spot” and are thus restricted to one or a few persons only.
However, the scalability between the systems may vary.
Interactivity and user control
The degree of interactivity and the user control by the participant define the minimal required
amount of real-time signal processing. Virtual observer rotations require a real-time reproduction
rendering which implies an appropriate omnidirectional format at the observer point. One such
format is e.g. a 360° video with corresponding audio in an Ambisonics B-format. The option to
activate and deactivate acoustical sources requires the separate rendering of their contributions
and a real-time mixing. Virtual observer movements or changes of the environment (such as the
introduction of a noise barrier) finally require real-time propagation simulations as well as
reproductions, given that the sound sources have simple directivities. Complex sound source
modifications or complex directional behaviour additionally require real-time sound synthesis.
Physical correctness
Self-evidently, a simulation system has to be assessed with respect to its physical correctness.
Firstly, it may be heuristically checked with respect to the physical phenomena that are accounted
for and how appropriate the chosen models are. Secondly, the performance can be measured and
compared, e.g. the angular coverage or the dynamic range of the sound and video reproduction
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system, respectively. Thirdly, deviations between ideal and reproduced values can be measured
and evaluated. This calibration test involves e.g. the sound pressure level at a certain frequency
and location or the brightness of an object.
Intrusion
Audio and video reproduction systems differ with respect to the degree of intrusion. If the
participant has to wear some sort of equipment – e.g. glasses or headphones – this is unnatural
and may have an impact on his assessment of the simulation. Besides technical aspects such as
the weight of the equipment, also comfort plays a role.
Immersion
A high immersion means that the participant believes to be inside the virtual environment. The
degree of immersion is influenced by the audio as well as the video reproduction system. In
particular interactivity and spatial cues seem to be important for immersion, e.g. by spatial audio
and stereoscopic view.
Perceived realism and plausibility
Generally, the simulations should be perceived as realistic as possible. Apart from photo-realistic
images and natural sounding audio, also factors such as the degree of immersion and intrusion
play a role. In general, this criterion it is very difficult to quantify. For some applications,
particularly if only relative differences between scenarios are in the focus, merely a plausible
simulation is sufficient. Plausibility can be understood as the difference to an inner reference due
to experience and expectations (Lindau & Weinzierl, 2012). The perceived quality of spatial audio
systems may be investigated using the vocabulary developed in (Lindau, et al., 2014).
Appropriateness
The appropriateness of a system depends on its application. Possible applications are experimental
laboratory studies on perception or the use as a demonstrator for alternative scenarios. Further,
the system must be appropriate for the kind of participants, e.g. experts or laymen, and the type
of relevant scenes to be simulated. A multifunctional system is appropriate for several
applications, kinds of participants or scenes.
Effort
Every system requires a certain technical, financial and personnel effort. Technical efforts
comprise the equipment, the room and the installation, but also the computational effort. The
financial costs for equipment and implementation vary a lot across systems. The personal effort
includes the system development as well as its usage and maintenance.
Complexity and flexibility
Some fundamental decisions about the modelling approach highly determine the system
complexity. However, in return they often offer a greater flexibility with respect to scenarios or
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reproduction systems. Also modifiability, customization and expandability of the system
determine its flexibility.
6.7.2 Object-based modelling approach
Three virtual observer types with respect to their mobility are distinguished, namely a static,
rotating and moving observer. A static observer has a fixed position and direction. The rotating
observer has a fixed position but is allowed to rotate. The moving observer enjoys full freedom by
changing its position and direction. The observer type has severe implications on the modelling
approach and thus determines the model complexity and flexibility. Figure 43 illustrates the three
virtual observer types and the resulting modelling approaches.

Figure 43: Virtual observer type determines modelling approach

In an auralisation system that only supports a static observer with respect to the sound scene, it
is sufficient to exclusively model this specific immission situation. It means that the immission
signals may be generated in an integral way and thus sound propagation does not necessarily need
to be separately treated. For a rotating observer, the system has to allow for virtual rotations of
the reproduced sound. This is typically achieved by using an intermediate sound scene description
at the observer point. As a result of not using a channel-based format, sound generation and
reproduction are decoupled which allows for renderings in various reproduction systems. An
auralisation that principally supports different observer locations has to be formulated as an
object-based approach. Such a system may be structured into three distinct simulation modules,
namely the source signal generation, the sound propagation filtering and the reproduction
rendering. This approach features the highest degree of flexibility with respect to scenarios and
reproduction systems.
6.7.3 Loudspeaker vs. headphone reproduction
Regarding the audio reproduction system, one central question is whether to use headphones or
multiple loudspeakers as transducers to create a spatial audible impression. Both options are
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elucidated in section 6.4 from a technical point of view. They have their specific advantages and
disadvantages which are discussed in the following.
The major advantages of headphones are their portability and lack of room influence. The room
acoustics of the place of presentation does not play a role and by using closed-back or active noise
control headphones the ambient noise gets attenuated. This permits a high flexibility regarding
the choice of the location, which is especially important for a demonstrator.
However, the major disadvantages of headphones are their intrusion, the difficulty of calibration
and the need for simulating the subject’s influence on the sound field. The intrusion includes
discomfort due to acoustical isolation, the device’s weight, contact pressure, disturbing cables or
warming-up of ears. Headphones are difficult to calibrate as their frequency response often
strongly varies between listeners, but also between repeated placings on the head. Also the
influence of head, ears and torso on the sound field is individual and thus laborious to simulate in
a proper way. Otherwise incorrect sound levels and localization confusion including in-head
localization occur. And ultimately, binaural rendering requires the use of a head tracking
technology.
These disadvantages are the major advantages of loudspeaker reproduction, given that a nonbinaural rendering is used. Loudspeaker reproduction is non-intrusive and thus more natural.
Separate channels can be calibrated easily using standard measurement equipment. Further, nonbinaural loudspeaker reproduction nearly perfectly reproduces the individual’s influence on the
sound field. To do that, it does not require any information about the individual or head tracking
data. The main disadvantages however are the limited portability and the severe room influence
on the reproduced sound field.
6.7.4 Application-specific reproduction system
The previous section already revealed that there is no single favoured reproduction system. It is
rather that the specific application determines the requirements and allows for an assessment of
the criteria to define a system.
In the following, three different possible applications of an auralisation and visualisation system
for railway noise scenes are discussed, namely
I.

Stimuli generator for experimental laboratory study

II.

Test bench for experts and engineers

III.

Demonstrator for stakeholders, residents and broad public

Experimental laboratory studies are performed in highly controlled environments with welldefined, reproducible stimuli. They thus demand a maximal acoustical quality. As only a limited
number of participants are involved, portability of the system is not essential. To avoid mutual
influences between participants, usually there will be only one participant at the same time in
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the experiment and thus the system may operate with a small sweet spot. Based on that, for case
I, a non-binaural loudspeaker reproduction may be recommended.
Also experts and engineers need a high-quality simulation. However, thanks to their expertise they
might also deal with some sort of abstraction. A test bench is used during longer time periods and
by several participants at the same time, which have to be able to interact and discuss. This sets
high requirements on the intrusion of the system. Consequently, for case II, a loudspeaker
reproduction and large-screen display would be recommended.
A demonstrator needs to be portable and cost-effective in order to be used at different locations
and by many different persons. The main goal is to provide information in an easily understandable
manner. Therefore a compromise has to be made with respect to the acoustical quality, in
particular the physical correctness. Thus, for case III, headphone reproduction is recommended.
A high immersion system may be built using a HMD. A low-cost, low immersion system might
comprise of a computer screen or a smartphone display. This system would be very widely
accessible by a broad public using e.g. a web-based solution.

In a nutshell
By directly addressing the hearing sensation, auralisation is an intuitive means for the
assessment and communication of noise scenarios. Authenticity can be further improved by
offering visual information. Currently, various auralisation and visualisation systems exist, that
differ with respect to their sound and image signal generation as well as their reproduction
strategy. Within the past few years, the entertainment industry has launched several virtual
reality (VR) products such as head-mounted displays or game engines that appear attractive for
applications in environmental sound auralisation.
This chapter gives an overview of current VR systems and introduces evaluation criteria for
comparison and assessment. With the focus on different railway noise situations, applications
involve the generation of stimuli for experimental studies and the use as a demonstrator. To
achieve maximal flexibility with respect to scenarios and the reproduction systems, the
synthesis of sound and images on the basis of on an object-based approach is suggested.
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7.1 Aims and objectives
This review looks at potential solutions for reducing interior noise level in buildings near to railway
lines, with a focus on solutions that allow windows to be open for all or part of the time. The
objectives include:




To review the state-of-the-art noise reduction solutions for buildings near to railway lines
To assess the performance of these techniques
To propose a potential solution for the DESTINATE project in line with the requirements
from industrial partners and end-users.

7.2 Sound pressure level
The sound pressure level can be used as a reference to guide the design and provide a target for
the noise reduction system. Once the limit for the exterior sound pressure level from the train
and the limit for interior sound pressure level are specified, the requirements for the level of
noise reduction for either passive or active system can be identified. Since no detailed
requirement regarding desired noise reduction was provided by the complementary project FINE1
in time for the specific case on the dwellings near the railways, this section aims to provide some
general information (including distance to the railways, train speed, etc.) and to estimate the
limits for the interior and exterior sound pressure level in order to determine the required level
of noise reduction.
7.2.1 Technical Specification for Interoperability (TSI)
Regulation 1304/2014/EU (Noise - NOI TSI) sets limits for pass-by noise (§4.2.3, Table 4) measured
7.5 m from the track center and 1.2 m above top of the rail. These are given in Table 21. For
speeds higher than 250 km/h, an additional measurement position is required at 25 m from the
track center and 3.5 m above top of the rail, as specified by EN ISO 3095:2013 [Ch. 6: Constant
speed test, §6.4.1 Standard measurement positions].
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Table 21: Pass-by limits from Noise – NOI TSI.
80 km/h

250 km/h

LpAeq,Tp (80 km/h) [dB]

LpAeq,Tp (250 km/h) [dB]

Electric Traction (locos & OTMs)

84

99

Diesel Traction (locos & OTMs)

85

n.a.

EMUs

80

95

DMUs

81

96

Coaches

79

n.a.

Wagons [APL = 0.225 (*)]

83

n.a.

Category of rolling stock

(*) APL: No. axles / length-over-buffers [m-1]

7.2.2 Standard BS 8233 (UK)
Acceptable interior noise levels in the U.K. are given in Table 22 below. BS 8223:2014 does not
specify exterior levels for railway noise, but the U.K.’s Noise Action Plan (2014–19) for Railways
has determined that no action is necessary if LAeq,18h (06.00–24.00) is less than 65 dB(A), ignoring
reflections from the façade. (Typical exterior noise levels from road traffic are given in
Table 23.)
Table 22: Acceptable interior noise levels from exterior sources (traffic, construction, etc.) in the
U.K. according to BS 8233:2014 (Tables 2, 4 and 6).
Interior Space

Day (LAeq,16hour) [dB]

Night (LAeq,8hour) [dB]

Bedroom

35

30

Living room

35

Total (LAeq,T) [dB]

35-40

Private office

35-40

Open-plan office

45-50

Table 23: Typical exterior noise levels from road traffic in the U.K. according to BS 8233:2014
(Table 1), measured approximately 1 m from facade.
Location

Day (LAeq,16hour) [dB]

20 metres from busy motorway (average speed 100 km/h [62 mph])

78

20 metres from busy main road (average speed 50 km/h [31 mph])

68

Residential road (near a main road, but screened by other houses)

58
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7.2.3 German legislation
The Sixteenth regulation implementing the Federal Pollution Control Act specifies exterior sound
pressure limits at the façade in Germany. These are presented in Table 24.
Table 24: Limit values of averaged sound pressure [dB(A)] in Germany.
Location

Day (6am-10pm)

Night (10pm-6am)

Near hospitals, schools, old people’s home

57

47

In residential areas

59

49

In mixed residential/industrial areas

64

54

In industrial areas

69

59

7.3 Survey of potential solutions for noise reduction
“One thing that stands out is the desire of a large part of the population to sleep with windows
(slightly) open. If noise levels increase, people do indeed close their windows, but obviously
reluctantly, as complaints about bad air then increase and sleep disturbance remains high. This
was already pointed out in the WHO Guidelines for community noise (1999).” (WHO, 2009)
Installation of soundproof windows is a common approach to noise mitigation for dwellings
affected by rail noise, but many people prefer fresh air from outside, not coming through a
“permanent ventilation device” but directly from an open window. During the night, when there
is little or no road traffic and the air is relatively clear of harmful exhaust gases, windows can
indeed be left open, but then there is the disadvantage of noise from rail traffic. There is a
demand, therefore, for new designs of window that can be left open without the noise passing
into the interior.
Furthermore, “PAN56 (Planning Advice Note 56) additionally recommends that satisfactory
internal noise levels be ordinarily achievable with windows sufficiently open for ventilation
purposes. An acoustic requirement for closed windows to achieve a satisfactory noise environment
is recommended only in ‘exceptional circumstances’“ (Waters-Fuller et al, 2006)
A study that analysed the adequate use of passive sound protection in buildings for aircraft noise
in Germany (i.e., closed sound protection window and ventilation system turned on at night-time)
found that in spite of ventilation systems windows are often left open or partially open at night
or that they are closed without using the ventilation system. Residents felt the overall room
climate to decrease with a closed window and a non-natural ventilation. A deteriorated room
climate had negative effects on the reported sleep quality. (Schreckenberg,2011)
In DESTINATE, the aim is to assess the technical feasibility of potential technologies to achieve a
reduction in the range of 35 and 49 dB (i.e., noise protection categories SK 3–5 according to VDI
2719, as indicated by DB, which is the leader of the complementary Task in FINE1 project – see
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values in below Table 25) while allowing the window to be open. The economic aspects, including
the costs for the implementation, operation and maintenance of technologies, are an intrinsic
part of a feasibility study. However, DB, the task leader of the complementary Task within the
FINE1 project (which is complementary to DESTINATE), indicated that economic criteria are not
relevant at this stage. Therefore, the assessment in DESTINATE considered just the technical
aspects and subsequent evaluation criteria.
The following sub-sections review and analyse different technologies and solutions that may be
used for this scope. The focus is on active technologies, however, passive technologies and
combinations between them or with active ones have been considered as well.
Examples of passive technologies and solutions, including soundproof windows, sound barriers and
special design windows, as well as an investigation on the impact of open windows are presented
in §7.3.1. Potential active noise cancellation solutions are reviewed in §7.3.2, and actuated
windows are reviewed in §7.3.3. The merits of the reviewed solutions, along with different criteria
for the assessment and selection of the methods, are discussed in §7.4.
7.3.1 Potential of passive technologies for reducing the noise when the windows are open
7.3.1.1 Available window/glazing products for reducing noise level
All available window/glazing products require the window to be shut to achieve the best
performance to reduce the noise level from outside into inside of the room, where the
performance will be lower when the window is open in a certain scale depending on the open
angle, direction and size of the window, etc. The standard protection categories in Germany are
shown in Table 25, where the sound reduction index is the difference of the logarithms from
incident (outside) sound power on the window to the sound power transmitted through it.
Table 25: Noise protection categories and the weighted sound reduction index for soundproof
windows, according to VDI 2719.
Noise protection category

Weighted sound reduction index (dB)

SK 1

25-29 dB

SK 2

30-34 dB

SK 3

35-39 dB

SK 4

40-44 dB

SK 5

45-49 dB

SK 6

> 50 dB

Two available products in the market of sound-proof window or glazing are selected as examples
(not endorsements) to show the level of noise reduction being able to achieve.
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a.

Soundproof window

The Soundproof Windows (thesoundproofwindows.co.uk) produce three types of window,
constructed with hardwood frames and glass sheets bonded together with transparent PVB plastic,
suited to different scales of noise reduction and distance to the railway:




Noise reduction: 36-38 dB. Distance from a railway line: 800 metres. Cost: from €640;
Noise reduction: ~40 dB; frequent train passing. Distance from the line: ~200 metres. Cost:
from €750;
High Performance Secondary Windows: Total noise reduction from installation (existing
window + secondary window): up to ~80 dB; severe noise pollution, frequent trains. Distance
from train lines: less than 100 metres. Cost: from €1000.
b.

Noise control glazing

SGG STADIP SILENCE (www.saint-gobain-glass.com) double-glazed units perform at least 20%
better than conventional units comprising annealed or normal laminated glass, and can reduce the
sound transmission by up to 10 dB.
7.3.1.2 Passive barriers’ efficiency
An example of a passive barrier for building a soundwall between the railway and the place where
the noise needs to be reduced was studied by Busch & Nugent (2003). A 3.66mx14.6m test barrier
was constructed. The set of full-scale dimensions was assumed as recommended by the Federal
Transit Administration (FTA) for freight trains and locomotives (1995). Locomotive noise sources
were assumed to be at 2.44m above the ground and rail-wheel noise sources were assumed to be
at 0.61m.
This parameter is the velocity of the related sound (or its wavelength) and the wall acts as an
insertion in the path of the sound propagation in order to increase the distance of the sound to
propagation to reduce the noise level. The results showed that the highest total, A-weighted
insertion loss, after corrections for finite-barrier and point-source speaker effects was 22 dB(A)
for rail-wheel noise, 18 dB(A) for locomotive noise, and 20 dB(A) for train horn noise. For the
actual barrier installation, shielded residential receivers located south of the project are expected
to see their future noise exposures reduced from an unmitigated 78 dB(A) to 65 dB(A) (13 dB
reduction).
7.3.1.3 Investigation on the influence of window opening
All the researches discussed below are based on cases of sound transmission through open
windows, rather than particularly for dwellings near railways. The review shows the potential of
designing the windows (including special components, insulators, etc.) and controlling the opening
angle to reduce the sound propagation through the open windows. These passive technologies can
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also be combined with other passive or active technology to achieve a better performance on
sound/noise reduction.
a. Simplified calculation of effect of opening size for partially opened windows
VDI 2719:1987 (sound insulation of windows and their auxiliary equipment) gives guidance on
selection of window types for buildings to achieve a desired sound insulation. To determine the
needed sound insulation of a window, the following quantities have to be known:


Sound pressure level and spectrum of sound at façade,



Incidence angle of sound,



Required interior sound pressure level,



Sound reduction index of window and sound insulation of façade elements surrounding the
window (frequency dependent),



Size of outer room surface 𝑆𝑔 ,



Volume and reverberation time of room.

However, in general not all of these quantities are available, so a simplified calculation method
is advantageous. The following calculation is given to estimate the required sound reduction for
the whole façade in dB(A):
′
𝑅𝑤,𝑟𝑒𝑠
= 𝐿𝑎 − 𝐿𝑖 + 10 lg

𝑆𝑔
+K+W
𝐴



𝐿𝑎 : sound pressure level at façade in dB(A)



𝐿𝑖 : limit sound pressure level in room in dB(A)



𝐴: equivalent absorption area in room in m² (it may be approximated by 𝐴 =
0.8 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒)



K: correction factor accounting for spectrum of exterior sound level and frequency
dependency of window sound reduction in dB. (For railway noise resulting from passenger
trains this is 0 dB, for other railway lines 3 dB)



W: correction factor for incidence angle in dB (can often be neglected).

The resulting sound reduction index of the whole façade containing n elements can be determined
from the following formula from VDI 2719:1987:
𝑛

𝑅𝑤,𝑟𝑒𝑠

1
= −10 lg
(∑ 𝑆𝑖 10−𝑅𝑖/10 )
𝑆𝑔
𝑖=1

The above formula could be used to approximate the sound reduction index resulting from a
partially open window. As a brief example it is assumed that the sound reduction index of the
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opening is 0 dB and the window size is 2 m². Assuming a relatively small opening size of 0.1 m²,
the effect of different sound reduction indices of the closed window part is reduced. The size of
the opening area does influence the resulting sound reduction index of the open window
significantly. For a small opening area of 0.1 m² a sound reduction index of about 13 dB is reached.
For larger openings the sound reduction index decreases, for an opening area of 0.5 m² it is only
about 6 dB.
b.

Simulation model

In addition to the theoretical estimate, Jean (2009) built a dedicated hybrid model for Sound
transmission through open windows; the model was developed and validated against a modified
BEM model. By mixing several approaches, computation times in the hybrid approach can be
greatly reduced.
c.

Practical researches

Waters-Fuller et al. (2006) have carried out an in-depth analysis on sound insulation through
ventilated domestic windows, where the influence of open/closed window along with sound source
location on the sound pressure level has been investigated. Six sound source locations and nine
positions inside and outside the receiving room were tested, as shown in Figure 44. Various types
of windows were also taken into account. The specification of and information about the windows
are summarised in Figure 45 and Figure 46, respectively.

Figure 44: (left) Source room microphone and loudspeaker positions (plan view); (right) Receiver
room microphone positions (plan view). (Waters-Fuller et al, 2006)
The conclusions of this investigation are summarised as follows:
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Windows’ dimensions: for the closed windows, smaller windows achieving higher levels of
sound insulation with around 3 dB difference at 0.02 m to the window from outside the
room;
Window opening/closing: for most window types there was a 3 to16 dB reduction from
closed to untensioned (window lightly closed seals uncompressed) for different types of
windows; 5 to12 dB reduction from untensioned to ajar (window locked whilst allowing for
ventilation) with large variation for different types of windows; 1 dB reduction from the
50,000 mm2 open to the 100,000 mm2 open position and a 1 to 2 dB reduction from the
100,000 mm2 open to 200,000 mm2 open position, calculated at 0.02 m to the window from
outside the room;
Sound source location: apparent façade insulation to be strongly dependent on the source
angle, for the closed window case, that the response is symmetric with insulation minima
generally observed at normal incidence;
Location of receiver: Different location of receiver can lead to up to 1-15 dB (depends on
difference in distance to the window 1-3 meters and angle as well).

It was found that for different window configurations and opening area of 0.05 m² a weighted
level difference of 𝐷𝑤 = 12 − 18 𝑑𝐵(𝐴) is estimated for railway noise. The different opening styles
had little effect on the sound reduction. Window size, frame, glazing and sound insulation of
closed window have little effect on the sound reduction. This is in line with the above theoretical
calculations.
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Figure 45: Window test configurations. (Waters-Fuller et al, 2006)
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Figure 46: Properties of window samples. (Waters-Fuller et al, 2006)
In Ausgewählte Prüfzeugnisse, (2017) the sound reduction index for several open windows with
45°incidence angle was investigated. The results are summarised in Table 26:
Table 26: sound reduction index for several open windows with 45° (Ausgewählte Prüfzeugnisse,
(2017))
sound reduction

Spectrum

index in opened

adaptation

condition (gap width

(C - Ctr, for 500-

4 cm) (dB)

5000 Hz (dB)

"Hafencity" window 4 panels, type A room-high with
balustrade area, plastic

46

-2, -8

"Hafencity" window 2 panels, type A room-high with
balustrade area, plastic

39

-2, -9

Type of the windows
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sound reduction

Spectrum

index in opened

adaptation

condition (gap width

(C - Ctr, for 500-

4 cm) (dB)

5000 Hz (dB)

"Hafencity" window 3 panels, special construction,
aluminium

39

-2, -5

"Hafencity" window 3 panels, special construction,
plastic

33

-2, -8

Simple window standard window (no "Hafencity"window), plastic

48

-2, -6

Type of the windows

Another investigation of sound transmission through an open window into a room was carried out
by Sieck (2013). In this research, Sieck developed an accurate analytical model of sound
transmission through an open window of finite thickness into a room, verified the analytical model
using a finite element model and experimental measurements, and expressed the various regions
of the model in terms of impedance matrices.
Ryan et al (2011) conducted a research on Noise Reduction through Facades with Open Windows.
Through a comparison of different types of facades, they found out that “traditional Queenslander
style timber facade dwellings measured in this test are still capable of providing noise attenuation
at a level comparable to those measured at the more solid double brick and brick veneer
residences“. The research “determined that no overall noise reduction can be estimated based
only on façade construction type and that the noise level difference from outdoors to inside is a
result of numerous incident noise and individual room characteristics.”
7.3.2 Active noise cancellation (ANC) solutions
The overall idea of active noise cancellation is that using an actuator to generate a signal with the
same magnitude but 180° phase change with respect to reference signal (extracted noise signal)
to cancel the noise. There are diverse types of actuators and means to generate the cancellation
signal.
7.3.2.1 Transparent thin-film speaker
A transparent thin-film speaker can be used in a home window, providing both an invisible audio
playback device (e.g., for an entertainment system) and an active noise cancellation system (Hu
et al. 2012; Hu et al. 2013). A schematic of the system is shown in Figure 48. Wave separation is
used to eliminate audio signals (i.e., the desired speaker output) from the reference signals (i.e.,
the exterior noise). The additional, desired audio signal, picked up inside the room by the error
microphone, is estimated and subtracted from the error signals, leaving the uncancelled noise,
i.e., the true error, from the exterior.
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The novelties of this approach are:
1. A transparent thin-film speaker is placed between the glass panels. This allows the use of
a standard double-glazed window without requiring an increase in size of cavity in the
window. This enables invisible acoustic technology for the window, saving on interior
space.
2. The use of wave separation so that external sound can be cancelled and internal sound
preserved.
3. The online adaptive estimates of the secondary transfer function between the speaker and
the error microphone. This enables auxiliary audio produced by the window speaker to be
preserved without cancellation.

Figure 47: A photograph of the fabricated transparent thin-film speaker. (Hu et al. 2012; Hu et
al. 2013)
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Figure 48: The setup of proposed ANC system for simultaneous audio playback and window active
noise cancellation. (Hu et al. 2012; Hu et al. 2013)
Merit:
The proposed system can reach steady state within 0.5 seconds. In the steady state, the
magnitude of the external noise was reduced by around 10-20 dB. The potential drawback of such
a system is that it could potentially fail when the source audio signals are correlated with the
external noise (the audio and external noise are at the same frequency).
7.3.2.2 Actuator array for active noise cancellation
Chen & Chen (2014) performed a feasibility numerical study using PZT actuator panels to reduce
the noise level in a rectangular enclosure (similar with a room). A point force was used to simulate
the sound source.

Figure 49: Geometry and coordinate system of a rectangular enclosure. (Chen & Chen, 2014)
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The idea was to minimise acoustic pressure at the sensing location inside the enclosure. By
controlling the output of PZT actuators, there is a potential for noise reduction.
Merit:
The simulation results showed that at a certain resonant frequency, the noise level can be reduced
up to 30 dB. To implement this approach, the actuators must be placed on the wall or ceiling of
the room rather than on the windows. Although the approach has potential, significant further
research and development work is needed to adapt this approach to a non-intrusive solution for
reducing exterior noise from an open window.
7.3.2.3 TechnoFirst solution
Carme et al. (2016) from TechnoFirst SA implemented an ‘Active Window’ and an ‘Active
Labyrinth’, two solutions designed specifically for an open window.
The Active Window has loudspeakers lined in the window joinery to counter noise in the frequency
range 50–1000 Hz. This is shown in Figure 50.

Figure 50: Active Window (a) feedback and (b) feedforward configurations. (Carme et al., 2016)
The Active Labyrinth (see Figure 51) enables natural ventilation of a room while minimising the
intrusion of pollution from outside. The opened area that allows ventilation is divided into ducts
by a labyrinth. Each of these ducts includes an active noise reduction (ANR) system and an anti-
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pollution filter. The electronic processing system for noise reduction purpose is composed of an
ultra-compact loudspeaker and sensors connected to a controller producing the mirror noise. The
target frequency range is 50–1400 Hz, which is wider than the ‘Active Window’ solution. The
configuration of the compact loudspeaker module is shown in Figure 52.

Figure 51: Active Labyrinth feedforward configuration (Carme et al., 2016)

Figure 52: Compact loudspeaker module schematics (left) and picture (right) (Carme et al.,
2016)
Merit:
The performances of the Active Window and the Active Labyrinth are shown in Figure 53. Both
systems achieve about 6 dB reduction (depending on frequency) through the use of active noise
cancellation. The Active Window (range 50–1000 Hz) achieves a maximum reduction of 15.5 dB
and the Active Labyrinth (50–1400 Hz) achieves a maximum reduction of 16 dB.
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Figure 53: The performance of Active Window (above) and Active Labyrinth (bottom). (Carme et
al., 2016)
7.3.2.4 Thin glass panels
Zhu et al. (2004) explored the development of thin glass panels that can be controlled
electronically to counteract transmission of sound, as shown in Figure 54. Small rare earth voice
coil actuators are used to control glass panel vibrations. The development of the control system
is based on the use of a wave separation algorithm that separates incident sound from reflected
sound. The FXLMS algorithm is used for feedforward control (the same as transparent thin-film
speaker approach).
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Figure 54: Schematics of a flat panel speaker. (Zhu et al. 2004)

Figure 55: Frequency response of sound transmission control of random noise––comparison of
performance with different reference signals. (Zhu et al. 2004)
Merit:
The results showed that the glass panels are able to effectively block transmission of sound,
reducing sound transmission by 20 dB in the case of tonal frequencies and by 10-15 dB in the case
of broadband noise.
7.3.2.5 Simple duct-type active window
Oh (2016) implemented ANC with a simple duct-type active window in a scale-model room,
composed of a short duct, a reference microphone, an error microphone, and a control
loudspeaker. The advantage of such a system compared with traditional multi-channel systems is
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less computational complexity and no interference between channels. The system is shown in
Figure 56.

Figure 56: Photograph of the experimental setup of the simple duct-type active window. (Oh,
2016)

Figure 57: Averaged spectrum at the error microphone with and without ANC (Oh, 2016)
The results showed that the undesired noise can be reduced by 6.4 dB(A) and 5.1 dB(A) while the
desired audio was reduced by 9.4 dB(A) and 3.8 dB(A) when the back of the room panel was closed
and open, respectively. In real practice, the room should be seen as enclosed. Therefore, the
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noise reduction is 6.4 dB(A) maximum and 5.3 dB(A) on average in the frequency range 700–2000
Hz; the reduction on the audio (such as music, speech, etc.) is, however, larger than that of noise.
The influence of room volume and window size needs to be further investigated.
7.3.2.6 ANC solution developed at the Technical University of Berlin
Ohly et al. (2003) implemented a feedforward ANC system for a tilted window with five input
channels, four output channels and six loudspeakers; two channels each control two loudspeakers
in the upper slit in parallel in order to reduce the sound transmission.
Lower frequencies, up to about 120 Hz, can be reduced by up to 20 dB. In the range 120–350 Hz,
reductions are possible up to 10 dB. Above 350 Hz, there is less improvement, and towards 400
Hz the noise actually gets worse.
With white noise and traffic noise, improvement factors over 5 dB could be achieved in individual
thirds octave bands and sum improvement factors of the order of 3 dB.

Figure 58: Experiment setup: tilting window with ANC. (Ohly et al, 2003)
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Figure 59: Measurement with Sinesweep. (Ohly et al., 2003)
7.3.2.7 Example of ANC system developed at Helmut-Schmidt-University
Sachau and Kletschkowski (2007) implemented an ANC system around a bed to reduce the sound
pressure level.
In the range 63–1000 Hz, the noise reduction at the dummy’s head always exceeds 10 dB (> 20 dB
on average). However, above 400 Hz, ANC has the effect of increasing sound pressure level.

Figure 60: Experiment setup: ANC around a bed. (Sachau and Kletschkowski, 2007)
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Figure 61: Auto-spectra of the dummy head microphone signals. (Sachau and Kletschkowski,
2007)
7.3.3 Automatic window actuator (open/close)
There are several sensor-based electric window actuators available on the market, mostly
designed to react to the weather (rain or temperature). The use of soundproof windows makes
this an effective active system for noise control also. No such product of automatic window
actuator was found on the current market.
In order to reduce the noise from the railway in dwellings, a sound-level control is necessary.
When a train passes by, the increase of noise level at the dwelling window will be detected by an
acoustic sensor placed outside the window. When the sound level is (or is predicted to be) above
the specified comfort threshold, the electric window actuator will close the window to reduce the
sound level – and then open the window when the sound level outside the window reduces.
The overall performance of such a noise-controlled window actuator for noise reduction will
depends on the soundproofing of the window and the safety, reliability and quietness of the
window actuator. Also important is the response time, ensuring that the window closes before
noise levels exceed the comfort threshold. This depends in large part on the speed of the window
actuator – typically about 20mm/s – which is limited by the need for safety. The limitation of this
approach is that the windows would have to close quietly or else a new noise source is generated.
As well in areas with high likelihood for higher noise occurrences, the window would open/close
non-stop. Assuming a window opening of 100mm the system requires 5 seconds to respond,
whereas the approaching train at approx. 120km/h has travelled a distance of more than 150m.
So the noise increase must be sufficiently slow, as the detection unit (microphone) would require
some threshold level safely above the background noise to be triggered (i.e. 10 dB).
A proposal to develop such a system/product is given below.
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Electric window actuator

There are two common types of electric window actuator available, which are chain and linear
window actuator, as shown in Figure 62 and Figure 63, respectively. Both types of window actuator
can be remote-controlled, and it is only necessary, therefore, to develop a noise control comprised
of noise-level sensor and remote-control unit.

Figure 62: Chain window actuator (http://www.windowmaster.com/products/windowactuators/chain-actuators/chain-actuator )

Figure 63: Rack Electric Linear Actuator (http://www.window-openers.com/linear-windowactuators/)
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Sound-level sensor

Sound level outside window can be measured using an exterior (weather-protected) microphone
(as in the solutions reviewed in §7.3.2). Another option is a sound-level meter. Examples of soundlevel metre products are shown in Figure 64 and Figure 65. When the measured sound is predicted
to exceed the specified comfort threshold, this will trigger the control unit to shut the window.
In order to close the window before the sound exceeds the comfort threshold when the train passes
by, a lower threshold can be used; alternatively, a predictive system tuned to the patterns of
railway noise could be developed.

Figure 64: Sound level sensor
(https://www.vernier.com/products/sensors/sound-level-probes/sls-bta/)

Figure 65: Smart Sound Level Sensors
(http://www.acousticalsurfaces.com/white-noise-system/smart-sound-level-sensors.html)


Control unit

The ‘Build your own’ control system from Window Openers Direct, for example, shows a number
of possible inputs that provide instructions to the window actuator:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Rain Sensor - Close
Wind Sensor - Close
Thermostat - Open / Close
Wall Switch - Open / Close
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5. Remote - Open / Close
The exterior sound-level sensor could easily fit into such a system, and would need to provide both
‘open’ and ‘close’ signals to the control unit, similar to the thermostat.

Figure 66: Varied controller for window actuator
(http://www.windowopeners.co.uk/products/packages/rain_temperature_control/build_your_o
wn_rain_temp.html)

7.4 Assessment methodology
The main technologies and solutions, including passive (soundproof window), active (ANC, thinspeaker, actuator array, automatic window actuator, etc.) and proposed combinations of passive
and active ones are listed below in Table 27
Both quantitative and qualitative indicators have been considered for evaluating the efficiency of
the identified solutions. The available data are not sufficient for properly using some key
quantitative criteria, such as SPL reduction when the window is open. Therefore, a more
qualitative-focused approach, based on information gathered from both previous research,
existing regulation and the relevant stakeholders (e.g., DB) has been employed for assessing the
feasibility of each reviewed technology.
The relevant assessment criteria / indicators include:
o

Level of noise reduction: The level of SPL reduction when the sound passes through such a
system (either passive or active). For instance, soundproof windows have the better
performance on SPL reduction, but only when the window is shut can the required 30–49 dB
reduction be achieved. So in order to achieve a comfortable SPL in the dwelling, a combination
of passive and active approaches may be needed.
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o

Applied sound character: While all types of sound (within the audible frequency range) can
be reduced using passive approaches, active noise cancellation can be very effective for
particular frequency ranges. For example, some ANC approaches are effective at lower
frequencies (<350Hz) or in a specific character (Pink noise).

o

Complexity: Complexity considers the difficulties and technical barriers in implementing
either the hardware or software to achieve the noise control. For example, ANC approaches
require a series of actuators and sensors to generate counter sound and record the sound for
cancelation, as well as a dedicated algorithm to perform the cancelation within limited time
(nearly real-time). Therefore, the complexity of ANC approaches was assessed as ‘High’.
Passive approaches depend more on materials and design, so the relative complexity is ‘Low’.
In particular, the thin-speaker approach has an unconventional design, and as a result the
complexity was assessed as ‘Very high’.

o

Response time: This criterion was considered for active noise cancellation approaches,
because it is crucial to ensure that the cancelled sound aligns with the original one in order
to achieve ‘real-time’ noise cancelation. If the response time is too long, the performance of
noise cancelation will be significantly reduced.

o

Location of installation: This factor concerns where the system is installed and whether it
can be combined with other approaches.

o

Market availability: Whether the technology is available on the market will determine the
ease of the approach to be implemented. When the technology is not market-ready, additional
efforts need to be devoted before using it in real practice.

o

Functional when the window is open: This factor determines whether the approach is
feasible to be used solely under this scope of feasibility study (i.e., for the purpose of reducing
the noise when the windows are open).
Conclusions and recommendations are further presented in the following section.
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Table 27: Summary of potential solutions

Solutions

Noise reduction
(dB)

Sound
character

Comple
xity

Reliability

Response
time
(seconds)

Location of
installation

Market
available?

Functiona
l when
the
window is
open?

Passive solutions
Sound proof
window

Soundproof
windows

35-49

All (but less
reduction
for low
frequency
noise)

Low

High

Real-time

Window

Yes

Limited on
opening
area (works
for slightly
open case
and for
specially
designed
windows)

Sound barrier

Soundwall

13-20

All

Low

High

Real-time

Between the
railways and
dwellings

Yes

Yes, as a
passive way

Active solutions
ANC

TechnoFirst
Active
Window

15.5

20-1000 kHz
in the paper

High

Low

N.A.

In the sliding
window

Yes or near
ready

Yes,
passive +
ANC

TechnoFirst
Active
Labyrinth

16

20-1400 kHz
in the paper

High

Low

N.A.

In the sliding
window

Yes or near
ready

Yes,
passive +
ANC

<6.4 dB(A)
Efficient at 700 Hz2 kHz

Pink noise

High

Low

N.A.

On the
windows
With duct

No

Probably no
(not
discussed)

Simple
duct-type
window
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Solutions

TUB
solution

HSU
solution
Thin-speaker
ANC

Location of
installation

Market
available?

Functiona
l when
the
window is
open?

N.A.

On the titled
windows

No

Yes

Very low

N.A.

Around the
bed

No

Yes

Comple
xity

Reliability

Response
time
(seconds)

High

Low

>5

individual
frequency,
<350kHz;
white noise +
road noise

10

63 -1 kHz

High

Noise reduction
(dB)

10-20;

Sound
character

Transparent
thin film
speaker

10-20

Additive
white noise

Very high

Low

0.5

On the window

No

Yes, as ANC
method

Thin glass
panels

10-20

Tonal and
broadband
noise
<600 Hz

Very high

Low

2.6

On the
windows
With duct

No

Probably no
(not
discussed)

Actuator array

Actuator
array

<30

0-350 Hz

Medium

Medium

N.A.

On the wall or
ceiling

No

Yes, as ANC
method

Automatic
window
actuator

Window
open/close

Depends on window
material

All

Medium

Low

depends on
window
closing time

On the tilted
or sliding
window

No

Window
open/close
control

13-20 + 10-20

Depends on
ANC

Very high

Low

Depends on
ANC

No

Yes

35-49 (+ 13-20)

All

High

Low

depends on
window
closing time

Between rail
and dwellings
On the window

No

Yes

Combination solutions
Sound barrier +ANC
Sound proof window + (sound
barrier)+ window open/close
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7.5 Conclusions and recommendations
7.5.1 Conclusions
The EU dimension of the railway noise problem is well documented, and research mainly focuses
on noise reduction of the trains through optimisation of design, and by implementing noise
reduction techniques on components of the trains or near the railway tracks.
When noise levels still exceed acceptable limits for health and comfort noise-mitigation measures
such as soundproof windows are necessary. In general, passive technologies (materials and design)
can provide the desired reduction.
Soundproof windows, however, work effectively only when closed, and requiring windows to be
closed is itself a source of discomfort. This chapter, therefore, has studied the feasibility of
solutions for effective noise reduction without the requirement for keeping windows closed. This
is an issue that particularly affects regions such as the Rhein Valley in Germany. Unfortunately,
few relevant studies and/or little technical information is accessible in English, such as
measurements, location of dwellings (railway lines, distance to the railway, etc.), specifications
of these buildings, etc., have been identified that show the true extent of this specific problem.
A relevant conclusion is that passive technologies, including windows design (with respect to sizes,
structure, location, opening, etc.) in combination with, e.g., sound barriers, have not been
sufficiently investigated for the scope of reducing the interior noise level in the dwellings near to
the train lines when the window is open.
The potential of passive technologies is still significant, particularly with respect to the use of
novel window designs and solutions, and the possibility to combine different passive technologies.
Two active technology approaches are possible:
1.

Active Noise Cancellation technologies (ANC): The window is not fully sealed, so that
ventilation is possible. Microphones and speakers are used to produce noise that matches
but inverts the noise from passing trains (and other exterior sources), thereby cancelling
the sound waves and eliminating noise. This can work effectively with headphones, for
example, but an ANC solution for train noise through open windows is unlikely to be both
effective and cost-effective in the near future. ANC technologies have been widely
investigated for over 20 years for various applications, including active noise cancellation
earphones, noise reduction for aircraft engines or panels, interior of cars or vans, car
suspensions, etc. However, the technical and economic feasibility of these technologies is
still to be validated due to numerous obstacles in both hardware and software, including
computing processor power, cost of actuators and sensors, needs for inexpensive, clever,
commercial control system and algorithms, etc. (Hansen, 2003).

2.

Actuated opening/closing soundproof windows: There is a wide range of soundproof
windows available, and the noise reduction varies between designs. To be truly effective,
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an actuator system would need to close the window fully, and ideally be integrated with
the window design. Window actuators exist on the market for other purposes, designed to
close windows in the event of rain or wind, or to open and close according to temperature.
Noise-activated windows are merely an extension of this, requiring (at a minimum) an
exterior sound-level sensor to trigger the window to close when noise levels exceed a
threshold.
None of the passive or ANC technologies presented in this chapter satisfy the target reduction of
SPL when keeping the window open. Considering the requirements, as well as the summary in
Table 27, it is considered that a combination between passive solutions (e.g., efficient sound
barriers along with an optimised soundproof windows design) may respond well enough to this
specific issue. A passive solution (i.e., an optimised soundproof window design) with actuated
opening/closing is also a solution currently feasible. However, some active technologies may also
prove feasible enough for efficiently reducing the noise while keeping the windows open in specific
buildings in the affected areas.
7.5.2 Recommendations
The specific need to reduce the railway noise in dwellings in the vicinity of railways (as opposed
to traffic noise generally) while keeping the windows open needs to be better documented in
order to justify the EU dimension of the problem and subsequent need for publicly funded research
on this topic. An extended overview of the stated problem, explaining its relevance and EU
dimension (EU railway lines affected by this issue, number of complaints per member state, etc.)
would be useful for an accurate understanding and consideration of this problem, especially in the
context of further research to be funded by/within Shift2Rail. Specific evidence on this issue
should be collected, including:


EU railway lines where this issue is critical (i.e., where the population complained and
asked for such solutions);



Investigation on the efficiency of passive technologies for noise reduction in the identified
affected areas;



Measurements and/or other physical evidence to support the severity of this issue (e.g.,
sound levels when windows closed and open); etc.

Existing reliable passive technologies and combinations between them (e.g., sound barriers with
new design and installation of soundproof windows should be further investigated in-depth for the
purpose of reducing the SPL within dwellings near railways when the windows are open. It is likely
that these technologies may be able to respond to the requirements at lower costs and higher
feasibility.
An accurate and proper feasibility study on the implementation of active technologies would
require detailed data on the problem, data which are not easily accessible to be collected due to
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privacy issues regarding the ownership of dwellings. In principle, the interested stakeholders (i.e.,
infrastructure managers and operators) should work together with the authorities and population
to gather such information. The specific data that would be essential for further in-depth
feasibility studies include, but are not limited to:


The comfortable SPL indoor (with closed and open windows) and outdoor, which are also
influenced by the following factors:
o

The distance between the railway and the affected buildings;

o

The indoor (with closed and open windows) and outdoor noise levels against the distance
to the railway;

o

Traffic parameters, such as train types, operating speed for the relevant trains, trains’
composition, etc., and specific noise types, i.e., is it brake squeal, locomotive traction,
pantograph noise, etc.?

o

Constraints on dimensions, opening angle and direction of the window when it is open;



Frequency response of the noise and noise character;



Specifications or boundaries for the envisaged active windows or active noise cancellation
systems (e.g., dimensions, weight, power source, energy consumption, etc.)

For example, if the dwelling is very close to the railways, the SPL outside the window will be
considerable large. In this case, the required level of noise reduction will be relatively high. This
may lead to combination of passive and active approaches with very high performance.
Technical recommendations:


Passive technologies are a relatively straightforward and cost-efficient mean to reduce the SPL
significantly. However, the conclusion on whether these would be efficient enough to reduce
the interior noise level within dwellings near to railway lines when the windows are open
cannot be drawn from the information available to this study. If further SPL reduction is
required, passive technologies can be combined with active window solutions.



ANC technologies: Currently very limited in effect, targeting specific frequency ranges and
sometimes worsening others. Further research, including practical testing and adequate
measurements is strongly recommended.

The main recommendation is that further research should focus on:


the potential combination between passive technologies, and optimised design of soundproof
windows;
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optimised design of soundproof windows with actuated open/close and predictive noise
sensors – for near-future deployment;



active noise cancellation systems, but with wider application than dwellings.
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